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Wintering, the Outsider Adult Male
and the Ethnogenesis of the Western Plains Metis

John E. Foster

ABSTRACT. The origins of the western Plains Metis in the latter quarter of the eighteenth
century are a function of "wintering" in the Montreal-based fur trade. Wintering laid the basis
for relationships which with the emergence of the freeman would establish the sociocultural
circumstances necessary for some Native children to be raised distinct from residential Indian
bands. With the marriages of these children among themselves the Metis would emerge as a
part of the presettlement western Canadian sociocultural complex.

SOMMAIRE. La pratique de '1'hivernage," adoptee par les compagnies montrealaises de
traite des fourrures, exrlique l'apparition des Metis dans les plaines de l'Ouest durant le
dernier quart du XVIII siecle. L'hivemage sous-tendait des relations sociales qui, suite a
l'emcrgence des "hommes libres," allaient former un substrat socioculturel essentiel a la
pratique d'elever des enfants de souche amerindienne a l'ecart des groupes autochtones
traditionnels. Les intermariages devaient subsequemment permettre a la nation metisse
d'emerger comme element constitutif d'une realite socioculturelle etablie avant l'ere de la
colonisation.

Over the past half century the historical assessment of the nineteenth
century Plains Metis experience has altered from that of "losers" to that of
"winners." The appearance of les hivernants (winterers) on the western
Plains in the 1840swas, for Marcel Giraud, evidence that "primitivism" had
won out over "civilization" in the lives of many of the Plains Metis.1 More
recently, for Gerhard Ens, the same evidence suggests a highlr effective
entrepreneurial response to an industrial market opportunity. With the
emergence of this scholarly reassessment historians have exhibited height
ened interest in the fate of the Metis with the onset of settlement in the last
decades of the nineteenth century. Metis primitivism is no longer an
acceptable explanation for the marginalization of the Metis in this period.
This same historical reassessment has heightened interest as well in the
questions of what were, a century earlier, the circumstances and processes
which gave rise to the Metis. As scholars have come to appreciate mixed
Euro-Canadian and Indian ancestry as simply a biological fact, shared
among many individuals who may choose to identify culturally as Indian,"
Metis or Euro-Canadian, their interest has sharpened in terms of the
circumstances and processes which constitute Metis ethnogencsis.' No
longer are mixed ancestry and the social circumstances which gave rise to
it sufficient explanation for the origins of the Metis on the western Plains.

The context for the processes and social relationships which gave rise to
. the Plains Metis was wintering as it was practiced by Montreal-based fur

traders in the last quarter of the eighteenth century in lepays sauvage (Indian
countryl.' The focal person was the coureur dedrouine (itinerant trader) or
commis (clerk), the "outsider" from an Indian perspective, who led a trading
party seeking to make contact with Indian hunters on their wintering
grounds. The process of establishing this trade constituted the first step in
the two-step process thatgave rise to the Metis. During the first step three
critical relationships were formed. The first was the country marriage of the
outsider to a prominent woman of the Indian band. The second relation
ship involved the outsider in a kin relationship with the adult males of the
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Indian band. And the last relationship involved the coureur de drouine in
association with his fellow engages (servants) as comrades and work mates.
The shared experiences of these relationships gave expression to the Metis
when the outsider with his country wife and family chose to live apart from
both the trading post and the Indian band.

L'homme libre, the freeman, looms large in the process of Metis ethno
genesis. His historical importance in part lies in his social ties to indigenous
Indian bands who came to consider this outsider as one of themselves.
Rarely of British origin, the Canadien or "eastern Indian" freeman was a
phenomenon of the Montreal-based fur trade and its en drouine (itinerant
peddling) system of trade. Usually he was an engage who had established
himself as a man of consequence among his fellows. Physical prowess
counted for much, but not all; generosity and a penchant for an evocative
song and an entertaining story were recognized as well. The man of
consequence influenced others and affected the image of being less influ
enced by others. The man of consequence acted to become a "master" of his
own affairs and circumstances. The logic of this ethos among the fur trade
engages led some to end their relationship with the trading post as engages
and become les hommes libres. This means of expressing their sense of
consequence, by becoming free, was the beginning of the second stage in a
two-step process which was intimately and critically involved in the emer
gence of the Plains Metis.

Particular behaviours distinguish the historical Plains Metis from in
digenous Indians and from Euro-Canadians. The nature of these distin
guishable behaviours in significant measure may well be "degree" rather
than "kind." Further, such behaviours can be said to be central to the
culture of these people. To explain their cultural origins it is useful to
acknowledge the enculturation of children as a fundamental mechanism in
the transmission of culture generationally. Thus the critical feature in
explaining Metis ethnogenesis is not mixed ancestry; rather, it is the histori
cal circumstances and processes which saw some children enculturated
differently than those children associated with Indian bands or with the
very few Euro-Canadian communities that could be said to exist in the
presettlement West. Few would quarrel with the observation that children
born to Indian mothers and enculturated in Indian bands did,' and do,
function culturally as Indians. In the closing decades of the eighteenth
century on the western Plains there were only Indian mothers. Thus to have
some children experience a different enculturation, to the extent that the
historical actors themselves recognized them as culturally distinct from
Indians, it is necessary to posit an enculturation circumstance for these
children apart from indigenous Indian bands. The freeman, the outsider
adult male, was a critical factor in creating these historical circumstances.

Two scholars in particular have offered insight in this area. Jacqueline
Peterson, in her article "Prelude to Red River: A Social Portrait of the Great
Lakes Metis," details an historical mechanism which would see some
children enculturated in circumstances apart from an Indian band." Her
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focus is the early eighteenth-eentury Great Lakes fur trade and the small
party of traders dispatched endrouinebya bourgeois (merchant) at a major
trading post," The trading party of perhaps four to six men,led by a commis,
sought out Indian bands on their home territories. Frequently the basis for
a commercial trade between the two was a sociopolitical tie linking the
traders, particularly the commis, to the principal adult males of the band.
The vehicle for such a relationship in most instances was the "country
marriage" of the commis and a principal woman in the band. Peterson goes
on to suggest that should the commis enjoy success, emerging in time as a
bourgeois and contracting a more enduring marriage from his own social
circle, he could still gather some of the children of his previous country
marriages to be raised in his own home circumstances. Peterson's article
argues that sufficient experiences of this nature over two or three genera
tions contributed significantly to the rise of the Great Lakes Metis. In terms
of the western Plains, the immediate question arising from Peterson's
article is whether a similar process can be identified which would have
some children enculturated, as were some children of the commis, in
circumstances distinct from Indian bands.

Jennifer Brown, in her book Strangers in Blood, offers the concept of
patrifocality to explain why most children in the families of fur trade
officers and their Native wives in the nineteenth century did not emerge as
Metis.8 Brown argues that the dominant position of fur trade officers in
their families allowed them to influence the enculturation of their children
to the extent that they did not become Metis. An implication for readers of
Brown's book is whether matrifocality rather than patrifocality would
explain the appearance of the Metis. Were the Metis the cultural product of
children enculturated apart from the band in a family in which the wife and
mother was the dominant factor in their enculteration? In part Brown
returned to this discussion in a later article, "Woman as Centre and Symbol
in the Emergence of Metis Communities.?"

The historical record argues persuasively for the significance of the
outsider male in the historical processes that gave rise to the Metis. Further,
a noteworthy number of these males would appear to be characterized as
assertive in terms of their behaviour with others. An example is Jean
Dumont, the founder of the Dumont family among the Metis in western
Canada. Having "turned off" his country wife, Suzette, the Sarcee-Crow
woman, and family to another freeman, Paul Durand, Jean left for Lower
Canada in 1802,only to return two or three years later to challenge Durand
for his family: "mais Paul Durant [sic] refusait de rendre la femme ason
premier proprietaire, Jean Dumont dut la prendre de irve force.?'"
Durand's name would disappear from documents until his son by Suzette
reached maturity and married. Quite possibly a similar assertiveness ex
pressed itself in the family lives of these men and in their relations with
their children, particularly sons. Whether or not such assertiveness in
family life constituted "patrifocality" or "man centrality," it does argue for
significance in terms of the circumstances in which the young in such

.families were enculturated. Equally significant in arguing the importance
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of the husband and father in proto-Metis households one is not implying
the unimportance of the wife and mother.

In attempting to identify the particular historical circumstances and
processes which gave rise to the western Plains Metis attention is directed
to the wintering villages which first captured Giraud's attention." Within a
generation of their first appearance, numbers of these villages dotted the
western Plains. Among the most westerly was Buffalo Lake in what is
today the province of Alberta. At its height as a wintering village of Metis
buffalo hunters it had over eighty cabins, numbering close to 1,000 inhabi
tants." It is to wintering in the fur trade, not in the 1870s, however, but in
the 1770s, that scholars must look to identify the circumstances and the
processes which gave rise to the Metis on the western Plains.

Wintering in its broadest sense is the complex of individual and commu
nity behaviours invoked in response to factors rooted in climatic circum
stances. The behaviours are those necessary for survival when on occasion
a benign or challenging environment can become threatening. But winter
ing behaviours involve more than simple survival: they involve the full
interplay of individuals and groups in small, face-to-face communities. In
the context of the St. Lawrence-Great Lakes fur trade in the eighteenth
century, wintering differentiated les bons hommes who wintered in the
interior from les mangeurs de lard who bound themselves to the constraints
of society in the environs of Montreal and elsewhere in French Canada."
Those engages who remained in the interior were les hivernants. They met the
challenge of wintering in the Indian country, not simply by surviving but
by becoming persons of consequence among their fellows and in the Indian
bands. Thereby they gained reputation and full entry into the adult male
fraternity of the St. Lawrence-Great Lakes fur trade. For the officers winter
ing was the prerequisite, after appropriate social circumstances, for mem
bership in the famous, and at times infamous, Beaver Club. 14 Others of their
social and ethnic milieu could be guests at the club's functions, but only
winterers of appropriate social circumstances could be members. For those
officers and servants in posts in the North SaskatchewanRiver valley, in the
last quarter of the eighteenth century, hivernement (wintering) had an even
more specialized meaning.

While the discussion of the circumstances and processes of wintering is
sparse in the fur trade literature it is noteworthy that Giraud provides the most
detail. The image of wintering that emerges in Giraud suggests two cardinal
factors determining circumstances. The first factor is the en drouine trading
system, developed in the St. Lawrence-Great Lakes trade during the closing
decades of the seventeenth century." Jacqueline Peterson has explained that
the system involved small parties of men sent from a regional trading fort to
trade with Indians on their home hunting and trapping territories. These
peddlers would find winter a most appropriate time for their travel not only
because the season facilitated travel in areas awayfrom canoe-navigable rivers
but because it would be the best circumstance in which to encourage Indians
to emphasize trapping activities. Giraud explains:
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the employees of the Canadian companies, as soon as they reached their
win tering places, provided themselves with trade goods and scattered among
the Indians in the hope of securing their furs and gaining their allegiance
through the mutual sympathy that was born of such a shared experience.... the
Canadians already had recourse to this procedure, which they found to their
advantage as well as to that of the Indians.... The "coureur de drouine," as such
an employee-trader was called, became the essential cogwheel in the trading
post. Many of the Canadians shared ... the life of the natives, choosing to live
over winter in their ten ts, next to their families, without caring about the
rigorous cold or the uncomfortable quarters.... such a dispersion mi§ht have an
added importance of conserving the fort's scanty resources of food. I

In effect, wintering in the posts of the endrouine fur trade system involved
travel to the Indian bands and some period of residence among them.

The practice of endrouine trading in winter provided the bourgeois of the
trading post with a means of addressing the~erennial problem of the cost
of surplus labour during the winter months.' Engages were hired primarily
to transport trade goods into the interior and furs out to market. With
winter this labour force had to be directed towards other activities. Those
engages with crafts such as carpentry and smithing could be profitably
employed in most instances. Others less technically skilled could be di
rected for a time to such activities as cutting firewood. As extensive as this

, activity might be during a Plains winter the usual course of action was to
have as much wood as possible cut, transported and stacked before the
onset of cold weather. In effect a number of engages could be relatively idle
for extended periods during the winter months; and thus, they would be a
drain on the post's stores of provisions and, of course, on the profitability
of the trade. While hunting activity could be encouraged for a few appro
priately skilled servants, it could be cost effective as well to dispatch small
parties of men with a limited supply of trade goods to winter with residen
tial bands of Indians. Their trade goods would permit them to exchange
goods for food and other necessities from the Indians. In effect the en
drouine system could be combined with the practice of encouraging small
parties of men to winter with the bands. Such parties could encourage the
bands to act in a manner that favoured their home fort. In competitive
circumstances they could direct furs and provisions to their bourgeois at the
trading post. At the same time they would provision themselves through
their own efforts and/or through the efforts of the band with whom they
were temporarily residing.

Such wintering practices involved engages intimately in the affairs of the
band. On first contact the leader of the trading party would lay the basis for
a trading relationship, using all of his social and political skills and his
knowledge of Indian ways. In most instances his actions could be described
as an "assertive bonhomie" in which gifts were offered and conversation
would introduce the names of personages who could be said to offer a link
between the commis and the adult males of the band." As with many
cultural traditions hunting Indians seemed to have preferred conducting
trade with "family." The trader would emphasize conversations that
would serve to have him considered in this context. Preferably a common
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kinsman would be discovered in the course of conversation. In the early
period both parties would have to be satisfied with a social link to an Indian
or trader of well-deserved reputation. It was out of a successful initial
meeting that a social relationship could emerge between the coureur de
drouine or commis and the adults of the band. A country marriage to an
eligible woman of the band would cement this relationship. Although
evidence is very sparse other circumstances at a later date suggest that
women of the band were not necessarily simply passive observers in this
decision."

Other members of the en drouine party might form marriage relation
ships with women of the band; but the continuation of these relationships
in succeeding winter seasons was far more problematic. Members of the
trading party other than the commis would be much less likely to have the
status that would keep the country wife's interest when the winter and the
trade ended. Similarly the engage, should he have the inclination, would be
less able than the commis to persuade his bourgeois to allow him in succeed
ing winters to return to the band of the previous year's country wife. The
country marriages which led to the Metis appear in large measure to be
those that were sustained over several trading seasons.

The country marriage was critical to the commis's trading success be
cause it included him in the social system of the residential band. Kinship
determined appropriate privileges and responsibilities in relations with
others. By virtue of his marriage the commis was enmeshed in this social
system. Every person in the residential band and in the surrounding
"neighbourhood" was a "parent" (relative) who owed him obligations and
to whom he owed obligations. A failure to behave appropriately in this area
could be fatal to a commis's commercial interests and, in some instances, to
himself and his compatriots." The advice of a country wife on this subject
as well as others could be critical to the long-term success and health of the
commis and his compatriots.

At first glance the spousal relationship involved in wintering suggests
"bride service," that is, the newly married couple living with the bride's
parents until the birth of the first child. The advantages for the males
involved in this practice were the opportunity for the outsider male to learn
a new hunting and trapping territory under the skilled tutelage of the
bride's male relatives and the opportunity for the males of the band to
acquire an ally who could further their economic and political interests. The
advantages for the bride were equally obvious. The new "country hus
band's" skills as a "provider" could be evaluated while she was still close
to the bosom of her natal family. No doubt for many young brides the birth
of a first child among female relatives in whom she had confidence was far
more preferable than a birthing experience away from her kinswomen.
Should the outsider male be found wanting either as a provider oras a work
mate and ally of her kinsmen the spousal relationship could be terminated.
On the other hand, relationships which emerged and endured over the
course of several winters could be said to have some depth and stability.
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The gender-based roles and skills of the woman in the freeman family
were crucial to its survival and success. Perhaps as critical as this spousal
relationship was the relationship between the outsider adult male and his
country wife's male relatives. In point of fact the two relationships were
intertwined. A spousal relationship with a woman of consequence which
was established in in timate associa tion with the band required her relatives
to accept the outsider country husband as a kinsman. Such an acceptance
would always be conditional on the outsider's appropriate behaviour
towards his wife's kin. In time, instances of genuine affection between the
outside male and his "in-laws" could emerge. In most instances the rela
tionship no doubt remained somewhat formal and distant. The lack of
harmony in some instances may have led to violence." For the successful
freeman and his family, however, the essential requirement accompanying
a country wife was the acceptance of his presence by her kinsmen and their
neighbouring connections. The tragic fate of the twelve Iroquois and two
Canadien freemen who journeyed to Chesterfield House in the autumn of
1801 is clear testimonx to the sociopolitical understandings that were
necessary for survival. The fourteen were a trapping party hoping to base
themselves at Chesterfield House near the confluence of the Red Deer and
South Saskatchewan rivers, when they were set upon by Atsina, sometimes
known as Gros Ventres, who viewed them as interlopers.

A critically important relationship in the emergence of the Metis was that
involving two or three outsider males. With the adult males of this wintering
group functioning as hunting, trapping and fishing work mates and partners
for extended periodsof the year their familiescame to constitutea socialmilieu
in which the succeeding generation would choose marriage partners. A
perusal ofsome freeman genealogies demonstrates that individuals did marry
into indigenous Indian bands but the large majority in most regions would
appear to have taken spouses from other freeman families and bands." It is
noteworthy that the families of freemen who failed to form these work mate
partnerships became part of the indigenous Indian tradition. Two particular
examples are George Sutherland, said to be the founder of the Willow People
among the Down-River Plains Cree, and Alexis[?] Piche, the progenitor of
several prominent familiesamong the RockyMountain-Beaver Hills People of
the Up-River Plains Cree."Without the relationship with otheroutsider males
a winterer and his household might well enjoy success, but the generational
legacy in the nineteenthcentury would be overwhelmingly in an Indian, not a
Metis, tradition.

Among the distinguishing behaviours of some freemen descendants in the
North Saskatchewan River valley was the practice of a "folk" Roman Catholi
cism which predated the appearance of Roman Catholic missionaries by more
than half a century." Roman Catholic missionaries after 1840 encountered
infant baptism and Roman Catholic prayer among Native laity who had had
no previous experience with church-sanctioned religious instruction. Such
practices originated in an earlier generation of work mates who sustained
some behaviours of the community of their origin, Lower Canada. They were
shared among families who shared similar progenitors. In time some of these
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families would become distinct communities. In terms of ethnogenesis the
work mate or outsider male relationship was as important as the other two
relationships.

The cultural significance of the processes involved in the three relation
ships of the first step should not be underestimated. If these processes are
ethnogenesis, what then is the relationship between particular experiences
in wintering and the emergence of the Metis as a distinct sociocultural
entity in the fur trade West? The anthropologist Fredrick Barth suggests a
useful "model" to depict the interconnection of behaviour and culture:

The simplest form of this interconnection would seem to depend on sharing:
individual behaviour produces experience, a confrontation with reality which
mayor may not seem consistent with pre-existing conceptualizations and thus
may sometimes tend to confirm, sometimes falsify them. If a number of persons
in communication share a similar opportunity situation, experience the same
confrontations with reality, and have the same conceptualizations falsified, one
would expect them to develop shared understandin~and modify their collec
tive culture and expectations in accordance with this. 6

The shared experiences in wintering were the behaviours involved in
establishing the three critical relationships; the country marriage between
an outsider male and an Indian woman of the band, the sociopolitical
alliance relating the outsider male to the male kinsmen of the woman and
the friendship that bound outsider males in an economic and social rela
tionship. All of these relationships and the experiences that engendered
them and the experiences that they in tum engendered constituted the first
stage in the two-stage process of Plains Metis ethnogenesis.

While Giraud's description of the factors determining the circumstances
of wintering appear to be clear the historian will find the process of
wintering far more problematic. Brief references to particular activities at
the trading post can be found in the various trading post journals. But life
outside the trading post in the wintering bands is much more dimly
perceived. In order to gamer some insight into this experience, the first of
two stages in the ethnogenesis of the Plains Metis, it is necessary to examine
the second stage, the time when the Metis were emerging as a distinct
cultural entity.

The opportunity of going free or becoming a freeman was not an option
that would be available to many engages. Most would lack the technical and
sociopolitical skills necessary for survival. Not only would a freeman have
to know how to hunt, fish and trap successfully while living apart from the
fort and the Indian band but he would require the sociopolitical skills
necessary to have the surrounding bands view him as one of themselves in
so far as the resources of the region were concerned. Strangers were
interlopers who were not tolerated. Such survival skills were acquired over
time and required appropriate circumstances for their expression. For
several "eastern Indians" who had been hired by the Montreal-based fur
trade companies and who were numerous in the Athabasca country,
particularly the Lesser Slave Lake and Jasper House neighbourhoods,
freeman status proved to be a quick and natural process." Their skills as
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hunters and trappers and their ability to achieve acceptance on the part of
neighbouring Indians suggested they would be more profitable to the fur
trade as free trappers and hunters rather than as contracted servants.
Similarly Euro-Canadian servants who contemplated freeman status
would have to have the necessary skills to function as a hunter and/or a
trapper and to negotiate acceptance on the part of neighbouring Indians.

A critical factor in the transition from engage to freeman was motivation.
Elsewhere I have argued the existence of an adult male ethos among French
Canadian males of this era that emphasized the necessity of bein~a man of
consequence in one's own eyes and in the eyes of one's fellows. 8 A most
dramatic expression of this sense of consequence is found in Alexander
Ross's familiar account of the words of an old engage whom Ross met in
1825in route to the Red River Settlement:

I have now been forty-two years in this country. For twenty-four I was a light
canoe man.... No portage was too long for me; all portages were alike. My end
of the canoe never touched the ground till I saw the end of [the portage].... Fifty
songs a day were nothing to me, I could carry, paddle, walk and sing with any
man I ever saw.... No water, no weather, ever stopped the paddle or the song. I
have had twelve wives in the country; and was once possessed of fifty horses,
and six running dogs, trimmed in the first style. I was then like a Bourgeois, rich
and happy; no Bourgeois had better dressed wives than I; no Indian chief finer
horses; no white man better harnessed or swifter dogs.... I wanted for nothing;
... I should glory in commencing the same career again. I would spend another
half-century in the same fields of enjoyment. There is no life so happy as a
voyageur's life; none so independent; no place where a man enjoys so much
variety and freedom as in the Indian country .29

Enduring status as a lowly engage was incompatible with the ethos of a
man of consequence. The expression of such an ethos in le pays sauvage
required in time promotion, possibly to the rank and status of interpreter,
and subsequently for some, freeman status. Others might become freemen
earlier in their careers. It would appear that a similar if not identical ethos
influenced those eastern Indians who chose to remain in the West to live as
freemen. It is the existence of such an ethos which may well explain, in
significant part, why the majority of freemen chose to live apart from
indigenous Indian bands. Some of the particulars of their sense of a man of
consequence would not be shared with the males of the indigenous Indian
bands. While each could acknowledge kinship with the other their respec
tive expressions of consequence limited the time that they and their fami
lies could spend in each other's company. A successful freeman as well as
his "in-laws" may well have understood the limits of each other's tolerance
of "different" behaviours. Living apart from kinsmen for significant peri
ods could well have been an important element in a successful freeman's
repertoire of behaviours. In living with his family apart from the Indian
band and the trading post, the freeman laid the basis for his children to be
enculturated in circumstances distinct from that of the band or the post. The
process of enculturation in such circumstances was the second stage of a
two-stage process which gave rise to the Plains Metis.

Wintering in the fur trade in the valley of the North Saskatchewan River
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and its tributaries in the latter decades of the eighteenth century was the
basic context in which, for some Metis, processes of Metis ethnogenesis
began. In all probability similar experiences marked behaviour in the
valleys of the Red, Assiniboine and Athabaska rivers. The endrouine trading
tradition and the bourgeois's interest in controlling labour costs were the
twin wintering factors that encouraged the formation of the three essential
relationships. These relationships in tum were critical to the success of the
freeman and his family or, if you will, the proto-Metis, The first and
foremost of these relationships was the country marriage between the
servant, who by virtue of reputation and favour led the endrouine par~ and
an Indian woman closely related to the prominent males of the band. 0 The
second critical relationship was that between the leader of the en drouine
party, and the adult males of the band. Resting upon the marriage relation
ship with the Indian woman, the relationship with the males of the band
would determine the level of acceptance extended to the outsider. For
purposes of exploiting the resources of the region it was essential that adult
Indian males view the outsider as one of themselves. The third critical
relationship that would see the freeman's family emerge distinct from the
Indians was the relationship formed among some of the members of the en
drouine party. While examples can be found of freemen and their families
living with Indian bands the overwhelming impression from the sources
emphasizes freeman families neighbouring with each other for extended
periods of the year." Such second-stage associations suggest friendships
built up over time, dating from a period when circumstances encouraged
close cooperation among some outsiders. While such associations reflected
mutual self-interest in terms of economic activities they also reflected the
freeman's preference for those with whom he shared a similar ethos and all
that such sharing entailed.

The second stage in the process of Metis ethnogenesis in the Saskatche
wan country emerged with the decision of the experienced engage to
become a freeman. With the support of his bourgeois who encouraged his
pursuit of the material markers of consequence, the freeman claimed his
family from the band or possibly the fort and began his assiduous pursuit
of provisions and furs in surplus amounts. His ethos and the behaviour that
manifested it made him and his family distinct from the indigenous Indi
ans. He naturally grouped with those who suggested compatibility with his
ways. With the marriage of his children to the children of other freeman
families and with their pursuit of his ways, the process of Metis ethnogene
sis on the western Plains, as early as the first quarter of the nineteenth
century, was complete.

Gabriel Dumont the elder, the eldest son of Jean Dumont and Suzette,
the Sarcee-Crow woman, witnessed the Metis of the upper North Saskatch
ewan becoming a community. He married Suzanne Lussier, the daughter
of freeman Francois Lussier, the subject of a Paul Kane portrait. Members
of his extended family were residing at Lac Ste-Anne when the Roman
Catholic missionary Reverend J. Thibault visited there in the 1840s. In 1861
some followed the mission to Big Lake (St-Albert), a few miles north of Fort
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Edmonton. Already the Metis of the region were responding to the oppor
tunities becoming apparent in the buffalo robe trade. From their base at St
Albert the Metis hunted south and southeast through the parkland to the
prairie. In the 1870s at Buffalo Lake they established one of the largest
hivemement villages. The husband of a grandaughter, Louison Montag
nais, became the principal ChefMetis in the village. Kinsmen from the lower
South Saskatchewan River at Petite Ville (ancestral to the village of Batoche)
joined them at Buffalo Lake some winters. Dumont himself witnessed the
demise of the village when the robe hunt swept southward and the re
source on which it was based collapsed." An aged patriarch at the time of
his death in 1880he was finally laid to rest a few miles south of Buffalo Lake
on a bluff overlooking another wintering village site at the confluence of
Tail Creek and Red Deer River. In his lifetime he would have witnessed the
events that marked the processes that constituted the birth of a people.

The foregoing analysis has focussed on the outsider adult male in the
circumstances and processes of becoming western Plains Metis. In this
process no single act has more consequence than the individual engage's
decision to go free. The action is a powerful statementof self-definition and
self-assertion. In this light concepts of partifocality and male centrality
suggest explanative insight into which freeman families would succeed as
Metis. The bias of the historical sources themselves encourages this focus.
What remains to be addressed in more detail is the nature and consequence
of the wife and mother from the indigenous Indian band in the process of
Metis ethnogenesis.
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The Origins of Winnipeg's Packinghouse Industry:
Transitions from Trade to Manufacture

Jim Silver

ABSTRACT. This article traces the three routes from a local meat business, based upon trade
in the late nineteenth century, to the establishment of industrial packinghouses in Winnipeg
at the turn of the century.

SOMMAIRE. C'est par trois voies differentes que le secteur local du commerce de la viande,
forme aWinnipeg ala fin du XIXe steele, evolua vers I'etablissement de grandes conserveries
des le tournant du siecle.

Throughout the 1880s and early 1890s, the foundation for Winnipeg's
emergence as a major commercial, financial and industrial centre was
gradually being laid. During that period the city became a major rail centre,
and as the rail lines and agricultural frontier spread out across the prairie,
Winnipeg evolved into a manufacturing and wholesale centre. By 1890the
city had become the headquarters of the Canadian grain trade, and had
developed a sophisticated set of financial institutions. A self-confident and
aggressive capitalist class, most of whose members were Anglo-Saxon
Protestants born in Ontario or the British Isles, relocated to Winnipeg to
take advantage of the anticipated opportunities. But the 1880s and early
1890s were not easy years in Winnipeg, as elsewhere. Wheat prices were
generally low, immigration was steady but slow relative to what was to
follow after 1896,and business failures were frequent (Bellan 1978:33-36).
This pattern - the struggle throughout the 1880sand early 1890sto lay the
foundations for Winnipeg's great tum-of-the-century boom - was paral
leled by the development of the city's packinghouse industry.

For the first two decades after Winnipeg's incorporation in 1874, the
local meat business was based upon trade. Capital invested in the business
was used for the buying and selling of meat and live cattle; it was not yet
used to employ wage labourin industrial packinghouses. The period to the
end of the century can be seen as a long and difficult struggle by at least
some of the businessmen involved to make the shift in the organization of
the meat business from trade to manufacturing. By 1903 the shift had been
achieved, and four industrial packinghouses were in business in the city.

Three different routes led to the establishment of these packinghouses,
that is, they had their origins in three different forms of the meat trade. One
route was through the retail and wholesale butcher trade. A second was
through the export of live cattle by rail. A third was through the packing
(not slaughtering) of, and trade in, pork, as part of a broader, general
merchandising business. This article attempts to trace these three routes to
industrial meat packing in Winnipeg.

Butchers and Meat Vendors

As early as 1823 live cattle are known to have been moved into the Red
River Settlement. In that year 300 head of cattle were driven across the
border from the United States and sold to Manitobans (Willis, n.d.: 24;
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Parliament 1974: 75). When homesteaders started arriving from Ontario
after 1870 they brought cattle, sheep, hogs and horses with them (Parlia
ment 1974:75).However, live beef cattle continued to be imported from the
United States. Begg and Nursey, referring to 1871, reported:

The importation of beef cattle from the United States had now commenced in
earnest, for we hear of the Hudson's Bay Company importing 210 head in
August (Begg and Nursey 1879: 41).

By 1882 it was being reported that mess pork and bacon and other
canned processed meats were coming into Winnipeg from "the great
packing centres" - Chicago and eastern Canada (The Commercial, 14
November 1882). As will be shown, by later in the decade Manitoba would
be exporting live cattle and hogs, without processing them, and importing
processed meat products. Raw material was being exported; finished
goods imported. Thus the organization of the meat trade in its early years
was along classical metropolis-satellite lines.

Distribution of meat within Winnipeg was effected by local butchers
and meat vendors. Begg and Nursey claim that A.R. Gerald and Henry
Cotu were the first butchers in Winnipeg, apparently in 1871 (Begg and
Nursey 1879: 30). They were followed by others as Winnipeg grew
(Rostecki 1980: 73, Table V-I). By 1874 there were three butcher shops in
Winnipeg (Begg and Nursey 1879: 106),and in 1877 butchers were located
in the new City Market - described as a "model of convenience. ...
[containing] ten butcher stalls fitted up with all the modem improve
ments... " (Henderson Directory, 1877/78) - and they were selling substan
tial quantities of meat. One firm occupying a stall in City Market reportedly
supplied a weekly average of 8,000 pounds of beef, 700 pounds of veal, 800
pounds of mutton, and 1,200 pounds of pork to its customers (Begg and
Nursey 1879: 169). These local butchers were still getting at least some of
their live cattle from the United States - a T.J. Demers is reported to have
brought in 670 head of live cattle from Montana in 1876 (Begg and Nursey
1879: 147).

These butcher shops were organized along different lines than are modem
butcher shops. Many were fully integrated meat operations: they owned a
herd of cattle, some of which they would slaughter and butcher and sell to
wholesale and retail customers, and others of which they would sell live, often
to new settlers seeking to establish a herd. For example, Johnson, Rocan and
Company, Wholesale and Retail Butchers, who were located at number 8 and
10 stalls, City Market, advertised the following: "Special to Immigrants 
Don't Buy your Working Cattle before seeing our herd, which is the largest in
the North-West" (Henderson Directory, 1876/77). Johnson, Rocan and Com
pany also sold imported canned meats, gave "prompt and careful attention"
to 'Wholesale and Steamboat orders," and prepared bologna and sausage 
Rocan was claimed to be the "prime sausage maker of the city" (Begg and
Nursey 1879: 83). Similar advertisements described the services of other
Winnipeg butchers, at least some of whom identified themselves as butchers
and cattle dealers, and as was the case with P. Gallagher and Sons, kept stock
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farms on the outskirts of the city and scoured the countryside in search of
cattle.Gallagher also operated two retail outlets and prepared some processed
meat products, including sugar-eured hams and bacon. H. Bose, another
contemporary butcher, also ran a vertically integrated butcher and cattle
dealing business, and kept his yard and slaughter operation at the comer of
Portage Avenue and Smith Street, 100yards west of Portage and Main, while
maintaining his retail outlet at no. 5 and no. 7 stalls in the City Market
(Henderson Directory, 1881).

The labour process engaged in by these nineteenth-century butchers
was very different than what occurs in a modem meat-packing plant. The
labour process in industrial packinghouses has always been characterized
by the use of an assembly - or disassembly - line, a minutely detailed
division of labour, and a clear institutional separation of retailing and
slaughtering/processing. But nineteenth-century butchers were crafts
men, possessing a much wider variety of skills, developed by virtue of
performing the entire butchering process themselves, from killing the
animal through to its presentation in the shop showcases. When the shift to
industrial capital occurred with the establishment of meat-packing plants,
butchering became relatively deskilled, both in the packinghouses where
the detailed division of labour was practiced, and in the retail outlets,
which were then left with less of the butchering process to perform.
Referring to the American experience, Brody has described this process in
a way also typical of the Winnipeg experience: "Technical competence,
employers claimed, lessened as butchering became exclusively retail
work" (Brody 1964:10).

Many of the Winnipeg butcher firms, and especially those that success
fully made the jump to industrial meat packing, were family-run
businesses - either brothers or father and sonts). Kobold and Company,
Butchers, was run by Leopold, Herman and Victor Kobold (Henderson
Directory, 1892).This firm became the Western Packing Company in 1902,
located on Alexander Avenue. P. Gallagher and Sons established a pack
inghouse on Logan Avenue in 1903,run by P. Gallagher and his five sons,
all of whom were listed as living at 637William Avenue in 1890 (Henderson
Directory, 1890). Holman Brothers, which merged with the Gallaghers to
form Gallagher Holman Lafrance, was a family- run butcher firm - the
1888 Henderson Directory lists four Holmans involved in the firm, all resi
dent on Mayfair Avenue. And J.Y.Griffin and Company was a father-son
operation, started in 1882as Griffin and Douglass, and carried on by the son
as Griffin and Allen and then Griffin and Company, the latter establishing
the first industrial pork packinghouse in Winnipeg in 1893, a .business
which was taken over by Swift Canadian Company in 1911.

It is difficult to know how profitable Winnipeg's nineteenth-century
butcher business was. On the one hand, there were regular complaints by
butchers about credit customers refusing to pay. In January 1883, for
example, it was reported that:

At a meeting of the leading butchers of Winnipeg ... it was unanimously resolved
to discontinue the practice of giving credit, and make all business transactions
strictly cash (TheCommercial, 9 January 1883).
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Yet a year and a half later, The Commercial reported the sale of forty head of
cattle at four cents a pound, and commented as follows:

At such prices it is time that butchers were compelled to sell beef steak at less
than 20 cents and rough meat below 10 cents, which are their present prices. A
ring to maintain extortion may be maintained too long (The Commercial, 14
October 1884).

A week later The Commercial returned to the butchers' pricing practices:

An enquiry into their present scale of prices shows that they charge 18-20cents
a pound for the choice roasting cuts and 10 cents a pound for the commonest
boiling meat. We find on the other hand that they can now buy cattle at from 4 to
43/4 cents a pound, live weight. ... At present prices his [the butcher's] profits
are near to 7S%, which ... is simply an extortion (The Commercial, 21 October
1884).

In May 1890, The Commercial returned again to the alternate view that
butchers' profits were squeezed and that losses on credit accounts were the
problem:

Credit business is the bane of the retail mea t trade, and the butchers lose so much
by bad debts that a large profit is necessary from their cash and good pay
customers, in order to make up losses in bad accounts ... the butchers are not
getting rich fast these day, and according to reports more than one knight of the
cleaver would like to sell out, and get out of the business (The Commercial,S May
1890).

Thus it is not clear whether butchers were using "rings" and practicing
"extortion" to amass unreasonably large profits, or whether high retail
prices merely offset significant losses on credit accounts leaving normal
rates of return. Certainly the butcher business was competitive - the
Henderson Directory of 1889listed twenty-eightbu tchers actively in business
in the city. With so many firms in the business, it is likely that "rings"
established in restraint of trade for the purpose of holding up prices and
profits would be hard to maintain. Whatever the case may be, it is clear that
some of those who accumulated sufficient capital to make the leap from
merchant to industrial capital by setting up a packing plant were engaged
initially in the vertically integrated butcher business. This was the route
taken by the.Gallaghers and by the Kobolds, for example.

However it is a distinct possibility that the real profits were to be made
not so much on the butcherI retail side of their business, as on the cattle
dealing side. P. Gallagher and Sons, for example, were listed in the Hender
sonDirectory throughout the 1880sas cattle dealers, as well as bu tchers, and
as early as 1885 The Commercial reported that "Gallagher and Sons have
shipped four carloads of cattle to Battleford this week, and are receiving
two carloads from that point"(The Commercial, 3 November 1885). As will
be shown in examining the business of Gordon, Ironside and Fares, dealing
in live cattle could be immensely profitable. Most of the larger butcher
firms dealt in live cattle as a part of their vertically integrated operation.
When the Western Packing Company was incorporated in 1901, Herman
Kobold, main shareholder and manager (The Commercial, 5 October 1901),
was listed not as butcher but as "cattle dealer," and the list of initial
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incorporators was shown as follows: Alexander Macdonald, Winnipeg,
Wholesale Merchant; Archibald McMillan, Westbourne, Cattle Dealer;
Duncan Macdonald, Winnipeg, Cattle Dealer; Herman Kobold, Winnipeg,
Cattle Dealer; Rockley Kay, Winnipeg, Wholesale Merchant (Manitoba
Gazette, 15 April 1901 and 3 June 1901). Thus it is possible that the real
source of profits which made possible the shift to industrial capital was the
trade in live cattle.

By 1902the Western Packing Company packinghouse was in operation,
the business having become incorporated the year previous, and that same
year, 1902, the Gallaghers incorporated themselves as P. Gallagher and
Sons, Limited (Manitoba Gazette, 13 February and 7 April1902) and began
construction of a packinghouse which was in operation by 1903.The next
year, 1904, the Gallaghers merged with the Holman Meat Company, for
merly the butcher business Holman Brothers, to form Gallagher Holman
Lafrance Company Limited. The Gallagher and Kobold packinghouses
were located on Logan and Alexander Avenues on the western edge of the
city alongside the CPR yards, where by this time Gordon, Ironside and
Fares had also established a packinghouse. Thus the geographic centre of
the meat business in Winnipeg shifted from the City Market in downtown
Winnipeg, where the pre-industrial butchers/meat and cattle vendors
sought to be close to their retail customers, to the railway stockyards on the
western edge of the city, where the industrial packinghouses could be close
to their source of supply - the live cattle transported by rail from the West.

It was the shipment of live cattle by rail and particularly for export
purposes that was the source of profits that enabled the establishment of
the Gordon, Ironside and Fares packinghouse, and that constituted the
second route from trade to manufacture in the city's meat business.

The Cattle Export Business

Prior to the mid-1880s most of western Canada's beef cattle were used in
the West, much of it for large projects such as railway construction gangs,
some for Indian and North West Mounted Police supplies (Breen 1983:
10-15),and the rest for local consumption. However in 1887it was reported
that "last year it was evident ... that an outside market would soon have to
be found for the surplus cattle"(The Commercial, 19 April 1887).Cattle had
been raised in Alberta and Saskatchewan since about 1879(Breen 1983:8-9),
and by the early 1880s were being raised in western Manitoba and mar
keted in Winnipeg. In 1886it was reported that:

Six years ago there were only three cows in the settlements north of Minnedosa.
Now many of our settlers have herds ranging all the way to 100 head. The first
shipment out of the district was made in 1883 ... about 20 head"(The Commercial,
16 March 1886).

In 1885it was reported that, "Over 300 head of fat cattle have been shipped
from Gladstone station during the year, finding a market in Winnipeg" (The
Commercial, 15 December 1885). The summer of 1886 saw the first small
shipment of live cattle from Manitoba to Great Britain': .
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The experiment did not prove a very paying venture, but it indicated that cattle
will soon be available for export from this province in considerable numbers (The

Commercial, 19 April 1887).

In September 1887it was reported that the first shipment of cattle from the
Canadian Northwest was about to be made, some 900 head being shipped
from the Cochrane ranches in Alberta, to Liverpool, and confidence was
expressed that this would be "the vanguard" of a major export business
(The Commercial, 26September 1887).By April of 1888it was being reported
that "ltlhe C.P.R. has just issued its first special tariff for livestock, a
departure rendered necessary by the large and rapidly increasing stock
business done in the Province and Territories" (The Commercial, 23 April
1988).In October 1889 theCommercial noted that the number of cattle being
shipped eastward from Manitoba was a surprise even to well-informed
observers, adding that:

This season train load after train load of Manitoba cattle have gone forward for
shipment eastward to Montreal and in some instances for export to Liverpool
(The Commercial, 28 October 1889).

In June of 1890it was reported that "ltlhe CPRare doubling the capacity of
their stock yards at Winnipeg to enable them to handle the increasing cattle
trade" (The Commercial, 16June 1990). By 1891 The Commercial referred repeat
edly to train loads of cattle, each train comprising twenty or more carloads, to
eastern Canada and Great Britain.Thus by the beginning of the last decade of
the century, the export by rail of live cattle was a thriving business.

The journey was a difficult one for the cattle. It was described in a special
report in 1909 by J.G. Rutherford, Veterinary Director General and Live
stock Commissioner, who referred to the export trade in live cattle as
"sinfully wasteful, un businesslike and unprofitable to the producer." The
cattle were invariably subjected to "rough handling" and long runs with
out feed or water, and arrived in Winnipeg after the 840-mile trip from
Calgary "hungry, thirsty and fairly quiet from exhaustion." They would be
fed and watered again in White River after a further run of 678 miles, and
then in Montreal, another 755miles beyond White River. At Montreal, or if
navigation was closed at that point then at Boston or St. John, they would
be loaded on board ship for the sea journey to Britain. Conditions on board
the ship for those cattle exported to Britain were also difficult for the
animals, this being in part attributable to "the class of men employed to
look after and care for the cattle," frequently men "with no knowledge of
cattle, and in many cases quite unaccustomed to the sea," with the result
that "in rough weather especially, the feeding and watering are apt to be
irregular and insufficient." Rutherford asked, rhetorically:

Is it a matter for wonder that after a journey of 5,000 miles, made under such
conditions, our grass-fed. range steers arrive in British lairages gaunt and
shrunken ... or that I should declare a business so conducted. as sinfully
wasteful?

And still it is profitable; profitable to the middleman who, coolly reckoning on
the shrinkage, fixes accordingly his price to the producer; profitable to the
commission man who pockets in commission what the middleman takes in
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profits; profitable to the railway companies; profitable to the steamship lines and
profitable to the British butcher who pays only for what he gets. ... To the
producer however, and therefore to the country, it is the very reverse... (Ruther
ford 1909: 9).

A large proportion of these cattle were being shipped, and a large propor
tion of these profits were being earned, by the firm of Gordon and Ironside.

James T. Gordon was born in Hastings, Ontario, in 1859,and came west
in 1878, finding employment with Dick, Banning and Company, one of the
big lumber firms of the day. In 1882he started in the lumber business on his
own in Manitoba, was successful, and in the spring of 1885 entered into
partnership with Robert Ironside to engage in the lumber, grain and cattle
trade." Ironside was born in London, Ontario, in 1854,and came to Mani
toba in 1882 or 1883, settling in Manitou as an agent for J. Elliott and Sons,
implement dealers based in London, Ontario. The partnership of Gordon
and Ironside made at least one shipment of cattle to Winnipeg in 1885,and
won contracts to supply beef to railway construction gangs in Manitoba,
and to the commissariat department during the North-West Rebellion'
(Winnipeg Free Press, 18 October 1910). The work required scouring the
countryside to buy as many cattle at as Iowa price as possible, and making
arrangements for its shipment to the ultimate buyer. The partnership
dissolved in 1886, Gordon going to Pilot Mound, Ironside staying in
Manitou, each carrying on the same kind of business. The partnership
appears to have been renewed some time in 1887, when Gordon and
Ironside moved seriously into the cattle export business. By1890they were
sending train loads east, and that year tried their first shipmentof live cattle
to England (The Commercial, 11 May 1891). It was Ironside who accompa
nied their first train load of cattle to the East, and whose philosophy with
respect to this part of the business reportedly became: "just keep them
moving along all the time - never let them stop" (Schofield 1913,2: 691).
This first export effort was apparently not too successful, but a second
shipment in the summer of 1891left the partners qui te pleased. TheCommer
cial reported:

A train load of cattle comprising twenty-six cars, arrived at Winnipeg last
Thursday from southern Manitoba en route to England. The shippers are
Gordon and Ironside of Manitou. This is the fifth train of Manitoba cattle this
firm has shipped this season (The Commercial, 7 September 1891).

In September alone the firm shipped 900head of cattle to Great Britain. By
this time Ironside was being referred to as "the southern Manitoba cattle
king" (The Commercial, 14September 1891).At his death in 1910Ironside, by
then a millionaire, was referred to as "Canada's cattle king" (Schofield
1913,2: 688).He owned a ranch at Manitou with a large number of animals,
and Gordon and Ironside were later to own extensive ranchlands in Sas
katchewan and Alberta (The Commercial, 9 July 1894,and Schofield 1913,2:
691). The Commercial earlier had reported:

A trainload of eighteen cars of stock, shipped by Gordon and Ironside, passed
through the city on Tuesday for the old Country. This is the nineteenth shipment
made this year by the above firm (TheCommercial, 16 October 1893).
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Two months later.it was reported that:
Gordon and Ironside according to official reports rank second in the list of
Canadian Cattle exporters, having sent over nearly 9600 head this season (The
Commercial, 4 December 1893).

In 1894 they shipped 17,000head of cattle out of the 30,000 head shipped
from the Prairies (The Commercial, 26 November 1894).

In 1895, Gordon moved to Winnipeg from Manitou and established an
office at the CPR stockyards to facilitate the cattle trade (The Commercial, 28
January and 18 March 1895).ByJune, his influence was already being felt:

A meeting was held in the Board of Trade rooms, Winnipeg, on Wednesday in
the interest of a movement to establish a cattle market in Winnipeg. Assurances
were given that the CPR would favour the enterprise and assist it in every
possible way. It was already agreed that the formation of a private stock yard
company would be advisable (TheCommercial, 3 June 1895).

A second meeting was held 18 June 1895, after which it was further
reported that it was essential that a real livestock market be established in
the city:

Winnipeg is a very unsatisfactory market to ship stock to at present. There is
practically no competition so far as the local trade is concerned. One country
shipper in his letter in reply to the Board of Trade Circular, forcibly expressed his
opinion of the ,Winnipeg livestock market as lithe meanest market on earth."
What is wanted is outside buyers, and outside buyers will not corne here unless
they know that they will be able to buy what they want without scouring the
country to look for stock (TheCommercial, 24 June 1895).

With Gordon's move to Winnipeg the centre of gravity of the Winnipeg
meat trade began to shift to the CPR yards on Logan, as the industry
reorganized along industrial lines. In 1898 Gordon, Ironside and Fares5

established a modern packinghouse beside the Logan Avenue yards, fol
lowed in 1902and 1903by the packinghouses of Kobold and Gallagher at
the same location.

It is likely that the establishment of these three packinghouses was attribut
able not just to the availability of a suitable supply of animals, but also to the
growth in Winnipeg's population. On at least four occasions in 1886 The
Commercial had called for the establishment of stockyards and packinghouses
(TheCommercial, 29June, 3 August, 19October, 23November 1886), urging in
a 29June 1886editorial that "we must settle at once in what shape our surplus
meat products are to be shipped." Their concern was that Manitoba was
exporting raw, unprocessed livestock,and importing canned meats, and thus
losing outon the value-and jobcreation aspects of the industrial meatbusiness.
What is more, the shipping of livecattle had many disadvantages, particularly
the weight loss and risk of injury or death to the animals during shipment.
However, it was felt that the market in the West was not sufficient to support
a meat-packing operation, and the railways were adamantly opposed to
making the capital investment needed to put in place the necessary infrastruc
ture. The Commercial reported:

the joint committees of the Board of Trade and the city council, appointed to
consider the advisability of securing stock yards and packing houses for the city,
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held a meeting to decide upon the course of action to take in view of the
forthcoming visit of Mr. Olds, General Traffic Manager of the CPR (TheCommer
cial, 12 October1886).

Two weeks later, in an editorial entitled ''The Proposed Stock Yards," The
Commercial observed:

Mr. Olds made it clear thathewas not in favour of any very extensive operations
in handling and slaughtering cattle being attempted in Winnipeg. Indeed, his
advice was: 'Let others handle it for you; let Montreal men take it in hand' (The
Commercial, 19 October 1886).

Bellan's interpretation of this encounter was that:
The General Traffic Manager of the CPR opposed construction of stockyards and
packing plants in Winnipeg at the time on the grounds that the local market
would be unable to absorb offal, whereas Montreal was able to absorb it (Bellan
1978:57).

But the size of the Winnipeg market was only part of the problem, the other
part being the very substantial investment already made by powerful
eastern interests, especially the CPR, the trans-Atlantic shipping lines," and
the Montreal financial community." in the livecattle trade (See,for example,
Breen 1983:24-29).TheCommercial was apparently persuaded of the merits
of the CPR's view, observing in 1887 that: "The question of canning and
curing meats at some western town, Winnipeg for instance, has also been
considered, but the success of such an undertaking is to say the least
doubtful" (The Commercial, 10 October 1887).In 1890Pat Burns established
his first packinghouse in Calgary to supply Bums' meat contracts
(MacEwan 1979:99).Yetby 1892Winnipeg still did not-have the facilities to
establish packinghouses:

TheCommercial has on previous occasions expressed a belief that the shipment of
dressed meats might be advantageously substituted to some extent, at least, for
the exportation of livestock. At present, however, facilities for the transportation
of dressed meats are inadequate (TheCommercial, 21 November 1892).

Nevertheless, The Commercial kept pressing the case, writing in 1894 that it
had ''been an advocate of the dead meat trade, and we have hoped that in
the not too distant future the livestock export trade of Western Canada
would give place to an export trade in dead meat" (The Commercial, 24
September 1894).The arrival in Winnipeg of J.T. Gordon in 1895 immedi
ately set in motion the process which would lead to the establishment of
industrial packing plants around expanded CPR stockyards on Logan
Avenue. By 1898 Winnipeg's population had doubled and was growing
rapidly (see Table 1),providing both a market to buy the products of, and a
labour force to work in, a packinghouse, and together with the enormous
volume of cattle passing through the city, the conditions were in place for
the shift to industrial capital.

Gordon, Ironside and Fares did not, however, abandon the shipment of
live cattle. In fact, their packinghouse served only the local market and did
so using only those animals not suited for export. The establishmentof their
packinghouse did not, in other words, threaten the massive investment by
eastern business interests in the live cattle trade, and their main business
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TABLE 1
Population, City of Winnipeg, 1881-1906

Year Federal Census Figures City Assessment Office Plgures

1881 7,985 6,245

1886 20,238 19,525

1891 25,639 24,068

1896 31,649 37,983

1898 - 39,384

1901 42,340 44,778

1906 90,153 101,057

Source: adapted from Table 6, "Population Growth by Years: Gty of Winnipeg, 1871-1916," in Artibise
1975:130.

continued to be the live cattle trade. When Gordon went to Winnipeg in
1895,Ironside had gone to Montreal to handle the firm's live cattle export
business from there. By 1906 Gordon, Ironside and Fares was the largest
cattle exporting firm in the world (Bellan 1958: 114), surpassing both
Armour and Swift in the United States (largely because Armour and Swift
concentrated on the "dead meat" trade - ie., industrial meat packing),
shipping some 50,000head of cattle annually, and establishing a record in
1908with 60,000head shipped. The industrial meat-packing business was
always secondary to the live cattle trade for Gordon, Ironside and Fares. In
fact, the firm eventually suffered serious financial losses when its live cattle
export markets were cut off by World War I, and it was subsequently taken
over in 1918by the eastern-based firm, Harris Abattoir Company, which in
1927was folded into the newly established Canada Packers.

The Pork-Packing Business

The pork-packing business developed slightly earlier in Winnipeg than
did beef packing, but the shift from trade to manufacture was also slow and
belaboured. The Griffin family were pioneers in the city's pork-packing
business. The senior Griffin is first listed in the 1882Henderson Directory as
a partner in Griffin and Douglass, located at 54 1/2 Princess Street, soon to
move to 68and 70 Princess Street, at which address they were packing pork
by 1884,if not earlier. In May 1885 they were involved as promoters of an
early attempt to establish a pork-packing company on a large scale in
Winnipeg - "amongst the promoters are Griffin and Douglass, who have
carried on a similar business on a limited scale, backed up by Duncan
MacArthur, Alex Logan, Alex McIntryre, Major Bell,McBean Brothers, and
others" (The Commercial, 5 May 1885)- and in August 1886Alex Douglass
was involved in another such attempt (The Commercial, 3 August 1886).Both
attempts appear to have failed.

Nevertheless, hogs were being packed in Winnipeg by 1885,particularlyby
Griffin and Douglass. Farmers slaughtered hogs on the farm, then delivered
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dressed meat to companies likeGriffinand Douglass, a partof whosebusiness
included curing and packing pork in barrels. Such packing was done on a
limited scale:it was seasonal, packing being done only in winter months when
ice was available from local rivers; and it was only one aspect of a general
merchant business. This was the way pork packing had started in the United
States as well. (See, for example, Walsh 1982: 13, 14, 24, and 26.)Griffin and
Douglass, for example, listed their business as "wholesale provisions." In
other words, these packers were not yet industrialists. They were merchants
who, as part of their general provisioning business, cured and packed pork
that had been slaughtered and dressed by farmers and delivered to them. An
1885 advertisement identified Griffin and Douglass as wholesalers, under
which general heading were included the more specificservices of ''Provision
Dealers" and ''Pork Packers." Under the latter heading the advertisement
added: "Our packing season commences October 1st, 1885, and we are
prepared to pay Highest Market Prices for Dressed Hogs, Delivered in Win
nipeg or any railway station in the northwest" (The Commercial, 29September
1885). This is the classical form of seasonal pork packing in which Cincinnati
had specialized earlier in the century, earning that city in 1840the nickname
"Porkopolis'" (Clemen 1923: 4).

In 1885and 1886 there was a temporary increase in the supply of hogs
available to Winnipeg packers, probably as a result of low prices for grain
in 1883-84,9 and The Commercial made repeated calls for the establishment
of a large-scale pork-packing industry. A typical editorial read:

True it has been tried on a small scale during the past two years .... But ... pork
packing up to the present date has been conducted on the antiquated plan of
purchasing the dressed hogs from the raiser, a system which the experience of
every packing centre in the western US has shown to be a failure, while
slaughtering and packing at the same time has made more wealthy men, firms
and companies than any other branch of industry of the same magnitude (The
Commercial, 3 August 1886).

But the uncertain supply of hogs - partly attributable to the fact that hog
farmers started to ship live hogs out of the province" - prevented the
business from fully making the shift from trade to manufacture in the
period from 1885to 1893.For example, when the senior Griffin retired, his
son formed the new partnership of Griffin and Allen, which opened a pork
packinghouse at 66 McDermott, but which also did a general produce
commission business. In the winter of 1885-86 three houses cured and
packed hog products and three additional seasonal packinghouses were
formed to operate during the 1886-87season. Still, they could not produce
enough to meet the local demand. To meet the deficiency a large quantity
of hams, bacon and processed hog products continued to be imported from
Chicago and eastern Canada (The Commercial, 8 February 1887).

In early 1887 the partnership of Griffin and Allen was dissolved, with
J.Y.Griffin continuing the business as J.Y.Griffin and Company, still at 66
McDermott. By the winter of 1888-89, five seasonal pork packinghouses
were still in operation," but barely. TheCommercial reported:
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Five houses have been packing in a small way during the past winter.... A
number of houses which have started during the past four years have been
obliged to go out of the business, owing to the scarcity of hogs. An attempt has
been made to import hogs in the winter and cure the product here, but this plan
has not proved satisfactory (TheCommercial, 8 April 1889).

J.Y.Griffin and Company did not go ou t of business, bu t neither was the
firm able to shift exclusively into industrial meat packing. The firm main
tained, and in 1891 even expanded, its general merchandising business, it
being reported that year that:

J.Y.Griffin & Co., wholesale grocers and provision merchants, Winnipeg, have
arranged with the McCormick Mfg. Co. of London, Ontario to handle the goods
of this concern in Winnipeg. The manufactures of this old company are well
known, and consist of biscuits, confectionary, jams, jellies etc. (TheCommercial,
30 March 1891).

Pork packing was not yet sufficien tly viable to warrant abandoning the role
of merchant for that of industrialist. The problem was still the uncertainty
of the local hog supply. In November 1891, Griffin was again importing
dressed hogs in carloads from Ontario, and making bacon and hams in his
Winnipeg establishment. Nevertheless, the bulk of the demand for proc
essed hog products was still being met by imported goods:

Tons and tons of cured hog products, lard etc., are being brought in from eastern
Canada, to supply the demand for those lines in the West. Formerly large
quantities of cured hog products were brought from Chicago and other US
packing points, but the increase in the duty has operated in favour of eastern
Canadian packers, who now provide the bulk of the supply (TheCommercial, 11
July1892).

In 1893J.Y.Griffin and Company took the plunge and built an all-year
packing plant in Elmwood, just north of the Louise Street Bridge. The
three-story plant, with a 200hog per day capacity, was located on the river
front for ready access to an ice supply, and opened for business in Septem
ber (The Commercial, 27 March and 2 October 1893). Just prior to the
construction of the plant J.Y. Griffin and Company had sold 170,000
pounds of smoked ham to the Hudson's Bay Company for Indian supply
contracts, the first time that Manitoba cured ham had been used by the
Indian Department, such supplies previously coming from the East or the
United States (TheCommercial, 5 June 1893). In announcing the completion
of the new plant TheCommercial reported that Griffin

decided to establish this season a first class packinghouse ... [in the belief] that
even though the supply of hogs at the outset might not be up to their require
ments, tha t the farmers of Manitoba are now convinced as to the profits of raising
hogs, and that the supply will steadily increase from this time forward (The
Commercial, 2 October 1893).

The Commercial offered a very detailed description of the new plant,
which, it is clear, was designed in the most modern industrial fashion,
along the lines of the huge Armour, Swift and Morris plants in Chicago:

The hogs are driven ... to the second floor ... are ... shackled and hoisted up by
stearn power in quick succession, bymeans of a friction hoist elevator, stuck, and
after hanging until dead they are slid into the scalding tank, kept hot by steam
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pipes, then lifted by means of a ''hog cradle" to the scraping table, and next they
pass to the "track," where the offal is removed and the dressing completed. The
hog ... is then run along the track to the cooling rooms ... which ... are lined over
head with tracks, upon which the hogs hang.... After cooling, the hogs are run
along the track to the cutting room, where they are cut into hams, bacon, etc. The
lard is taken out and conveyed to the rendering rooms, while hams etc. are shot
down a slide to the floor below (TheCommercial, 2 October 1893).

There was a modern lard-rendering room, and vats for rendering offal fat
into grease. The third floor contained the ice chambers; the cold air pro
duced was conveyed by pipes to the appropriate departments. An
adjoining ice house, and a second soon to be built, had a storage capacity of
2,000tons, so that packing could continue through the hot summer months.

Thus by the end of 1893, Winnipeg had one large pork packinghouse
slaughtering live hogs on a year-round basis, and several much smaller
packinghouses which did not slaughter but cured and packed dressed hogs
on a seasonal basis. Sufficient market for the packers' products was avail
able, but the supply of hogs remained a problem. In January 1895it was still
being reported that although a "great many Manitoba farmers have gone
more extensively into raising hogs during the past two or three years,"
many hogs continued to be exported - 1/ last season about 10,000 head,
principally to Toronto and Montreal packers" (The Commercial, 7 January
1895). In December of the same year J.Y. Griffin wrote to Thomas Green
way, Premier and Minister of Agriculture, asking for exemption from
certain taxes, and advising the Premier that "so far our undertaking here is
only an experiment, and we have experienced ... a great many difficulties.
... we discovered that the quantity of hogs to be purchased within the
province was very limited, and it was impossible to run the plant at a
profit" (Public Archives of Manitoba, MG13El, Griffin to Greenway, 13
December 1895).

Nevertheless, once established, Griffin's modem industrial packing
house grew rapidly. In August of 1895it was announced that "J.Y.Griffin
& Co.... are having plans prepared for the enlargement of their packing
house to about double their present capacity, making it one of the largest
slaughtering and packing houses in Canada. The capacity will be about 500
hogs per day" (The Commercial, 26 August 1895).Two years later, in August
1897, a Chicago architect was brought in to renovate and expand the
packinghouse, with plans to finish in the spring of 1898,making it the third
largest pork-packing plant in Canada. New engines and boilers were to be
installed, as well as ammonia refrigeration to replace the ice storage system.
This rapid expansion notwithstanding, The Commercial was compelled once
again in December 1899, when both the Griffin and the Gordon, Ironside
and Fares packinghouses were in operation, to repeat its familiar refrain:

Unfortunately, since the large packinghouses were established, the supply of
hogs has been limited and irregular, and what at one time promised to become
a flourishing local industry, giving employment to large numbers of persons,
has been greatly retarded (TheCommercial, 16 December 1899).

In May 1901it was still being reported that "the supply of hogs has, up to
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the present time, been far below the requirements," but J.Y. Griffin and
Company remained confident in the industry's future, and spent a further
$25,000, following upon the $50,000 worth of renovations/additions in
1897-98 (The Commercial, 11 May 1901). In October the company finally
severed its link with its merchant origins:

J.Y.Griffin & Co., pork packers and produce merchants of Winnipeg, make the
announcement to the trade this week that they will retire from the produce
business. The stock and goodwill of the produce business is offered for sale....
It is understood that the pork packing trade will hereafter occupy his undivided
attention (TheCommercial, 5 October 1901).

Two months later, in December 1901,it was reported that Herman Kobald's
new abattoir was nearing completion, and in April 1902 P. Gallagher and
Sons also asked permission to build an abattoir on Logan Avenue, opposite
Gordon, Ironside and Fares. By early 1903both Kobold's Western Packing
Company and P. Gallagher and Sons were in operation alongside Gordon,
Ironside and Fares, and in June 1903the CPRbegan major improvements to
its Logan Avenue stockyards, which were completed in October 1903 (The
Commercial, 31 October 1903). The shift from trade to manufacture in
Winnipeg's meat business had been made.

Conclusion

Beginning in 1885,efforts were made to develop a hog-packing industry in
Winnipeg, but progress was made difficult by hog shortages, with the result
that from 1885to 1893there existed only a handful of firms which operated
simultaneously as general provisions merchants and seasonal pork packers.
Only in 1893did J.Y. Griffin and Company feel that the circumstances war
ranted the shift to year-round, industrial-style pork packing, and even then the
company's early industrial years were apparently financially difficult.

With respect to cattle, it appears that such great profits could be made
shipping live cattle that there was little incentive to overcome the obstacles
to slaughter/packing operations, which included not only the relatively
small local market, but also the opposition of the CPR and other eastern
interests to any disruption of the live cattle trade, on which they made
substantial profits and in which they had considerable infrastructural
investment in the form of cattle cars, siding facilities, and shipping facilities.
The CPR was not prepared to invest in refrigerator cars to give Winnipeg
dressed meat access to eastern markets, nor were cattle-shipping firms like
Gordon and Ironside ready to make such investment when established
eastern packers already controlled the eastern Canadian markets. Only
when the local Winnipeg population began to grow rapidly, in the closing
years of the century, were local beef packers established, and even then
largely as a complement to, rather than a substitute for, the live cattle trade,
and to serve the local not the eastern market.

The result was a long, slow transition period from trade to manufacture
in the Winnipeg meat business. When the transition finally did occur, it
shifted the nature and location of the meat business. The centre of gravity
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4.

3.

5.

of Winnipeg's meat trade had been the City Market and surrounding
streets, giving the integrated butcher firms access to their retail customers.
With the shift to industrial capital the centre of gravity moved to the Logan 
Avenue CPR stockyards where the large modern packinghouses, using a
detailed division of labour, were located.

NOTES

1. Chicago had become the packinghouse centre of the United States following the Civil
War, when the grea t packinghouse capitalists whose names were to become synonymous
with the business-Armour, Swift, Morris-moved their operations to Chicago to take
advantage of its railway facilities and its location midway between western supplies and
eastern markets (see, for example, Clemen 1923; Hill 1923; Walsh 1982). In eastern
Canada, William Davies had established a pork-packing plant on Front Street in Toronto
in the early 1860s. "This was the first building in Canada wholly devoted to the curing
and smoking of meats, and William Davies enjoys the distinction of being Canada's first
meat packer" (Willis, n.d.: 25). In 1879 Davies built a new plant beside the Don River with
a sufficiently large ice house to make year-round packing possible, a stage not reached in
Winnipeg until 1893.

2. In 1879 the British government had decided "to impose an embargo on live cattle imports
from the United States, which promised to give Canadian cattle a privileged. position in
the British market" (Breen 1983: 15).

In addition to his involvement in the cattle trade and eventually the packinghouse
business, Gordon also came to be intimately involved with the financial industry, being
President of the Monarch Life Insurance Company, the Standard Trust Company, the
Royal Securities Company, the Manitoba Mortgage Company, and a director of the
Sterling Bank. He was also a Conservative MLA from 1900 to 1910 (Schofield 1913,2: 43).

The supplying of beef to railway construction gangs and to military forces was a common
form of capital accumulation enabling cattle traders to shift to meat packing. Supplying
railway gangs and Indian reserves was the basis of Pat Burn's fortune (MacEwan 1979:
54-81), while in the United States big packers like Philip Armour and Nelson Morris
made their first fortunes supplying beef to the army during the American Civil War (see,
for example, Leech and Carroll 1938: 104 and 108).

Gordon and Ironside were joined in 1897 by William H. Fares, who since 1890 had been
engaged in the cattle trade with the firm Christie and Fares (Schofield 1913, 1: 700).

6. liAs live cattle became a major shipping commodity, other commercial interests, particu
larly the Montreal-based Allen and Dominion Steamship Lines, also developed interest
in the North Atlantic cattle trade" (Breen 1983: 24).

7. Breen refers to the "closely knit cattle company fraternity that tied together all levels of
the Quebec business community and made Montreal the financial capital of the nascent
Canadian cattle kingdom" (Breen 1983:28).

8. Pork had been packed in Cincinnati since about 1818, that city taking advantage of its
access to the Ohio River system and its excellentbanking facilities, with the result that the
city was the most important packinghouse centre in America from 1830 to 1865, after
which time the centre of the industry shifted to Chicago (see, for example, Clemen 1923
and Walsh 1982).

9. "The damaged crops of 1883-4, and 5 left large quantities of wheat unfit for milling
purposes and during these three years pork raising made rapid strides, until the dry year
of 1886 carne, when almost every bushel of our short crop of wheat was of prime quality,
and was in consequence rushed to market. The result was a pork famine, which
compelled heavy importation in 1887," and in 1888 (TheCommercial, 19 September 1888).
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10. For example, The Commercial reported that: "Owing to the large number of live hogs exported to
Toronto and Montreal during the last few months, it is feared by some that the supply will not be
equal to the demand here. In the event of a shortage prices might reach a price that would prevent
packing here, in competition with Chicago" (The Commercial, 2 November 1886). In the summer
of 1886 about 5,000 live hogs were exported from Manitoba to Montreal and Toronto. This was
the first season hogs had been exported from Manitoba.

11. J.Y.Griffin and Company, Allen and Brown, J.S. Corveth and Company, A. MacDonald
and Company, and the Manitoba Packing and Provision Company.
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Adapting to the Frontier Environment:
Mixed and Dryland Farming near Pincher Creek, 1895-1914

Warren M. Elofson

ABSTRACT.Prior to World War I, the pioneers ofPincher Creek laid the foundations in their
area for the two forms of agriculture that predominate in Alberta today - mixed and dryland
farming. To do this it was necessary for them to meet major challenges provided by both the
frontier and the natural environments. This article attempts to illuminate their experiences
both in the rugged foothills to the west of the town and on the dryland prairies to the east.

SOMMAIRE. C'est avant la Premiere Guerre mondiale que les pionniers de Pincher Creek
poserent les bases des deux grands types d'agriculture dominant encore aujourd'hui le
paysage albertain: Ia culture mixte et l' aridoculture. Ils eurent alors arelever des defis de taille
occasionnes par leur presence dans une zone limitrophe et par l' environnement lui-meme.
L'article fait Ia lumiere sur Ies conditions d'existence dans Ia region raboteuse des contreforts
aI'ouest du village et dans Ies prairies arides situees plus al'est.

There is a need for closer investigation of both the frontier and the
natural environments in the history of western Canadian agriculture.' This
article represents one attempt to work towards that objective. Its focus is
the farming community which formed around the southern Alberta town
of Pincher Creek between about 1895and World War I. In this community,
soil, terrain, and weather patterns change dramatically as one moves from
one area to another, revealing the divergent farming methods that have
been necessary to accommodate them? Consequently, the process of adap
tation to the environment can be traced rather effectively. In the earliest
years of settlement, however, specific frontier conditions dictated that the
ability of agriculturalists to modify techniques would be significantly more
limited than in later periods. It took some time before a sophisticated
compromise was made with the complex characteristics of the natural
environment. The central argument here is that by 1914 the farming com
munity near Pincher Creek had taken some crucial steps in that direction.

The geography and climate in southern Alberta change a great deal as
one moves east to west. The east is predominantly level, devoid of indige
nous forests and, for agricultural purposes, suffers from a deficiency of
moisture particularly in the Palliser Triangle, the great semi-arid belt, the
heart of which runs from central Saskatchewan to within a few miles of
Lethbridge. By contrast the western edge of the province has uneven
terrain and is largely covered with trees, and, as the outer edge of the Rocky
Mountains whose lofty peaks catch the rain and snow from moisture-laden
clouds moving inland from the Pacific Ocean, it usually obtains ample
precipitation. The area best suited to arable farming lies between the two
extremes. From the Lethbridge district west the country is still relatively
flat and treeless and normally receives a little more rainfall than the more
easterly regions. As Paul Voisey has demonstrated, this area was ideal for
dryland grain production.' It quickly became apparent to farmers that
wheat, which needs more sunshine and a longer frost-free season than say
oats and barley, the predominant crops in the parklands to the north,
would be their staple.

Pincher Creek is located on the western edge of the wheat belt at the
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point where it suddenly rises into the foothills of the Rockies. On the lower
elevations immediately surrounding the town and to the east is found some
of the best prairie farmland in the province. The large open tracts are level
enough for widespread cultivation, the growing season and the hours of
sunshine are usually sufficient for ripening wheat and drought is less
common than in most Alberta dryland farming districts. The area begin
ning a few miles more or less straight north, south and west of Pincher
Creek is generally referred to as the foothills. It is less amenable to cultiva
tion. Besides being extremely uneven, it is crisscrossed with the streams
and winding tributary rivers which carry the runoff from the higher
mountains to the Old Man River before, very near Pincher Creek, it starts
its journey inland. In this region the land outside the valleys can be used
only for grazing as it is too rough for farm implements and the soils are too
thin for anything bu t the hardiest of highland grasses which grow in the
open spaces between the spruce, pine and poplar forests. While the valley
bottoms and some of the gentIer hillsides that rise out of them are relatively
fertile, the process of working them with horse and plow was compara
tively painful for the first farmers because the dark loam soils were heavy
and the sod was very thick after centuries of growth and decay of tall native
grasses. While rainfall in the foothills region is substantially greater than on
the prairie, the hours of sunshine and the growing season tend to be
consistently too short to ripen cash crops, including wheat. Therefore,
arable land is utilized much as it is in the mixed farming regions of central
and north-central Alberta. It is limited largely to forage hay, which thrives
on moisture, and oats or oats mixed with barley, which are often harvested
early as feed grains or cut and stacked for roughage in years when the
ripening process is interrupted by autumn frosts.

The first era of heavy population growth in the vicinity of Pincher Creek
was the nearly two decades that began in the late nineties. As this period
opened, Pincher Creek was a mere village of about 150 people clustered
around two log churches, a one-room lo~ school house and an assortment of
crudely hewn stores and tiny businesses. Along the streams and rivers of the
foothills were several British ranches that had as yet managed to keep their
large holdings more or less free from invasion by homesteaders. Settlement
was sparse and the cattle and horses of the ranches could wander over great
distances, unrestricted by man-made fences or buildings. By 1914,however,
the district had become a fully developed agricultural hinterland with a
farming communityapproximating its current size," The change was reflected
most clearly in the town of Pincher Creek whose growth responded to the
demand for goods and services from a burgeoning rural society. The town's
population had increased about tenfold and its downtown core, composed of
two- and three-storybuildings, induded a department store, hotel, blacksmith
shop, implement warehouse, furniture store, a weekly newspaper, a cream
ery, and the "largest merchandising business in Southern Alberta/"

There were two major waves of settlement in the district before the war.
The first occurred in the decade following 1895and the second began as the
first subsided. Interestingly, the homesteaders who composed the initial
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wave were drawn mainly to the foothills country with all its evident
agricultural limitations, rather than to the prairie. Like thousands of fron
tiersmen who migrated to the West in the late nineteenth century, they
brought with them a great array of farm animals. Migrating farmers
travelled with numerous animals for two reasons. One was cultural: many
had been raised on mixed farms in eastern Canada, Europe or the United
States and had been schooled to believe that they should occupy them
selves in the feeding and caring for livestock as well as in plant husbandry."
The second factor was the conditions of the frontier itself. When they first
established their homesteads where none had been before, they would be
unable to purchase many essentials of life because grocery stores, dairies,
butcher shops and bakeries would be inaccessible. The only way to ensure
that they had the necessary ingredients for existence and a balanced diet,
therefore, was to take the fundamentals with them. That meant that along
with seeds for their first crops and beasts of burden and implements to
plow and harvest, they required seeds for gardens to grow their own
vegetables and corn, and animals upon which they could depend for such
basics as pork, beef, poultry, milk, butter and eggs.

In the Pincher Creek area the first farmers had limited freedom in
choosing homesteads because they brought the nucleus of future livestock
herds and flocks with them. They had to take up holdings in areas where
livestock's basic requirements could be readily met. This pretty well pre
cluded tracts that were exclusively prairie because of several critical defi
ciencies. The most glaring was probably natural shelter. Cattle, horses,
pigs, and chickens need at least some protection from the elements. But the
pioneer farmers' priorities, apart from the regular farming routine, had to
be building houses for themselves, clearing and breaking future arable
acres, and erecting fences to keep the animals out of gardens, haystacks and
the first crops. Initially, most frontiersmen had no time to construct even
the crudest of shelters for livestock, so it was essential that there be forests,
hills and valleys to protect them from the intense heat of the summer sun as
well as the biting cold winds of winter.

It was also crucial in their minds that their animals find an abundance of
natural sources of drinking water in the foothills in a plethora of streams,
rivers, sloughs and lakes," Moreover, they must have been attracted to the
natural supplies of winter roughage. The prairie was endowed with a short
hardy grass which was adequate in the summer months," but was often of
insufficient length or volume to be cut, raked and stacked for hay. In the
foothills on the other hand, the tall grasses growing in the valleys were
ideal." Thus, in an era when the demands on their labours were great, they
could not only harvest essential crops of hay but they could also keep the
amounts required to the minimum. Even tually, of course, disastrously cold
and precipitous winters demonstrated the dangers of heavy reliance on
winter pastures. However, in the period when they were getting estab
lished few settlers abstained from the practice.V

When a new agricultural region opens, farming for profit is a dubious
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undertaking. Major markets are not available because domestic popula
tions are sparse, and transportation systems and facilities for handling and
storing farm goods for shipment to distant markets are usually either
nonexistent or grossly inadequate." In the late nineteenth and very early
twentieth centuries, furthermore, the process of breaking land with horses
or oxen and single-bottom plow was both strenuous and excruciatingly
slow. In the best conditions the average pioneer could bring no more than
about twenty acres into production each year." So the central philosophy
when mixed farming areas were first developed was to concentrate on
securing the feed supply of the livestock. As more land was broken,
domestic grasses such as timothy and brome were planted for both pasture
and hay, and oats almost always became the first grain crop because of its
value both as roughage and as a feed grain.Is The farmers were determined
to produce these crops in sufficient quantities to ensure the survival of their
livestock, and therefore of themselves and their families.

In the first few years after the tum of the century, however, the farmers
in the foothills began marketing their surplus produce for two reasons.
First, they had become productive enough to create them - both directly,
from increased acreages of cultivated land, and indirectly, from the grow
ing number of healthy animals that this land could support; and secondly,
because merchants had come to town to supply all the facilities of trade."
At first the local community itself provided a market as Pincher Creek's
second frontier to the east filled with grain farmers who needed to purchase
milk, eggs, poultry and beef. Soon, however, demand also came from the
lumber frontier of the Kootenays and the mining frontier of the Crowsnest
Pass. In 1904, the local newspaper boasted that

The farmers will have every facility for getting rid of their crops this year. The
market to the west of us in the Kootnay[sp] is increasing rapidly year by year,
while the new coal towns springing up in Alberta, and which can be supplied by
us on terms tha tno other districts can compete with, will require a large amount
of produce and supplies. Not only hay and grain, but vegetables, eggs, [meat]
and butter. Our merchants now ship all the eggs they can procure in the countrl
and all the butter also, over the local demand, to the Crow's Nest Pass towns. 1

In the decade and a half after 1900,growing demand from the coal and
lumber camps influenced the mixed farmers around Pincher Creek to take
a far more intensive approach. This was reflected in their efforts to adapt to
the natural conditions around them. We look now at the major environ
mental pressures that affected farming in the western foothills.

Significantly, in the earliest part of the settlement era the frontier encour
aged crudeness in mixed farming. Generally, the first agriculturalists in a new
land fall well short of the highest standards and the most sophisticated
farming methods of their time. While they are clearing and breaking land and
constructing shelters for themselves homesteaders cannot give much atten
tion to the refinement of technique. Near Pincher Creek this situation was
particularly hard on the animals. Cattle, horses, sheep and hogs had to be left
a greatdeal to fend for themselves. While they were fenced out of gardens and
the first few acres of hay and then grain crops, they were rarely confined to any
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particular spaces. They roamed more or less freely,mixed with the animals of
neighbouring homesteaders, bred at will and gave birth in the wilds with a
minimum of human intervention. Becauseof this, there was a very high death
loss.Diseases includingblack leg,pink eye and the mangecould not be treated,
predators including wolves and coyotes could not be kept away, and, ulti
mately, despite all the natural buffers, the effects of blizzards, extreme tem
peratures and deep snow in some winters could not be ameliorated
sufficiently to keep a high enough percentage of the animals alive." As the
animals were harmed by exposure to the elements, so quite obviously was the
quantity of foodstuffs derived from them. For the farmers to make the best of
emerging market demand, therefore, change was necessary. This began once
they were well established. Gradually they brought enough land under
cultivation to ensure sufficient feed first to supply their own animals, then for
themselves and those working in the lumber and coal camps. Secondly, they
began to construct networks of barbed wire fences, corrals, proper barns and
other buildings so that their herds and flockscould be accessed, fed, sheltered
and protected year round.

Of all branches of mixed farming, that which responded most dramati
cally to the challenge of frontier circumstances and subjection to the ele
ments was probably beef. Before the foothills had been densely populated,
many farmers had not only allowed their herds to roam but had also
increased their numbers rather unrealistically, presumably because of the
seemingly unlimited extent of the oren range. Early on some realized this
error and worked towards change.' It was not until early in the twentieth
century, however, that most settlers were able to construct the facilities
needed to exercise the requisite control. Then much of the foothills, and the
formerly closed leases of the great ranches, were divided up into a multi
plicity of small holdings, each fenced off and separated from the rest. This
is illustrated in the following discussion of the problems confronting
cattlemen attempting in 1904to initiate a united approach to a well-known
infectious bovine hide disease'";

In a range country it is possible for ranchers to take prompt and effectual
methods for prevention and cure [of the mange]. Where the range is not
intersected with fences it is easy to handle large herds of cattle, run them through
dips, and hold them until every head in that particular district has been dipped.
But in ... Pincher Creek country... the building of public dips... would be almost
useless. For one thing there... [is] not a large enough vacant space of land,
unappropriated, which could be used for herding any large bunch of cattle; and
for another thing, the cattle... [are] now held by so many people in small bunches,
that it would be almost impossible to see to the treatment of all infected
animals.f!

By this stage the range had "vanished and cattle herds" had been "cut
down to what the owned land could support.,,22The movement to improve
was a characteristic of operations large and small. One of the original great
ranches, the Walrond, provided an example for the rest to follow as it relied
increasingly on deeded land, moved away from pure ranching and became
essentially a huge mixed or "stock" farm. In a typical year after the tum of
the century its hands kept close enough control of the herds to brand
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"nearly 2300 calves'" and to ship "nearly 1500 cattle" to market. They also
threshed some u2000 bushels of oats" and enough roughage to winter all
their calves and bulls even though they lost "375 tons of hay by fire."n

The farmers who raised beef cattle began not only to care for their animals
more tenaciously, they also took steps to raise the quality of their herds.
Initially, most of the cattle had originated south of the border where indis
criminate breeding on the open range allowed characteristics of some of the
poorest animals to spread widely. "It is a great pity that so much inferior stock
has been brought in from the United States during the past season by settlers
takin§ up their residence here" the Department of the Interior recounted in
1895. In the earliest period the Canadian range was as open and uncontrolled
as the American and very little upgrading occurred/" However, efforts by at
least a small core of individual farmers to raise the quality of the stock soon
became apparent. From 1898 a Cattle Breeders Association operated in the
Northwest Territories and after 1905in Alberta. Its members imported pure
bred cattle from Great Britain, eastern Canada and elsewhere." In the Pincher
Creek Echo purebred Hereford, Angus and Shorthorn herd sires and brood
cows were ad vertised for sale regularly from 1903.While it would be unrealis
tic to conclude that the farmers wereable to establish herds of the finest quality
before the war, it is apparent that significant steps were taken to ameliorate
some of the worst manifestations of the open range. By 1914the cattle in the
pastures of the foothills exuded more characteristics of the fleshier, higher
yielding British varieties than they had earlier and fewer of those of the taller,
thinner, far less meaty Texas Longhorn and other mixed types that had
infiltrated the herds."

One development which demonstrates the concern for improvement in
beef production is the decision by a number of mixed farmers in the Pincher
Creek area to finish their cattle on dry feed after the grazing season. Prior to the
early twentieth century, participation by any but the largest cattlemen in the
fat beef trade as a whole had been made most difficult by frontier conditions
which dictated that a vast number of small herds were scattered over huge
areas and largely uncontrolled and inaccessible for much of the time29

:

Under the present system buyers travel laboriously through the country picking
up a few cattle here and a few there. Every little band or every head is bargained
for separately, and, as the ultimate sale of these animals is by weight, it may be
concluded that in sheer self-defence the buyer is compelled to purchase on the
safe side. 30

When supplying markets either locally or in the mining towns or lumber
camps, such conditions were tolerable because of lack of competition. Break
ing into the huge European markets, necessary for the industry to reach its
potential, was another matter altogether. It required acceptance from much
more discriminating palates and ideally the shipment of carload lots of some
eighteen to twenty at a time in order to reduce the transportation cost per
head." It also demanded that the animals be covered with an extra layer of
hard fat so that after the long trek to Britain there should still be significant
amounts of good meat on their bones," The only way the cattlemen could get
into this trade therefore was to separate from their herds all the animals that
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were close to being ready for slaughter after they came off the pastures in the
autumn, and push enough good feed to them over a 90-to 12o-dayperiod not
just to keep them healthy but to fatten them properly. In the years that
immediately preceded the war a number of the farmers in the foothills began
to do this. In reality the transition was not incredibly difficult once they
realized the need to stop relying on winter pastures and to keep all their cattle
close to feed and shelter during the time of the year when the elements could
be the least forgiving. It was rather a natural next step entailing the expansion
of existing facilitiesincluding corrals and both feeding and watering systems
and daily attention to the animals throughout the winter. At first the usual
practice was to feed roughage (hay and green feed) alone. Eventually, some
farmers realized that incorporating substantial amounts of grain into their
rations went further in producing the well-marbled meat the Europeans
demanded/" Interestin grain finishing in 1913prompted the governmentfarm
at Claresholm (seventy kilometers north of Pincher Creek) to begin experi
menting to develop the best possible system to fatten cattle while sheltering
them from the cold winds of winter,"

World War I was a temporary impediment to a new approach in Pincher
Creek and elsewhere because it brought such a great demand for all grains.
In 1913 the price had already begun to soar and even the government
experimenters concluded that farmers would make more money by selling
marketable inventories rather than feeding them, though the price of beef
at 7.75¢. per pound dressed was unusually high.35 However, finishing
remained an alternative for using up oats, barley and frost-damaged (and
therefore price-reduced) wheat.

The laying of the foundations of the grain-fed beef trade in Pincher
Creek prior to 1914 is evidence of development in the cattle business. The
practice of properly concluding the fattening process with rations that
consisted of a high percentage of oats and barley grew slowly and became
general after the war. Then western beef packing led by the Bums and
Canada Packers plants in Calgary and facilitated by refrigerated railway
cars carrying dressed instead of live meat to the East and overseas would
further the process of refinement in the industry as a whole."

Measured by livestock numbers, beef appears to have been the largest
industry that the cattlemen in the foothills districts of Pincher Creek
engaged in prior to 1914.It was not the only one. Many farmers also took up
dairying. These must have lived within a few miles of town since milk is a
highly perishable commodity and had to be delivered without delay by
horse and wagon over relatively poor country roads or trails. In many cases
the farmers were responding to the need to acquire capital to keep them
going during the long periods between the seasonal beef cattle sales. By
1908 there was a private creamery operating in the town and there were
enough dairy farmers for it to advertise regular daily pickup routes. These
ran through the good cattle country "from Mountain Mill ... from Fishburn
gathering cream from Sprin~ Ridge and Dry Fork and... from Twin Butte
via Utopia and Dutch Flat."3 By this time the cream separator had made an
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appearance," enabling the farmers to sell their cream for the manufacture
of butter and cheese while keepinqthe skim milk for their own consump
tion and as a feed for their pigs. 9 While this brought some important
streamlining to the business at a formative time, dairy production was not
more efficiently conducted during any part of the study period than beef.
Here too, the most fundamental flaw was the low quality of the livestock.
The great majority of the cows were the progeny of the range either in
Canada or the United States (or both). They were typical frontier cross
breeds often euphemistically referred to as "dual purpose" but in reality a
somewhat less than totally satisfactory compromise of beef and dairy
qualities. In 1908 the Alberta Department of Agriculture reported: ''In
order to attain the highest success in dairying it would be necessary to
introduce dairy cattle ... if we want a real dairy herd we must replace the
beef bulls with dairy ones."40

Most farmers actually milked hardy Shorthorn crosses which produced
milk, but not as efficiently as Holsteins or Guernseys, and also beef, but not
with the high carcass yields obtainable from Hereford or Angus varieties.
Prior to the war few farmers had the buildings to keep and feed their cows
indoors during the winter. Therefore, they did not milk year round. When
the grazing season ended, they simply ceased production until spring and
attempted to maintain their cows ou t-of-doors as inexpensively as possible.
At a convention for butter and cheese makers in 1908,dairy farmers were
urged to shel ter and feed their animals properly over the winter so that they
could milk them "nine or ten months, instead of five, as was common
now."41 A report the next year attributed a 40 percent drop in cream
production in the spring and summer of 1907to the previous winter when
cattle had been exposed to horrendous climatic conditions.Y

If dairying standards and practices on the frontier were crude, it is also
evident that the movement toward improvement began in this period. In
1914 the Department of Agriculture reported what it considered crucial
steps forward in the quality of the livestock. From that report it is also
unmistakable that much remained to be done:

During the year there has been a phenomenal demand for milch cows and in the
neighborhood of 10,000 were brought into the province. Many of them were
fairly good cows, but there was also a proportion of genuine culls amongst them.
All were sold at high prices - prices which were only justified by the high
returns obtainable in the cities for milk and cream.43

Most dairy farmers appear to have continued to produce only seasonally
and to feed their cows in the winter just enough for survival. The majority
ostensibly were milking indoors by the end of the study period but few if
any had built special parlours for that purpose, using instead regular stock
barns which their cows shared with horses, pigs and other animals." In that
circumstance cows usually feel some stress and fail to lactate to their
maximum. In future the upgrading of stock and the building of special
parlours where cattle could be milked and fed year round would enable
farmers to become much more efficient. Then many would withdraw from
other forms of animal husbandry to double and triple the size of their dairy
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herds. As that happened the dairy industry around Pincher Creek would
begin to approximate its modern form.

Another traditional enterprise which many Pincher Creek settlers un
dertook in these years was pork. While most mixed farmers tended to run
a few hogs from the earliest years," they were restrained from getting into
the business seriously by specific frontier conditions, particularly the in
adequacy of shelter. Hogs lack a heavy coat of hair like cattle or horses to
protect them from the elements and therefore were particularly vulnerable
in the period before the settlers were able to construct sties. "The feeding of
hogs around a straw stack during the winter is a business to which is
attached the minimum of profit" it was lamented in 1899.46 Hogs were often
allowed to roam with the cattle and it wa~ well into the twentieth century
before most could even give birth indoors. Their first man-made housing,
moreover, almost always consisted of a comer of the regular stock barn
where artificial heating was unavailable and where the diseases which
passed easily from one species to the other were a constant threat." Farmers
were prepared to take the chance on a few head primarily for their own
consumption, but they were unwilling to risk the enormous death losses
which might have ensued had they expanded their operations.

Apart from the poor living conditions for the animals the frontier hog
industry around Pincher Creek was also hampered by a dearth of facilities
for marketing. In 1903a private packing plant was started in the town but
it remained small and local and had no markets over and above the
Crowsnest Pass and Kootenay regions upon which to build a dynamic
trade." At that time the province as a whole was still forced to import 75
percent of its cured pork." Our "most energetic farmers have been com
pelled to go out of the hog industry," a special commission reported in
1908,because during a portion of most years there is "no market at all" and
producers are "not receiving a living price."so

The hog industry, like the others associated with animal husbandry
around PincherCreek, also suffered during this fledgling stage from severe
deficiencies in the livestock itself. Here the difficulty was probably not
indiscriminate mixing on the frontier as pigs, even when left on their own,
lack the mobility to roam over great distances and therefore to mate with
every variety and type of their species imaginable. Initially, inbreeding
must have been a factor in an isolated country where good outside stock
was difficult to procure. However, the main dilemma was that most of the
hogs first brought into the area including the Duroc, Jersey, Poland China,
and Chester White were simply the wrongbreeds. They were lard hogs that
had thrived in the United States on unlimited suppliesof com and had been
used primarily as a means of producing lard for populations without ready
access to vegetable oils. In the Canadian West there were no supplies of
corn and the market both locally and in the East and overseas, demanded a
pork or ''bacon hog longer in the side."?'

The movement to more suitable breeds was gradual but did eventually
bring results. The Department of Agriculture and the Canadian Pacific
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Railway sponsored importation from the East and Great Britain of pure
breds including Berkshires, Tamsworths and Yorkshires which were (and
are) desired for their red meat. 52 In 1903 the Territorial Swine Breeders
Association emerged and through its short life span helped its members to
do the same." By 1908the Pincher Creek Agricultural Exhibition and Race
Meet was encouraging higher standards by awarding prizes to owners of
purebred bacon sows both over and under seven months.54 What really
brought positive results, however, was the eventual growth in the export
market just prior to the war when the United States duty on Canadian pork
was removed and access granted to Chicago and Seattle. This not only
prompted a greater sense of urgency among western farmers about attain
ing better bloodlines but did much to inspire a general upgrading of
housing and handling facilities on the farm and of purchasing, packingand
transportation systems outside. In 1913a government representative noted
that

The number of hogs raised in the province has increased by leaps and bounds
and the high prices that have been obtained for some years has made this line of
work a most profitable one.... The result was a large export of hogs at remunera
tive prices. Large shipments were also made to Eastern Canadian markets
particularly Toronto and Montreal. It is very gratifying to note that the quality of
these hogs attracted universal attention, demonstrating to the amazement of
many the possibilities of Alberta stock and feeding stuffs. It certainly has caused
the Ontario feeder to sit up and take notice to see Alberta hogs invading his
special preserve.55

In Pincher Creek the numbers of animals per farm at this point must have
risen well beyond the demands of self-sufficiency. The average herd was
likely increased to around fifteen head and fed and farrowed indoors for a
considerable period on rations of oats, frozen barley and wheat, skim milk
and the surplus leaves, stocks and roots of garden vegetables. By World
War I the hog industry around the town had not produced any of the
modern sanitized hog "factories" one sees in the province today, but it had
become a permanent part of the mixed farming culture, and it had raised its
standards considerably beyond those which had marked it as a frontier
venture.

The one other major enterprise taken up by mixed farmers in the Pincher
Creek districts was horses. From the beginning horses were suited to
frontier agriculture because they can look after themselves under the most
trying climatic conditions. In winter they grow a very thick coat of hair and
can withstand the coldest temperatures. Moreover, they are adept at rum
maging through deep coverings of snow to get at the grasses below. So
winter losses among rangeland horses were lower than in the cattle herds.
There was considerable demand for stock from Great Britain and places
like South Africa where British troops needed mounts to control the
Empire." One interesting aspect of the horse business, however, is that the
major demand came from the agricultural frontier itself, as settlers pouring
into the West required beasts of burden for transportation and for sowing,
reaping and harvesting their crops."
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This business also suffered from low standards when supply depended on
stock which accompanied the homesteaders and before fences, corrals and
stables made proper breed selection possible. The quality of the first Pincher
Creek animals was reflected in the comments of an early pioneerwho recalled
that the ''horse rancher was not very particular as to what kind of horse he had
so long as they had four legsand the usual complementof eyes, ears and other
organs.,,58 In 1906 stallions were registered by owners across the province,
according to the Horse Breeders' Ordnance, to be made available at a fee for
breeding privately owned mares. Of the 491 that were registered only 162,
including eighty-one Oydes, thirty-five Percherons, ten Shires, ten Standard
breds and ten Thoroughbreds, were pure."

Here too, change for the better came before World War I. Dealers began
to import certified purebreds from the East and overseas." Pincher Creek
farmers bought up this stock and, as they took control of the open range,
they started producing a better commodity." Progress was handicapped
by the settlers' relative shortage of cash and the impossibility of wiping out
very quickly the aftereffects of the frontier. The numbers marketed from the
Pincher Creek area peaked around 1906 when sales involving 683 were
recorded. But by 1913 the number had dropped to 444.62 The explanation
points to several factors. Just before the war, the construction industry
which had utilized a great deal of horse power, fell victim to recession as
railway building and municipal construction declined. Furthermore the
steam tractor was used more and more for cartage work in the cities and
towns and for trade within the province/" Even more importantly, the
period of expansion in the foothills had ended as the best lands had been
settled and farmers had begun increasingly to pour into the wheat regions
on the dryland prairie. As will be seen, the natural environment as a whole
in Pincher Creek's second frontier lent itself to exploitation less by horse
and plow and more by tractors and a host of new implements for sowing
and harvesting.

The final branch of mixed farming near Pincher Creek large enough to
merit mention was poultry. Itsprocess ofadaptation to frontier conditionswas
similar to the hog industry. The earliest farmers needed chickens for eggs and
meat and many brought a few to their new home. However, initially the birds
did poorly because of the elements and because, largely unattended, they fell
prey to predators includingboth wolves and coyotes.Also,insufficientmixing
of bloodlines was troublesome in the days when outside stock was hard to
attain. When a provincial breeding plant was built in Edmonton in 1908
"several hatches were taken of eggs being secured in the province." A large
percentage of infertile eggs was forthcoming. This condition applied "to
practically all the eggs received from various points." The farmers were
advised that they must take "greater care ... in selecting only strong, healthy
well developed birds from which to breed" and warned against "inbreed
ing.,,64 In 1906the Alberta government, noting the "suitabilityof this Province
for raising poultry," spoke of the "great need ... for some effort on the part of
the farmers ...to supply the demand for poultry and eggs which at present has
to be met from points outside.r'"
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Improvement inevitably came once farmers were in a position to deal
with some of the most difficult environmental obstacles. It was relatively
simple for them to acquire first-rate stock once the provincial breeding
station appeared and to protect it from both the climate and predators, as a
hundred or more chickens can be housed quite comfortably in coops no
larger than nine feet by twelve feet. Demand in the town of Pincher Creek
and in the Crowsnest Pass and Kootenay regions eventually stimulated
expansion which drew comparisons with that in the pork sector." By 1914
most mixed farmers kept chickens, protected them from predators, fed
them indoors during the seasons of severe weather and marketed what
produce they did not need for their own sustenance. There is no evidence
that any farmers close to Pincher Creek specialized in poultry alone or
developed the large-scale chicken farms one sees in the province today.

The picture which emerges of the typical mixed farmer to the west, north
and south of the town of Pincher Creek by 1914,is that of a small producer
working first with his 160-acre homestead, then perhaps as he is joined by
a wife, expanding to twice that amount of land." On this operation he
usually ran a hundred or so chickens, a basic small herd of perhaps forty
beef cattle, four to six milk cows, some fifteen hogs and, while demand was
still strong, twenty or so grade mares which were bred for a fee to the
stallions of farmers who specialized in keeping sires." In most cases the
quality of the livestock had improved as sufficient capital had been gath
ered to purchase better breeding stock and as the requisite facilities had
been built and expanded to control it properly and protect it from weather,
wild beasts and disease. What this amounted to was intensive farming on a
scale which paled in comparison to the great ranches which had mush
roomed into existence in the 1880sand early 1890s,but which enabled the
farmer to more closely supervise his fields and stock than had been possible
in the past. This change was dictated in part by government policy which
ultimately had come down strongly in support of the 160-acre homestead
for the masses instead of the one hundred thousand acre closed lease to the
select few.69 However, it was also decided by climatic and other environ
mental conditions which demanded the same detailed refinement of prac
tices that had taken place over centuries in the East and Europe. In 1914the
process of improvement was far from complete. It had, however, begun
and farmers had plainly shown "that it is possible to produce larger yields
from smaller areas by a little more care and attention.?"

As the mixed farmers in the foothills to the west, north and south of
Pincher Creek were beginning to take the first steps away from the raw and
unrefined approach, other settlers were establishing farms on the flatter,
drier, open prairie regions closely surrounding the town and to the east.
The populating of the prairie, which began in earnest about 1905, pro
ceeded more quickly and in some respects with more dramatic effects than
had that of the foothills. Those who witnessed it were most impressed":

In ... [the early] days the so-called "mossback" farmer had not yet crowded out
the ranchers [one pioneer later wrote]; not much garden stuff was grown; there
was a little fencing for pasture and that was all. Cattle and horses roamed at will
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until the annual or semi-annual round-up. If anyone had then predicted that in
a few short years the world-famous "Alberta Red" would be growing in the
District, he would have been laughed to scorn.72

The wheat farmers could not be self-sufficient even when they first took
up homesteads because they did not bring and could not, in the prairie
environment, support a full compliment of farm animals." To survive they
had to seed and harvest their crops, sell them for cash and then purchase
the basics from local merchants. The commercial mixed farming sector
made this feasible not only because it produced many provisions that the
grain farmers needed, but also because it had spurred trade and economic
development for the entire area. By the time the wheat farmers arrived the
community of Pincher Creek had in place elevators, grain, implement and
other merchants, and railways that linked the region to national and global
markets.

Because they had to purchase so many essentials of life, the prairie
farmers felt greater urgency about getting into full production than had
their mixed farming predecessors." Many turned to mechanization in an
attempt to turn all their grasslands immediately into productive wheat
fields. Rather than relying on a team of horses and the traditional single
bottom plow, some hired custom operators with teams of six or eighthorses
and eight- or even ten-bottom plows. Others brought in steam tractors
believing they could both pull larger implements and work longer hours
without respite.75 Somedrylanders includingW.J.Chism and W.R. Dobbin,
both large wheat farmers, were using steam for both breaking and harvest
ing by 1904.76The prairie landform was ideal for this invariably unwieldy
machinery. The great open spaces provided large fields for it to work and
make its most cumbersome turns and the relative scarcity of trees, rivers
and valleys allowed it readily to move from one field to another. "The
steam plough has now passed beyond its experimental stage in Western
Canada," the Farm and Ranch Review could hypothesize in 1906, "and is
successfully used in many parts, particularly the Claresholm district.,,77
Tractors on the wheat frontier facilitated mechanization in all facets of;rlant
husbandry. Soon steam was used to power harvesters," and binders, and
for all forms of cultivation and seeding." In a surprisingly short time some
steam engines were in turn replaced by the faster, less ungainly and more
conveniently operated gasoline variety."

Mechanization, then, to which the relatively smooth and treeless prairie
lent itself, allowed many farmers to get into production quickly and thus to
attain vital cash incomes for survival in a geographic area inimical to both
subsistence mixed farming and self-sufficiency. The relative importance of
the environment in the establishment of cash wheat farming is demon
strated, as Paul Voisey has suggested, in that it diametrically clashed with
conventional wisdom. From the beginning the farmers were subjected to
the admonitions of mixed farming advocates including "representatives
from every level of government, from corporations with interests in the
west, and from agricultural experts and observers of every description,"
who preached the benefits of a sophisticated rotation of crops, the use of
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manures on the soil, and diversification into a wide range of products
including eggs, milk and meat." In Pincher Creek, as elsewhere on the
prairie, wheat farming took hold primarily because the force of nature
prevailed over the dictates of man.

This is not to contend that in conforming to their surroundings, the
wheat farmers necessarily rose to the most refined techniques of more
developed agricultural societies much more rapidly than their counter
parts in the foothills. Indeed, during the earliest days their standards in
some respects were equally crude. This is especially apparent in their
attitude to their most important natural resource - the earth itself. The vast
majority of these farmers appear to have been almost totally indifferent to
soil conservation over the long term. Arguably, in the first years this
reflected their impatience to extract every possible cent from their soil to

. attain the requisite cash income. It also, however, reflected a frontier
mentality about land in general. A major reason why settlers come to a
frontier is that by contrast with their previous home, land is abundant and
cheap. This induces them to visualize it almost as a limitless commodity
even before they arrive. Moreover, as they settle, they see a small and
sparse population base grappling with the problems of isolation where
roads, transportation facilities and communication are either lacking or in
short supply. Therefore, the land looms as a great and challenging adver
sary. Far from fearing that it will ever run out or become exhausted, the
homesteader starts to see it as a barrier to be broken down or a wild
uncontrolled thing needing domestication. This naturally induces farmers
to be careless with it. In the short term, the more a farmer cultivates, the
more productive the land becomes. The soils of the southern prairies tend
to be light and shallow and easily turned. Consequently, many of the first
wheat farmers were inclined to work them relentlessly, indeed, to "mine,,83
them. Culver T. Campbell." son of the great prophet of the gospel of the
dryland farming method, which was really only a pseudoscientific ration
alization of soil mining, gave a public lecture in the town in 1908.85 In the
misguided belief that it would bring moisture up from the depth of the
earth below through capillary action, he advised deep plowing in the fall
and frequent tilling thereafter, the burning of stubble and other methods to
prevent the build up of organic matter, and the pulverization of the top
soil." This was exactly wrong for a country where getting enough precipi
tation could be a problem. It exposed the top soil to the air, caused it to dry
out, turned it into a dust mulch, lowered organic content, reduced the
levels of much needed nutrients, and promoted wind erosion. The farmers
unflinchingly embraced the Campbellite system, however, because it
seemed to them the fastest way to tum virgin prairie holdings for which
there was no foreseeable end into the greatest possible cash rewards. When
reflecting local opinion, the Echo consistently called for "thorough cultiva
tion" of the surface "by disc and harrow'<" and suggested that expansion
of the wheat fields could go on forever." "It will not be long before the
whole Pincher Creek flat and the valley down to Fishburn will be one great
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wheat field," the paper announced in 1904,"and the country [will] experi
ence a period of prosperity undreamt of even by cattlemcn.T"

If the wheat farmers in this frontier setting tended to overwork their
land, they were also inclined to summer fallow only minimally, choosing
instead to grow successive crops year after year. 90 This not only helped to
wear down the soil but also led to weed infestations" and to general
outbreaks of the disease known as smut." In the decade following the
beginning of the war the results of the prairie farmers' excesses would be
little less than disastrous. Crops were lost, soils dried out and, in many
areas, wind erosion took a heavy toll. Around Pincher Creek the problem
was less severe than further east." Even so, average crops in some years
dropped to between six and a half and nine bushels per acre." The farmers
took many years to mend their ways. Not until the "Dirty Thirties" did the
wheat producers on the prairie south of Calgary adopt the conservationist
methods of strip farming, summer fallowing and less frequent and shal
lower cultivation which, as James Gray has demonstrated, has become
accepted procedure in Alberta's dryland regions in the modern era."

Nevertheless, Pincher Creek's first prairie farmers made some notewor
thy advances in specific areas. The movement to mechanization described
above continued, and by the end of the study period, automation had been
introduced to every facet of wheat husbandry from soil cultivation to
planting, sowing and harvesting. The most important developments, how
ever, were probably those associated with establishing new strains of
wheat to accommodate the climate. Next to occasional shortages of precipi
tation in the area, the most frequent climatic problem was probably frost.
While the total seasonal hours of sunshine were normally sufficient for
wheat, crops were frequently damaged in the early autumn when the
thermometer dropped below the freezing mark - particularly on the
western edge of the wheatbelt where the land rises to the higherelevations.
Almost from the time the first settler arrived on the prairie a search began
for a variety of wheat that could withstand colder temperatures and/or
ripen earlier." In the earlier period Kansas Red, later known as Alberta Red,
was imported and used on many farms near Pincher Creek" and the
famous Marquis variety developed for the Canadian West by William
Saunders and his son Sir Charles gained widespread acceptance in the
1920s.98 The regions close to the foothills south of Calgary also came to rely
heavily on winter wheat which was sown in the fall so that it could get a
very early start (and thus beat the frosts) the next season. It was this which
some would argue made the early development of the wheat economy
possible." In 1905, 141,294 bushels were reportedly grown on 4,938 acres
near Pincher Creek in comparison to only 4,714bushels of spring wheat on
222acres. By1914the figures for winter wheat had risen to 173,996bushels
on 10,991 acres and for spring wheat to 59,080bushels on 5,578acres.1OO

Today among all the prairie districts in southern Alberta those closest to
the foothills tend to rely the most heavily on winter wheat. There are three
major climatic factors. One appears to be the deeper coverings of snow that
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settle on the land at the higher elevations and protect the plants from
extreme temperatures at the coldest time of year. Another is that this area
in the winter, while subject to chinooks, normally lacks long spells of
temperatures above the freezing mark. Further east such spells often
encourage the wheat to begin to grow and then to be devastated when the
weather turns cold again. A third factor is heavier springtime precipitation
which enables the tender sprouts to spring very quickly to life.

In discussing farming in general near Pincher Creek it has been neces
sary in this article to oversimplify the picture somewhat. Thus, mixed
farming in the foothills and wheat farming on the Prairies havebeen treated
as if they were mutually exclusive. Such often was not the case. Some
farmers, particularly after they were able to expand beyond their original
16D-acre homestead, owned land that lay on foothills terrain in one place
and dryland prairie in another. Such farmers inevitably raised animals and
grew forage and feed as well as wheat. They were molded by two frontiers
and were forced to adjust to two quite distinct types of environmental
pressures. But, like the mixed farmers, they were involved in both animal
and plant husbandry and once they understood the varied nature of their
holdings, they could utilize their skills and techniques, indeed, much of
their machinery and equipment, on the plains as well as in the valleys and
gentler slopes of the high country. After World War I, wheat and mixed
farming would evolve at about the same pace. By then mechanization was
underway, especially on the Prairies, but it still had a long way to go. The
number of steam engines on the fields was to grow in the postwar period
and, along with other implements, the gasoline tractor was slowly to gain
acceptance over several decades.!" In the foothills the movement to higher
quality livestock and better systems and facilities would continue in every
facet from dairying, to beef, hogs and poultry. It does seem evident,
however, that the entire process of development had taken a firm hold in
the era preceding 1914. It was then that mixed farming and its various
branches, and cash wheat farming, had stepped beyond the frontier stage
in some important respects and had managed to make major adjustments
to accommodate the natural environment. The basic patterns had been
established and the need thereafter was to bring further refinement to
existing practices but not substantially to modify the infrastructure.
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IIWe Are Sitting at the Edge of a Volcano":
Winnipeg During the On-to-Ottawa Trek

S.R. Hewitt

ABSTRACT.This article attempts to fill a void in the historical literature on the On-to-Ottawa
Trek by examining Trek-related events in Winnipeg along with the concomitant response of
various levels of government. The Trek was an attempt by unemployed men to travel from
Vancouver to Ottawa to protest the policies of the Bennett government. Their journey ended
in Regina where they were dispersed in the aftermath of a 1July 1935police-provoked riot. The
capital of Manitoba was to have been the British Columbia Trekkers' next major stop after
Regina. Trek-related activities in Winnipeg took two forms: a Support Conference to aid the
men from British Columbia and local participants, and a separate Manitoba leg of the
On-to-Ottawa Trek that would eventually attempt its own march to the nation's capital.
Events in the city related to the Trek were widespread and extremely worrisome to both the
provincial and federal governments. Eventually, however, coercive measures introduced by
these same governments and a fundamental division within the Support Conference, roughly
approximating a CCF-Communist split, combined to defeat the Manitoba section of the
On-to-Ottawa Trek. A movement that seemed so vibrant at the end of June 1935 faded into
oblivion less than a month later.

SOMMAIRE. Afin de combler les lacunes de I'analyse historique a propos de la "Grande
Marche sur Ottawa," il y a lieu d'examiner les evenements connexes s'etant deroules a
Winnipeg, ainsi que les reactions des divers pallers de gouvernement. Devant a l'origine
mener des chomeurs de Vancouver aOttawa pour protester contre la politique de I'admini
stration Bennett, le voyage prit brusquement fin aRegina le 1er juillet 1935,suite ala dispersion
des protestataires apres une emeute provoquee par les forces de l' ordre. AWinnipeg, prochain
arret prevu par les Trek/des, on avait organise un Congres d'appui aux chomeurs venus de
Colombie-Britannique et aleurs sympathisants locaux, en plus d'assembler les effectifs d'une
section manitobaine autonome qui devait en principe se joindre ala Grande Marche et qui
allait plus tard tenter de lancer sa propre Marche sur Ottawa. Tous ces evenements dans la
capitale manitobaine alarmerent les autorites provinciales et federales. Les mesures contraig
nantes adoptees par les deux paliers de gouvernement, ainsi que la scission du Congres
d'appui entre ses ailes cecefiste et communiste, allaient pourtant se solder par la defaite de la
section manitobaine de la Grande Marche sur Ottawa. Un mouvement si dynamique ala fin
de juin 1935s'etait evapore moins d'un mois plus tard.

To many the On-to-Ottawa Trek is an event that has taken on mythical
proportions. The legendary quality was present right from the beginning:
1,500young Canadian men no longer content to suffer in silence set off in
June of 1935 to take their demands for the reform of the economic and
political system directly to the federal government in Ottawa. They, like
many other Canadians, had experienced firsthand the economic break
down which had gripped the Western world in the 1930s.The government
of R.B. Bennett seemed unable to deal in any substantive way with the
crisis, instead relying on repression to deal with public dissension. In 1932,
a system of relief camps was introduced in order to remove single unem
ployed men from cities where it was feared that they would be easy targets
for communist agitators. It was from the camps in British Columbia that the
Trekkers had come, first to Vancouver and then on to Ottawa. The fact that
the Trek would be violently dispersed on Dominion Day only further
mythologized the entire event.

The reason for the decision of the federal government to halt the trek in
Regina has occasioned much speculation in relevant historical works. The
Bennett government had initially refused the requests of various provinces
to stop the march and then abruptly reversed its policy on 11 June and
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ordered that the Trekkers not be allowed east of Regina. On 1 July an
attempt by the Royal Canadian Mounted Police to arrest the Trek leaders
and disperse the march's remnants precipitated a riot in Regina which
effectively ended the Trek. Two main and related theories exist to explain
the Bennett government's decision to bring the procession to an end. One
idea is that stopping the Trek in the capital of Saskatchewan allowed
Bennett to embarrass the Liberal premier, James Gardiner.' A more inter
esting explanation for why the Trek was not only stopped in Regina but
halted at all is the "snowball effect" interpretation; the Trek, like a snowball
rolled downhill, would continue to grow and gain momentum with the
possibility of it becoming an avalanche. At the time of the Trek, its leader,
Arthur Evans, publicly proclaimed that there would be anywhere from
20,000to 40,000members by the time trains arrived in Ottawa.2 The official
government lawyer at the Regina Riot Inquiry Commission informed the
gathering that the Bennett administration had believed that the march was
"a dangerous movement ... one of the purposes of which was to start out
eastwards with number increasing as they came across Canada/"

In the historical literature the "snowball effect" interpretation has
focussed on Winnipeg as a key factor in the federal government's decision
to halt the Trek in Regina. It is a view expressed in the three main works on
the Trek: Recollections of the On to Ottawa Trek, the memoirs of Trekker
Ronald Liversedge; When Freedom Was Lost by Lome A. Brown; and "We
Were theSaltoftheEarth!" by Victor Howard. Liversedge wrote about what
lay beyond Regina: "Our next big stopover would have been Winnipeg,
where three thousand single unemployed were waiting to merge their
forces with ours on the journey to the east/" Brown offered a similar
perspective:

While the Trek was still in Alberta, the federal authorities decided to stop it in
Saska tchewan.... By the time the trekkers left Calgary they were alreadyon their
way to creating a modern legend. And they had not even reached Winnipeg
the historic centre of Prairie radicalism ... [and] where the trekkers could be
expected to obtain both massive public support and many recruitsf

Howard also dealt with the subject of Winnipeg:
It is certainly unlikely that Prime Minister Bennett ever intended to let the Trek
reach Ottawa.... If ... the march reached Winnipeg, then he would have to deal
with a Trek that would have doubled in size in a city which had a volatile labour
crisis. 6

All three works provide a similar argument about the importance of
Winnipeg to the On-to-Ottawa Trek. Each book, however, when dealing
with the situation in that city, largely offers speculation instead of facts, and
the few facts contain some major inaccuracies." The time has arrived for
both an assessment of Winnipeg during June and July 1935,the reaction of
various levels of government to events in Winnipeg, and the effect the city
might have had on the Canadian government's perception and handling of
the Trek.

Winnipeg's reputation for radicalism and turmoil was certainly justified.

~--------------~ <_._---
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The 1919Winnipeg General Strike, of course, is well known. The class polari
zation that had characterized the 1919 clash lingered on in the civic govern
ment. The only common denominator between aldermen sympathetic to the
cause of the worker and Citizen's League aldermen was their nearly universal
Anglo-Saxon background," By 1934power at the civic level had subtly shifted
to the Left. In November of that year John Queen, a former labour alderman,
member of the Independent labour Party (ILP),and 1919 strike leader, was
elected mayor. Sevenoutof eighteenaldermen, including Deputy MayorJohn
Blumberg, were members of the ILP,while two aldermen, Jacob Penner and
Martin Forkin, were Communists,"

Not surprisingly, the initial response of the city government to the Trek
was positive. Queen, in a newspaper interview, urged Winnipeggers to be
hospitable to the Trekkers; he later added that in his opinion there would
be little trouble caring for the marchers." The Premier of Manitoba, John
Bracken, did not share Queen's optimism. He had previously encountered
demonstrations by groups of unemployed at the legislature; one protest on
16 April 1935 reached 6,000 participants. The provincial leader believed
that a large portion of the unemployment problem was the responsibility of
the federal government" and he publicly requested that it halt the Trek
before the men reached Manitoba. When Bennett refused the demand, the
province was forced to coordinate the response to the Trek with Win
nipeg's civic administration. At a joint conference on 11 June various
branches of government met to announce that the Trekkers would be
treated as ordinary transients, receiving two meals a day and accommoda
tion from the city.12 The assumption was that the marchers would stop in
Winnipeg for no more than seventy-two hours before continuing east.

All of the calculations might have seemed irrelevant when the British
Columbia marchers were halted in Regina on 12 June, but anticipation of
the Trekkers' arrival had itself increased Winnipeg's transient population.
Many of Winnipeg's unemployed expected to join their comrades from the
West when the latter group arrived; others flocked into the city for the same
reason. The plight of this growing group of unemployed was taken directly
to the city government when two transients appeared before council to
request better accommodation and food. The council recommended that
the men be offered the same treatment that the Trekkers would have
received had they reached the city .13

The federal government's action at Regina triggered a rapid response
from many in Winnipeg. At several meetings in the immediate days after
the halting of the Trek, the Bennett government was condemned and
appeals were made for public aid for the city's Trek-support movement.
Beginning on 16 June and continuing over the following two days, 116
delegates representing fifty-two political and labour organizations, includ
ing the Communist Party of Canada (CPC), the ILP, the CCF, the Socialist
Party, the Young Communist League, the Cooperative Commonwealth
Youth Movement (CCYM), Women's Labor Federation, Workingwomen's
League, Canadian League Against War and Fascism, Canadian Labour
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Defence League, Manitoba Unemployed Conference and all other Win
nipeg unemployed organizations, and, in the words of The Worker, "many
foreign-born workers' organizations," met to organize support in Win
nipeg for the British Columbia Trekkers.14 A committee known as the Relief
Camp Workers' Supporting Conference formed with S.J. Farmer, a major
figure in the Independent Labour Party and Secretary-Treasurer of the
Provincial Council of the Manitoba CCF,15 acting as chairman and James
Litterick, a local member of the CPC, as his deputy. Communists also
headed several subcommittees. One such individual, responsible for or
ganizing demonstrations, was Isadore Minster, a Workers' Unity League
organizerwho had been involved in the 1931 Estevan miners' strike and the
1933Stratford furniture workers' strike. Another was Charles Hichin who
handled publicity, a job made easier by his other role as the official
Winnipeg correspondent for The Worker.16

Communists were the driving force behind the Winnipeg Trek support
movement, consistent with the fact that their political organization had
most readily organized and fought for the unemployed throughout the
1930s.17 In Winnipeg the Communists sought to broaden the Trek support
membership, reflecting a 6June message from the Cen tral Committee of the
CPC that called for

all sections of the labor movement to rally [to the Trekkers'] support, to provide
funds and accommodation along the line of their trek to Ottawa and to demon
stra te in every city and town united in support for them in their fight against the
brutal forced labor and hunger regime of the Bennett government. ... A solid
united front must be established against the capitalist forces of reaction and their
agents in the ranks of the working class movement.i''

Members of the CCF and ILP were encouraged to join the coalition, in line
with the position adopted by the Communist International in 1935 at
Stalin's behest, for a "united front" approach in the struggle for democracy
and against fascism. Earlier in the 1930s, reflecting the Comintern and
Stalin hard line adopted in 1929,Communists had viewed other parties of
the Left as their primary enemies, labelling them as "social fascists" and
enemies of the working class. In Canada the CPC applied its own appella
tion of "Labour Fascist" to prominent social democrats such as J.S.
Woodsworth, greatly angering the CCF leader." With the growing threat of
fascism in Europe and Soviet fears of German attack in the Nazi period, the
Comintem called for Communist parties to seek "united fronts" of the Left
and all "democratic forces" in the fight against the extreme Right. 20 Within
the CCF, in tum, Communist appeals for left-wing unity would produce
bitter divisions. The CCF in this period; generally regarded favourably the
economic and social policies of the Soviet Union, according to its percep
tion of them. But it deplored the authoritarianism of the Soviet state and
regarded the Canadian Communists as advocates of both political violence
and a one-party state. The Left within the CCF, however, reacted positively
to Communist calls for unity while a Right counterpart responded with
suspicion and a belief that acceptance of the offer would lead to the political
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extinction of social democrats." Events in Winnipeg would demonstrate
many of these currents.

Both the CCF/ILP and the CPC also had tactical reasons for their respec
tive Trek involvement. A federal election was rapidly approaching and,
despite the rhetoric of cooperation, each party was positioning itself in the
most favourable light against the other. Winnipeg was to be the location of
a major CCF-CPC electoral clash as Tim Buck, the CPC leader, challenged
CCF Member of Parliament A.A. Heaps in the riding of North Winnipeg. In
fact, Buck made a highly publicized appearance in Winnipeg during the
height of the Trek events in June. At a CPC picnic attended by 5,000faithful,
the party leader included in his speech a jibe at the CCF and a link between
the Trek and the upcoming election:

I am willing to withdraw tomorrow in North Winnipeg if the C.C.F. will accept
our repeated proposals for a united front of struggle for the working class.... The
march of the unemployed must be made a success. It is one of the main issues of
the election. 22

As Graham Spry, leader of the Ontario wing of the CCF, noted in a letter,
the Trek and the calls from the CPC for a united front created a special
dilemma for the party:

I am much concerned ... with the direction affairs are taking under the impetus
given by the relief camp strikers march.... I hope, whatever the risks to the CCF,
that we can get fully behind the march. To be neutral, it seems to me, would be a
disaster; in an issue like this, it seems to me there is no neutrality; either we back
the marchers or we are forced into the position of appearing to back Mr. Bennett
and his minions.23

CCF candidate Stanley Knowles addressed the problem of Trek-support
activity in a July letter:

It is very difficult, if not impossible for other political groups, such as the one I
represent, to offer leadership, for on the one hand we would be accused of trying
to make political capital out of the situation and on the other hand we would be
suspected of being in league with the Communist Party, despite the fact tha t we
regard the latter group as our arch enemy.24

Politicsaside, the newly created ReliefCamp Workers' SupportingConfer
ence put several plans into action. Appeals for assistance went out to Win
nipeg's workers, unemployed persons, churches, and other sympathetic
groups and citizens. A telegram sent to Bennett requested that three local
delegates be allowed to accompany the British Columbia Trek leadership
which would shortly journey from Regina to Ottawa to meet the Prime
Minister and his cabinet. It was also decided to advocate centralized housing
for the Winnipeg trekkersf while the publicity arm of the Conference made
plans to distribute a manifesto explaining the Trek and the grievances in
volved." Some at the meeting wished to go even further, urging that the
document callon all reliefcamp workers to jointhe Trek to "getrid of the slave
camps" and that organizers be sent from Winnipeg to the camps to encourage
their participation in the event. Farmer rejected these proposals arguing that
the purpose of the committee was merely one of support, not activism. A
compromise was reached when it was agreed that workers at relief camps
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would be kept informed of activities in Winnipeg. Farmer would also later
object to the content of the manifesto because it included the specific demands
of the British Columbia Trekkers, two of which he disagreed with. The
Conference chairman, reflecting a conservative "gas and water socialism.?"
decried a request for fifty cents an hour because he argued that wage rates
differed in various areas of Canada and he opposed a call for unemployment
insurance because it failed to take into consideration diverse views on the
subject. Originally his criticism caused the manifestoes to be tabled, but a
counterargument that supporters of the Trek did not have the right to dispute
the actual demandsof the Trekkers triumphed. Eventually some 10,()()() copies
of the document were distributed." .

The Conference suffered two immediate failures. First, the Trades and
Labour Council (TLC) refused to participate because of the Communist
presence in the organization. This decision was made despite an appeal by
Farmer and Beatrice Brigden of the CCF, whose presence seemed designed
to assuage TLC fears of the radical nature of the Trek-support organization.
The labour body did unanimously condemn the relief camp si;stem, while
a majority of its delegates approved of the On-to-Ottawa Trek. 9 The second
rebuff the Conference faced resulted from its request that three Winnipeg
gers be included in the Trek delegation to Ottawa; it was rejected by the
federal government." Despite these apparent setbacks, several demonstra
tions occurred in the subsequent days. At these protests the idea of a
unilateral trek to Ottawa from Winnipeg was raised. One particularly
notable demonstration took place on 18June when 2,000 citizens gathered
at the rail station to greet Arthur Evans and the Trek delegation as they
made a brief stop on their journey to Ottawa."

Attempts were made to organize the unemployed already in the city for
a trek. An office was set up on 19June to register those willing to participate
in the march. By noon of the first day, 500 men signed up. Two days later,
the registrants reached 860 and a Department of National Defence (DND)
memorandum of 22 June reported that the number had reached 1,000,
"made up mostly of the general 'riff raff' of the City; men who have come
in from various outlying points, and possibly men who had been in [relief]
camps and who had been discharged for cause or who had left on theirown
accord some time ago.,,32 In fact, an increase of 1,214 relief registrants had
taken place between 15 and 25 June. At least 364 of the new recipientshad
not previously received relief in Winnipeg, an indication that they were
indeed arriving from relief camps and other provinces." Many of these
men received outside encouragement to vacate their camps. A DND memo
reported agitators appearing at two Manitoba relief camps in attempts to
entice men to leave for Winnipeg."

On 21June the potential trekkers formed theirownorganization to deal wth
the specific concerns of relief camp strikers. Mitch Sago, a veteran Workers'
Unity League organizer, was selected to the executive. IncludingSago, three of
the four executive members were Communists. This new committee would
now exert direct influence over the gathered unemployed making the Support
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Conference far less relevant to events in Winnipeg. Military organization was
introduced to the men as they were formed into divisions composed of
twenty-five groups with twelve men in each groUp.35

Any possible trekkers in the city were effectively stranded since the
railway companies would not allow them to use the trains and the RCMP
was ordered to prevent any mass movement east or west of the city by rail
or road." Bracken, in a telegram to Bennett, specifically blamed the federal
police force for Winnipeg's growing transient problem." The RCMP were
less successful at preventing men from moving into the city. Assistant
Commissioner Thomas Dann, in charge of Winnipeg's RCMP contingent,
described the situation in the city: "Eleven hundred said toberegistered here for
march ... Meeting Saturday shows practically all labor groups and ministerial
association supporting movement.... //38

How were other Winnipeggers reacting to the Trek? As the RCMP
analysis noted, much of the organized support for the Trek came, not
surprisingly, from the political Left. Several women's political and labour
associations, including the North Centre Winnipeg CCF Ladies AuxilIary,
the Working Women's League of Winnipeg, and the Labor Women's
Federation of Manitoba, a group "which has a membership of 1000women
and whose influence may be extended to ten times that number," sent
petitions to the Prime Minister complaining about the general treatment of
the unemployed in Canada." Others in the Manitoba capital, specifically
the business community, reacted with extreme apprehension to local
events, a response noted by federal cabinetminister R.J.Manion in a private
letter to Bennett:

[I had] an interview with the Board of Trade, led by Mr. Cox, the President and
they were absolutely panicky about the situation in Winnipeg and insistent that
something must be done in the way of givingwork to the Winnipeg unemployed
in order to avoid a catastrophe.r''

One businessman attempted to profit from the situation with a newspaper
advertisement which read: "B.C. Relief Camp Strikers Walk to Ottawa.
Why Walk? You Can Easily Own One of Our Reconditioned Used Cars."?'

The failure of the Trek delegation's meeting with Bennett and the
subsequent call by Evans for a nationwide trek created a new level of
tension in Winnipeg as events entered a new phase. Writer James H. Gray,
who as a reporter covered the events for the Winnipeg Free Press, described
the mood of the city:

An electric current of anticipation crackled around Winnipeg.... In late June of
1935, the sidewalks were crowded as never before. The waves of pedestrians
would veer off at Carlton Street to gather in front of the Free Press to see what was
on the late-news bulletin boards.... It was a common occurrence for scores to
gather around the square on an evening just on the chance a meeting might be
held.... [T]he im~ression that something was building up to a climax was strong
enough to taste. 4

Gray's opinion was shared by other members of his community, both
radical and moderate. On 22 June, Labour MLA Fred Lawrence offered a
warning to a meeting of the Relief Workers' Supporting Conference:
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We might not realize it but we are sitting at the edge of a volcano, today. There
is the direct possible need for clear thinking in the present situation if a
recurrence of the troubles of 1919 is to be averted. If trouble comes it will again
be the workers who stop the bullets.43

Other speakers at the same meeting took a more confrontational tone. The
federal government was accused of holding the meeting with the Trek
delegation in Ottawa in order to allow more time to send police units to the
West.44 It was decided that the arrival of further RCMP should be directly
protested to Bracken and that to encourage further public sUPEort radio
time would be acquired and additional manifestoes distributed. 5

Bracken, alarmed by events, wired Bennett on 25 June to warn that "[a]
serious situation is developing ... neither province nor city can be expected to
shoulder responsibility to feed and house these men and we are afraid of great
difficulty in maintaining law and order...." The Premier recommended that
the relief camp at Riding Mountain National Park, closed at the beginning of
June, be reopened to accommodate the unemployed gathering in Winnipeg.46

Bennett did not respond to the Premier's message, and men continued to enter
the city.The RCMP reported on 29June that 111 transients from eastern camps
had arrived in the previous twenty-four hours," Three days earlier, the largest
demonstration yet occurred in front of the legislative buildings. Between 4,000
and 5,000people heard Communists and other members of the political Left,
in a show of unity, condemn the Bennett government's handling of the
situation in the West and demand that the government accept the British
Columbia Trekkers' six demands. Johnny Moffat of the CCYM announced to
the crowd that "this is our first and perhaps last chance to free ourselves from
the binds of slavery.?"

A clash of some kind now seemed inevitable. After an attempt by the
Trekkers in Regina to move east in vehicles failed, effectively ending their
hopes of reaching Ottawa, the situation in the capital of Manitoba took on a
new importance. Early in the morning of 28 June, Evans wired the trek
organization in Winnipeg (his contact was Jim Litterick) to request that a
march begin immediately to "lessen the pressure here/:" Later that day, a
reply was sent to Regina informin~Evans that the march from Winnipeg to
Ottawa would begin on 30 June. According to their leaders, 1,200 men
were expected to trek." The RCMP, which was aware of the contents of the
various telegrams, warned that in Winnipeg, if necessary, force would be
used to prevent the event from taking place.52On the fateful Sunday, the
media received a tip that the trek was about to begin. Between 600 and 700
marchers gathered in Market Square, and then set off for the CPR station
making several detours and stoppages along the route. Before reaching
their intended destination, the trekkers surprised everyone by walking
through the front door of a government-run dining hall which they
promptly refused to vacate. Several demands were made, the main one
being that the men be granted centralized billeting and three meals a day.53
John Blumberg, the acting mayor since Queen was out of the city, resisted
police pressure to read the Riot Act.54 RCMP Assistant Commissioner Dunn
had wanted "to allow the outside crowd to cool down and disperse
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somewhat, then send down my men and clean the hall OUt."
55 Instead Blum

berg and Manitoba's Deputy Minister of Labour, Arthur MacNamara, met
with the strikers and rapidly achieved an agreement: the marchers were
allowed to stay at the exhibition grounds in tents provided by the Canadian
military and they were guaranteed the regular two meals a day.56

Why had a clash not occurred as one would a few hours later in Regina?
Undoubtedly the presence of several thousand people around the building
inhibited the use of force, as did the involvement of sympathetic local
politicians such as Blumberg. The specific factor that obviated the need for
violence, however, was revealed in the last line of an RCMP telegram sent
that evening: "noattemptmade tomove onrailways."57 The primary concern of
the police was to prevent a movement out of the city by the marchers; by
turning inward the trekkers had performed the Mounted Police's job for
them. The leadership of the march attempted to portray the evening as a
victory." Mitch Sago would later call the 30 June events "a very important
moment in the history of the unemployed and their struggles in Win
nipeg."59The resolution of the dining hall occupation, however, was clearly
a defeat for the trek movement: the government concessions were minor
and the Winnipeg trekkers were no closer to Ottawa.

The use of violence by the Bennett government in Regina revealed the
fragile nature and inherent dichotomy in the leadership of the trek-support
movement in Winnipeg. All involved agreed that what happened in the
capital of Saskatchewan was reprehensible and the federal government and
the RCMP were roundly condemned at several large protest meetings includ
ing oneon 3July; a crowd of anywhere from 10,000to 13,000people attended."
Demonstrations such as these concerned the Bennett government. During the
first week of July it seriously considered the option of sending in the Canadian
Army to restore order in Winnipeg.61This action would prove unnecessary
since the trek support leadership was slowly dissolving over the pertinent
question of what to do next. The federal government had displayed the extent
to which it would go to prevent a major march in the direction of Ottawa. Any
movement further east would risk being stopped by force, but this is exactly
whatsome proposed and in the process the SupportingConference leadership
split dearly along Communist-CcF lines.

The Winnipeg trek movementwas in retreat. Support from thecitizens and
unemployed of Winnipeg declined in the aftermath of the 3 July protest
meeting. Many unemployed left the city to take farm jobs or to return to relief
camps, options that the Manitoba government was actively promoting.f In
order to regain momentum, plans were made by the Manitoba Camp Strike
leadership in the middle of July to again begin a trek to Ottawa. The Bennett
government, still suffering from the outcry over the Regina Riot and no longer
perceiving the Winnipeg marchers as a threat, announced that they would not
stop marches to the capital unless specifically requested to by a province" A
tag day, held to aid the Trekkers, garnered $2,038. The money's use proved
controversial. Since the trek participants could not use the trains, and a public
appeal for 200 automobiles had yielded only thirty-two vehicles, the funds
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went to hire buses that eventually took 600men to the Ontario border where
they were forced to walk to Kenora, Ontario. The day the buses left, the
Support Conference leadership disintegrated as the ILP condemned the jour
ney and the use of the tag day money to rent buses when it had been
supposedly collected as funds for food and clothing for the men and officially
withdrew from the organization." The next day the Cooperative Common
wealth Youth Movement, which had frequently coordinated its trek activities
with the Young Communist League,also announced its withdrawal from the
Support Conference: ''The C.C.Y.M. believes that it is an unwise and cruel
move to urge these young men to walk to Ottawa, it being impossible for them
to reach their destination in such a manner.,,65

The statement's assessment of the trekkers' ability to reach Ottawa was
correct. The men ended up stranded in Kenora and had to virtually beg to
gain rail transportation back to Winnipeg. By the end of July, the Bracken
government felt confident enough to end relief for the trek participants."
Except for local Communists the policy change barely raised a whimper of
protest." A trek delegation did approach Queen, who had initially been so
positive when the British Columbia Trekkers were still far away, asking
that the city continue food and accommodation for the men. In tum, the
Mayor advised that they disband (his advice was accepted with grum
bling'") and he added a jab at an old enemy: "It is not the interests of the
boys that will be served by keeping them here another week. The Commu
nist Party of Canada is keeping them here for a scheme of its own. I will not
be a party to driving the boys into conflict with the government.T"

The On-ta-Ottawa Trek, despite perceptions to the contrary, did not end
in Regina. If anything the Bennett government worried more about the
environment in Winnipeg, where the trek had support amongst diverse
elements within the city. As early as 20 June, Manion warned the Prime
Minister that the situation in Winnipeg was critical/" What is also clear is
that there was a fundamental division in the leadership surrounding the
Winnipeg trek movement. The split had been obvious from the beginning
of the Trek. The non-Communist section of the trek support leadership and
perhaps most Winnipeggers were content to offer basic sympathy and
support for the undertaking. They were, however, unwilling to counte
nance confrontational tactics as advocated by the Communist members of
the Support Conference and the actual trek leadership. The violent crack
down at Regina only further heightened this philosophical division. The
Regina Riot fuelled anger against the federal government but it also reiter
ated the seriousness of the situation and the fact that further challenges to
the authority of the state could have dire cons,equences.
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Decision Making in the Blakeney Years
Paul Barker

ABSTRACT. Critics of the Blakeney cabinet system argue that it was complex in structure,
unresponsive to the public, and excessively reliant on appointed officials. However, an
examination of the Blakeney system finds these criticisms to be largely without foundation.
The article concludes that the Blakeney system was effective, and that its successful operation
has implications for the structuring of cabinet decision-making processes.

SOMMAIRE. On a souvent reproche au systeme ministeriel en vigueur durant I'administra
tion Blakeney sa structure complexe, son indifference face aux voeux de l'electorat et sa
dependance excessive par rapport a la haute bureaucratie. Cependant, l' etude du systeme
montre que de telles critiques sont en grande partie sans fondement. Ce systeme, peut-on
conclure, etait efficace et le succes de sa mise en oeuvre a une portee certaine sur I'agencement
du processus decisionnel au sein des conseils des ministres.

In 1971 the New Democratic Party (NDP), under the leadership of Allan
Blakeney, assumed power in the province of Saskatchewan, and in the
following eleven years undertook many important policy initiatives.' Sub
stantive measures were, however, not the only actions of the Blakeney
governments worthy of consideration. Great care was also taken in struc
turing the cabinet decision-making process. This process, which reflected
the thinking of the premier, began with the development of the party's
electoral platform. The next step involved the translation of the platform by
cabinet into specific policy aims. With the completion of this task, ministers
instructed their senior officials to put forward program options designed to
achieve the government's objectives. Ministers and cabinet then made
some preliminary choices among the options and consulted the public on
their selections. Lastly, cabinet, with the assistance of central agency
officials, collectively decided on the most appropriate course of action.'

The intent of the Blakeney decision-making process was to establish a
system which was responsive to the electorate and which upheld the
authority of ministers while still exploiting the expertise of appointed
officials. It was also meant to instill a sense of planning and collegiality in
the activities of government. For many, however, the Blakeney system fell
well short of its intended aims. It allegedly gave too great a role to public
servants in the formulation of policy, and relegated ministers and cabinet
to a position of commenting on the offerings of the bureaucracy.' Similarly,
the process, with its emphasis on expertise and planning, provided little
opportunity for the party or the interested public to participate; the govern
ment consequently lost touch with the electorate." Finally, the entire proc
ess was unnecessarily complex, which slowed the making of policy and
introduced conflict into the proceedings of cabinet.' These failings, accord
ing to some, played no small part in the electoral defeat of the Blakeney
government in 1982.6

This article endeavours to investigate these purported shortcomings
through a detailed examination of how the Blakeney system addressed a
particular policy matter, namely dental care. Referenceto other policy areas is
also made to show that the handling of dental policy was not unique. The
article finds that criticsof the Blakeneysystem have exaggerated their case. On
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balance, the Blakeney system constituted a sound decision-making process, a
conclusion which suggests that designers of the Blakeney system successfully
adapted cabinet to the modem demands of governing. This conclusion also
suggests that the operation of the Blakeney system may have implications for
the construction of executive decision-making systems. In recent decades,
governments in Canada (and elsewhere) have greatly institutionalized the
cabinet process by providing a primary role for central agencies and cabinet
committees, and centralizing decision-making procedures, but the results of
this action have not all been positive? The architects of the Blakeney system
resisted the wholesale adoption of these new features and instead supple
mented the traditional cabinet system in which individual departments sub
mitted proposals for cabinet's consideration," The success of the Blakeney
system indicates that other governments might have gone too far in reforming
the cabinet process.

To achieve its purposes, this article follows the issue of dental care
through the various steps in the decision process. At each step, it discusses
the way dental policy was dealt with and then assesses the validity of one
or more of the criticisms of the Blakeney system in light of this discussion.

The Platform

On 23 June 1971, the New Democratic Party of Saskatchewan, led by
Allan Blakeney, defeated the Liberal government of Ross Thatcher, win
ning forty-five of the sixty legislative seats. A contributing factor in this
victory was the NOP election platform with its list of attractive promises."
The platform, however, was not a mere electoral device, something to be
abandoned once the party gained power. It was the first step in the
executive decision-making system of the new Blakeney government. For
the NOP, and especially for its leader, the party's mandate was to strongly
influence actions. The new government emphasized accountability to the
electorate, and implementing its promises was key to remaining faithful to
voters. The platform was also necessary for rational government, which for
the NOP entailed outlining a plan - essentially, the platform - and taking
actions to carry it out. In the mind of the NOP government and the premier,
politics was not a matter of reconciling competing interests, but rather one
of moving towards predetermined objectives."

The "New Deal for People," the name given to the party's platform,
covered several areas. One was health care, and it included a promise to
"establish an insured dental care service, initially for those under the age of
12.,,11 To some extent, inclusion of such a promise reflected political consid
erations. A children's dental plan would be popular with the electorate,
and it would allow the NOP to claim that it was continuing to pioneer in the
area of health care."

There was, however, a more substantive or less political reason for a
dental plan. Surveys conducted in the 1960s and early 1970s determined
that the oral health of young people in Saskatchewan was poor. One
survey, conducted in Regina, found that 80 percent of the respondents
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required fillings, 79 percent needed some orthodontic work, and 30 percent
suffered from gum problems.f This state of affairs arose in part from the
high cost of dental care, which represented a significantbarrier to receiving
care. A further cause was a lack of dentists and their uneven distribution
across the province; the unavailability of dental personnel made it difficult
for children to secure quality dental care."

This last factor, the lack of dentists, was not only important in explaining
the presence of the program; it also suggested a specific shape for the
proposed dental plan. On its own, the promise told little about how the
dental services would be provided, but those close to the issue of dental
care knew that the NDP (and even some in the outgoing Liberal govern
ment) favoured a radically different system for providing dental care, one
which relied on dental nurses, not dentists, to perform the majority of
services." These new practitioners, who were used in New Zealand and
Great Britain, were a type of dental auxiliary capable of providing basic
restorative and extractive care. Part of the attraction of dental nurses was
the low cost compared with dentists, but more significant was the rapidity
with which dental nurses could be placed on the market. Dental nurses
would require two years of schooling at the community college level,
whereas dentists underwent five or six years of university education. For a
province with a shortage of dentists, this was an important consideration.
In a real sense, a successful children's dental plan had to use dental nurses.

Critics of the Blakeney system claim that it was not alert to concerns of
the electorate.i" yet this first step in the decision-making process, involving
the establishment of the mandate, suggests a government concerned about
the wishes of voters. On the matter of dental care, the initial stage in the
process pointed towards a responsive government: the prevailing condi
tions indicated a need for better dental services directed at young people in
Saskatchewan, and the NDP reacted with a call for a government-run
children's program. This mandate would constitute the plan for dental
care, and would guide future actions in this area. Similar developments
took place in other fields of policy, including aP2culture, the north, the
environment, and related areas of health care.' The party recognized a
problem, and replied with a concrete promise, which in tum shaped the
government's policy efforts. Interestingly, one critic even concedes that the
first two terms in the Blakeney years were spent carrying out promises
found in the election platform of 1971.18 If the Blakeney system was indeed
unresponsive, this quality failed to reveal itself at this phase in the process.

Setting of Objectives

The next step in the decision process entailed cabinet translating the
promiseofachildren'sprograminto a workable objective.The partyhad made
a commitment, and now it was necessary for cabinet to begin transforming it
into a concrete plan. Though the Blakeney system emphasized team play in
cabinet deliberations, it was expected that the responsible minister would take
the lead. With dental care, this meant that Walter Smishek, the newly
appointed Minister of Public Health, would be prominent.
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The new minister performed to expectations. Smishek understood that
to succeed in the translation process he first had to establish the importance
of his portfolio within cabinet. At the initial cabinet meeting, held seven
days after the election, the minister attempted to convince his colleagues
that his concerns required immediate attention, and more generally that
health issues - which included dental care - should receive a sympathetic
hearing at all times. It was a difficult job, for the minister faced some
powerful members of the new government, who also had their own goals.
Nonetheless, the minister succeeded, largely because he was ready to move
on some of his programs, and the government wanted to be seen as an
active administration." It was agreed that a special legislative session
would be held in July to eliminate deterrent fees imposed during the
Thatcher years and exempt seniors from the payment of health premiums.
More important, the meeting signalled that health matters would be con
sidered carefully at the cabinet table during the Blakeney years.

With his early successin cabinet, the public health minister had madea start
on translating the promises into programs. The next step was to establish the
priorities among the commitments to health care. This would not be simple.
The government had several goals in the area of health, and it was hard to
determine where tobegin. It wanted a drug plan, which, if established, would
be another first in Canada for the province; it also wanted to expand its
community health centre program; and it wanted to explore whether nurses
might provide some services offered by physicians. For the minister, who
supported health reforms, the temptation was to try to move on all fronts at
once. But this was not possible;priorities had to be set.

In late August, two months after the election, the minister, in consult
ation with his advisors, decided that the children's dental care program
would receive priority." A number of considerations influenced the minis
ter in his choice, including the perceived political attractiveness of the
plan," the positive impact of the program on rural Saskatchewan (an area
with few dentists), and the fact that a great deal of planning, stretchingback
to the 1950s,had been done by previous Saskatchewan governments in the
field of dental care.22

At this time, the health minister also provided some direction on the
shape of the proposed dental program. In speeches, he indicated his desire
to entertain ideas for new and more efficient methods of delivering health
services." For dental policy, this added up to a commitment to the serious
assessment, if not outright endorsement, of the use of dental nurses. To be
sure, existing conditions almost demanded that dental nurses be em
ployed, but the minister might have been inclined to examine more tradi
tional ways of providing dental care because of possible opposition to an
untested profession. However, his aim was to challenge established modes
of providing health care. .-

In this second step of the cabinet process, the minister had facilitated the
transition of the children's plan from election promise to government
objective, and had strongly suggested a particular structure for the
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proposed plan. In other words, he was influential, which contradicts claims
that the Blakeney system limited the impact of elected officials." The
system, according to its critics, left little room for ministers, but in reality it
was designed precisely to give cabinet and individual ministers responsi
bility for establishing the direction and priorities of the government, and
this was to be expected from a government which was intensely committed
to cabinet government.f Of course, not all ministers succeeded like
Smishek, but the emphasis was always on the need for ministers to remain
in control." Furthermore, available evidence indicates that ministers who
came under the influence of others were often removed or confronted with
their situation." These corrective actions served to re-establish the minister
in a position of authority.

Options and the Bureaucracy

The next step involved the bureaucracy developing options for proceed
ing with the children's dental program. Once the objective had been set, it
was up to the appointed officials, those with specialized knowledge, to
offer suggestions for accomplishing the government's stated aims. Also
important, the minister and cabinet were to remain aloof from this step in
the decision-making process, for if they became immersed they might
become captives of bureaucratic forces and lose their capacity to assess the
public acceptability of government proposals." The primacy of appointed
officials here also meant that the party and interested groups would play
little role.

This aspect of the Blakeney system has been criticized. Allegedly, the
system placed too much influence in the hands of appointed officials, and
denied ministers and party members an opportunity to inject a political
viewpoint into the policy-options process." In fact, this was true - and for
the reasons just mentioned. At some point in the process, there is a need for
expert or technical knowledge, and the stage at which options are being
developed is an obvious point. Moreover, ministers must not get involved
in the fine details of governing lest they dull their political instincts.

To carry out their responsibilities, officials in the Department of Public
Health (DPH) had to provide options and recommendations on three matters:
the training and responsibilities of new dental personnel (for it was evident
that dentists would not be at the centre of the program), the establishmentof a
school to train the new personnel, and the operation of the program itself.
Moreover, the bureaucracy would have to work quickly; cabinet wanted a
program running by 1974, which necessitated that all planning and initial
implementation efforts be completed in less than three years.

Department officialsfirst considered the matter of the training and duties
of personnel. The issue here was clear: should the government come forward
with legislation which provided for IIdental auxiliaries," which would give the
governmentsome latitude later in specifying the responsibilitiesof this impor
tant element of the plan, or should it focus solely on the dental nurses? The
bureaucracyseemed determined to fixcabinet's attention on the latter because
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of its affinity for the nurses, but the minister and cabinet at this time felt more
comfortable with the former," Accordingly, in February 1972, the minister
presented the cabinet with draft legislation which authorized the government
to train dental auxiliaries in a manner it deemed appropriate, and in the early
part of the following month cabinet approved u,"

The second issue addressed concerned the facilitiesfor training the dental
auxiliaries. This involved examining such matters as the appropriate curricu
lum, the number of students, the location of the school, and the qualifications
of faculty. Each required careful study, but ultimately officials managed to
deal with them" The third and most important issue, since all else revolved
around this, was the operation of the program itself. Earlier, before serious
planning had begun in the spring of 1972,a major matter had been decided. In
late March, the Premier, with the advice of the Minister of Public Health, had
determined that the plan would use dental nurses."

However, even with this decided, many issues remained to be consid
ered. These included the appropriate administrative arrangements, the
ages to be covered (some thought was given to including adolescents), the
extent of the insured dental services, and the locale for the delivery of
services. The most important operational matter, though, involved the
delivery system." It was understood that dental nurses, as salaried em
ployees of the government, would provide basic restorative and extractive
services, but there still remained some uncertainty over the supervision of
the new profession. Some wanted the nurses to work on their own, perhaps
in conjunction with certified dental assistants. But most thought that some
kind of supervision by dentists was required. On this matter, some believed
that over-the-shoulder supervision, in which den tists would be available to
assume responsibility, was necessary; others held that something less
intrusive would be satisfactory. A related issue was the appropriate provi
sions for financing the complex services deemed beyond the capabilities of
the dental nurses. The question here was whether the plan should use
salaried dentists or private fee-for-service dentists on contract.

During the summer and fall of 1972, DPH officials considered these
issues. However, they were not alone. The health minister had indeed
remained aloof from the formulation process, but he had directed that
departmental planning include his legislative secretary and a department
official who was known to support strongly the views of the party." The
minister had listened to party concerns that health officials were too
powerful and perhaps even reluctant to proceed with the government's
proposed health reforms." It soon became apparent the two were out of
place, especially the department official.The latter lacked the knowledge to
comment usefully on options and allowed political considerations to dis
tort his analyses. He had, for example, argued that salaried dentists be used
for referral services on the grounds that traditional fee-for-service arrange
ments clashed with the party's position on health care. The problem with
this was that it would be difficult to recruit a team of salaried dentists
Saskatchewan had barely enough private-practice dentists - and it would

~----------------
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be very expensive." Administrative skills also turned out to be a problem.
The departmental official had been placed at the head of a DPH group
responsible for coordinating the development of new health programs, but
proved unable to meet the demands of this most important position."

In October 1972,the department submitted its report to the minister, who
agreed with many of the proposed courses of action. The minister then used a
summary of the report as a briefing document to cabinet, which he presented
to his colleagues in early December,"The document recommended thata new
Dental Plan Branch, located in the department, be established to administer
the proposed plan; that the plan fully insurechildren aged three to twelve; that
preventive, diagnostic, restorative, and extractive services be provided; and
that these services be provided in school-based dental clinics. On the critical
issue of delivering care, the briefing note confirmed the central role of the
dental nurses, indicating that they would provide the majority of services
working under the general supervision of dentists. Further, the note made it
quite clear that "general supervision" meant that dentists should not be
looking over the shoulders of nurses,"

In the formulation of options for the children's plan, the appointed
officials had played an essential role. But contrary to the expectations of
critics, their work followed from politically determined directives, and the
resulting recommendations had been reviewed by cabinet (and some had
been rejected). In addition, the options process had demonstrated the
difficulty of inserting party representatives into the planning process. The
demands of governments require, eventually, the application of special
ized knowledge, something which the critics of the Blakeney system ap
pear to discount. Party members are not likely to be able to determine how
to use dental nurses, or what dental services to offer, or where dental clinics
should be located. The challenge for those interested in effective decision
making is not only to provide responsive government, but also to ensure
competent administration."

Consultation

The government, with the departmental briefing in hand, had a good idea
of where it wanted to go with dental care. However, it was not ready to make
a finaldecision. Another step had tobe taken before this could be done, namely
consultation with the public on the proposals of government.f The consult
ation process, though, had to keep in mind two considerations. One was that
the government had a mandate - a plan - to proceed with the policy under
review, so the consultation process was not to unduly delay the government.
The other was that interests hostile to the government might emerge in the
consultation process.

In November, immediatelyafter the completion of the department's report
on the proposed program, work was begun on how the government would go
about consulting the public. From the start, one factor guided these prepara
tions: the dental profession in Saskatchewan, represented by the College of
Dental Surgeons of Saskatchewan (CDSS), opposed the intentions of the
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government and its use of dental nurses." At most, new dental auxiliaries, the
CDSS believed, should be employed to provide preventive care. The College
thus represented a direct threat to the government; it had the power to slow
down or even derail the introduction of the children's plan.

ByDecember, the consultation arrangements had been decided upon, and
they largely reflected concerns about the dental profession and the need to
limit its impact. The consultation process would take the form of an advisory
committee which would hold hearings, receive briefs, and submit its findings
and recommendations to the government. The chairman of the committee,
someone who would hold wide influence over the committee's deliberations,
strongly supported the use of dental nurses. Also, one member of the CDSS,
and only one, would be invited to sit on the committee of six;other members
would be government officials or private citizens sympathetic to the NDP.
Lastly, the minister wanted a report within four months. It was now Decem
ber, so the report would have tobe on the minister's desk by the end ofMarch
1973. Altogether, these arrangements would make it difficult for the CDSS to
have a real effecton the government's plans.

Various groups made presentations to the advisory committee, but the
most important one was by the dental profession. In its brief, the CDSS
centred on the government's plan and the proposed employment of dental
nurses. The College objected to the use of nurses, but recognized that the
government had made a commitment to them; as a result, the brief directed
its attention to the question of how the nurses should be supervised. On
this, the College made its position very apparent:"weare adamant in thebelief
that a dentist must be present at all times to directly supervise any auxiliary
performing treatment seroicesr'" Such an arrangement, it argued, ensured
high productivity, public acceptance of dental nurses, and high quality
dental care; it also conflicted with the government's preference. Further
more, said the CDSS, dentists had to cond uct annual examinations, perform
all diagnoses, and complete the treatment plan for all patients. This, too,
clashed with thinking in the government.

The advisory committee reported on time. Many of its recommenda
tions amounted to a favourable assessment of the government's plan, but
there were a few noteworthy exceptions. The committee, for example,
accepted the profession's demand for more participation by dentists in
treatment planning and examinations; more importantly, it recommended
that the supervising dentist be "able to assume overall responsibility for all
procedures being carried OUt.,,45 Even with these recommendations, the
lone CDSS member presented a minority report in which he restated the
demands of the profession contained in the brief."

With the consultation process, the government achieved its basic pur
pose, which was to receive comments on its proposals for a children's
dental program. However, it had hoped to dilute more successfully the
opposition of the dental profession, and it felt uncomfortable with some of
the committee's recommendations. Nevertheless, the consultation had
been completed, and the decision-making process could move on.
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When the Blakeneygovernment lost power in 1982, a common explanation
was that the premier and his ministers had neglected public opinion." They
had become too fond of their plans and administrative arrangements, and
failed to realize the need to involve the electorate more fully in the governing
process. The consultation over the children's plan certainly suggests the
potential for a government out of contact with the voters. Seen one way, it
appeared designed to limit popular participation; more attention might have
been paid to eliciting the views of the public and less to maintaining a tight
schedule and limiting the impact of the dentists. The fact that a Progressive
Conservative government was later able to dismantle the program indicates
that this criticismof the Blakeney system warrants some notice. A more open
consultation process could have generated the kind of public support that
would have saved the program in later years.

However, it is equally apparent that additional consultation might have
resulted in a program incompatible with the government's mandate. In the
196Os, the Thatcher government, too, had wanted to consider a dental nurse
program, but the dental profession, through its active participation in a
joint government-profession committee, had effectively quashed the idea."
One problem with full-scale consultation in the modem governing process
is that it allows interests to block the intentions of government, and this is
especially so for a government, like the Blakeney one, attempting to make
major changes. Throughout the Blakeney years, gr:oups emerged to impair
the ability of the government to pursue its aims." For some, this kind of
action may seem only part of the democratic process, but the desire for
participation must be weighed against the need for governments to de
velop and pursue coherent strategies and for these same governments to
remain loyal to election promises.

Cabinet Decision

The last step in the formulation of dental policy was a decision by
cabinet. This required first that the departmental recommendations be
reviewed by the central agencies, which were bodies structured to provide
advice to cabinet and coordinate departmental activities. Then cabinet
itself, possibly with one of its committees, would make a final decision.

The major central agency which dealt with dental care and health care in
general was the Planning Bureau. It had been set up to analyze proposals in
light of the general direction of the government. In late 1972, the time at
which the initial briefing on the dental plan was being presented to cabinet,
the Planning Bureau was making known its beliefs about health care. The
bureau's top officials felt that more emphasis had to be placed on economic
development because the province was just emerging from an economic
slump; the time was not right for new and expensive program develop
ments in the area of health. Furthermore, they believed that planning
efforts in the DPH left something to be desired. There existed a danger of
resources being channelled into this area without anyone in the depart
ment really knowing the overall direction of the health system."
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To a degree, senior cabinet members listened to the Planning Bureau.
Initially, the premier agreed to "slow walk" health, education, and welfare
programs, which suggested that the DPH would experience some difficulty
in securing approval for its dental plan.51 However,later, the premier and
his finance minister clarified cabinet's position, saying that indeed spend
ing on these three areas would be slowed - but on~ after the promised
programs had been seriously considered by cabinet.5 The central agencies
had provided the analysis, which was in keeping with accepted practices,
but they had been unconvincing. The agencies had underestimated the
government's commitment to its mandate.

With the Planning Bureau's assessment of the health policy now com
pleted, the minister andhis officials could forward their recommendations
to cabinet. In the Blakeney system, this signified that all ministers and the
cabinet collectively would have a chance to comment. This helped increase
the probability that government would act as one, but it also provided the
prospect for additional analysis, delay, and conflict between ministers. As
it turned out, the cabinet memorandum on the children's program did
experience some problems. In early June 1973, two months after the sub
mission of the advisory committee's report, the memorandum was sent to
cabinet, but cabinet delayed making a decision until certain aspects of the
proposal could be clarified.53 A similar fate befell the revised memoran
dum, submitted in July. Partof the problem arose from differing views over
the key issue of supervision of dental nurses. The DPH and its minister
wanted to give the nurses as much freedom as possible, believing that this
was the most efficient way of providing care. Cabinet, however, felt differ
ently; the opposition of the dental profession and the report of the advisory
committee had had their effect. Cabinet wanted over-the-shoulder super
vision, at least for the initial years of the plan.54 With this adjustment,
cabinet was almost ready to approve the plan. The Treasury Board, a
committee of cabinet, only had to complete its anal~sis of the financing
provisions, and this was done at the end of August. 5 The Saskatchewan
Dental Plan, the name given to the program, was now ready to be imple
mented, and in four years it would be fully in place.

As with many other policy matters in the Blakeney years, cabinet and the
central agencies had rigorously reviewed the dental proposal. This contrib
uted to the perception that the system was complicated and complex." But the
facts reveal a fairly straightforward process. A central agency had assessed a
departmental proposal, apprised cabinet of its views, and then cabinet collec
tively had made a decision after requesting changes to the proposed plan. For
some, the very participation of central agencies and cabinet as a whole might
have made the Blakeneysystem unnecessarily complex; a reliance on individ
ual ministers and their departments, from this pointof view, would have been
sufficient.But the expansionof the public sector and the attendant need to plan
and coordinate policyhad forced governments to go beyond this traditional
form of executive decision making. However, governments could try to
restrict the movement towards new cabinet arrangements in order to limit the
degree of complexity. As will be shown, this is exactly what the Blakeney
system attempted to do.
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There is a point, though, on which the last step in the Blakeney system is
vulnerable to criticism. In desperate circumstances, such as severe eco
nomic slowdowns, cabinet systems might have to consider foregoing
review procedures and rely more on individual ministers and their depart
ments to ensure quick action;57 as well, they may have to be willing in such
times to contemplate policies not included in mandates or planning docu
ments. The children's plan evolved during favourable economic times, so
the system could afford to examine the proposal carefully. In the early
1980s, however, recessionary conditions in Saskatchewan suggested the
need for rapid responses, and responses which did not necessarily concern
matters listed in party platforms. The defeat of the Blakeney government in
the 1982 election indicates that the system may have failed to adjust
appropriately/" However, itis interesting to observe that the policies which
attracted the vote in the 1982 election helped give the province a large
annual budget deficit and a burgeoning public debt." A quick-moving
cabinet system, it appears, may provide for responsive government but
only at the expense of effective government.

Conclusion

This article has tried to show that the purported failings of the Blakeney
system were largely unfounded and that the system constituted an effec
tive way of making decisions. Critics claimed that the system was overly
complicated and insensitive to the concerns of the party and the public; it
also allegedly allowed public servants to dominate ministers and the
cabinet. However, a look at each step in the system suggests otherwise, and
in fact uncovered decision making which performed relatively well.

This is not to say, of course, that the system was without its faults. An
examination of the way the dental policy was handled indicates that the
system might have made a greater effort to include the public in the
consultation process. More generally, the orderliness of the system gave it
a certain inflexible quality; once initiated, it seemed at times impervious to
all else. A reformed Blakeney system would recognize more acutely the
disorderly nature of political life. Nevertheless, it can be argued that the
system achieved the two basic aims of any executive system. One is to be
responsive to the electorate, and the other is to engage the machinery of
government in such a way as to ensure the rigorous and expert review of
policy proposals." The children's dental plan certainly responded to a
need, and it underwent careful review by elected and appointed officials.
And this article has argued that the treatment of dental policy was largely
indicative of the way cabinet approached other policy matters.

In explaining this success of the Blakeney system, one is tempted to
point to its adoption of some of the features of institutionalized or modem
cabinets. The features usually associated with the modem cabinet are
cabinet committees, central agencies, established procedures, and collec
tive decision making. The modem cabinet system has been embraced by
many governments, mostly because it promised to counter the dominance
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of individual departments and facilitate a coordinated response to the
greater and increasingly interdependent demands placed upon the public
sector." There was, it was felt, a need to centralize decision making so that
ministers, with the help of central agencies, could act collectively and make
government policy appear to be more than a mere amalgam of separate
departmental perspectives.

However, to give credit to the workings of the modern cabinet for the
accomplishments of the Blakeney system seems inappropriate. Those who
structured the Blakeney system made a conscious effort to stay close to the
traditional cabinet system in which departments played a large role and
cabinet reviewed proposals without the aid of central agencies and numer
ous standing committees. Accordingly, the builders of the Blakeneysystem
downplayed the role of central agencies, limited the number of cabinet
committees, and above all ensured that departments and their officials
would remain primary to decision making." In taking these actions, they
anticipated some of the problems with institutionalized cabinets - the
competition among central agencies, the excessive overview of departmen
tal actions by central agencies, the preoccupation with cabinet committee
meetings, and the forsaking of departmental inpu1.63

Perhaps, then, the Blakeney system and its success suggests that govern
ments should be less enamoured of the modern cabinet and more
appreciative of its predecessor. The responsibilities of government today
preclude any return to a decision making system in which departments
dominated and cabinets made decisions without the assistance of central
agencies and committees. However, the experience of the Blakeney system
indicates that the most appropriate strategy may be to remain as true as
possible to the principles and practices of the traditional cabinet.
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The Western Canadian Quaternary Place System
R. Keith Semple

ABSTRACT. This article examines the sectoral structure of corporate headquarters' centres in
western Canada for 1989 and compares and contrasts this structure with the maturing
quaternary centres in the eastern portion of the country. Within this context, the article also
investigates those corporations that chose to relocate their headquarters during the period
1980-91 in order to consolidate their positions in the national economy and to remain
competitive in tern ationally.

The results suggest that the western economy at the beginning of the 1990sis diversifying, that
control over certain subsectors of the local and national economy is being transferred to key
western corporate centres, and that in many of the sectors of the national economy there is a
net transfer of corporate power from eastern centres to their western counterparts.

SOMMAIRE. L'article etudie la structure sectorielle des grandes entreprises ayant leur siege
social dans I'Ouest canadien en 1989 et confronte cette structure a celle qui existe dans les
centres quaternaires etablis de plus longue date dans l'Est du pays. Dans la meme optique,
l'article ausculte aussi les entreprises ayant choisi de transferer leur siege social entre 1980 et
1991dans le but de consolider leur position au sein de l'ecorromie nationale et de preserver leur
competitivite al' echelle mondiale.

Les resultats semblent suggerer que l'economie de I'Ouest se diversifie en ce debut de
decennie, que Ie controle de certains sous-secteurs de l'economie regionale et nationale se
centralise dans quelques grands centres de I'Ouest, et que dans plusieurs secteurs de I'econo
mie nationale, le pouvoir economique se deplace de l'Est vers l'Ouest.

This article examines the control, command and decision-making urban
system for western Canada in 1989 and compares this regional coordinat
ing system with that of eastern Canada on a sector by sector basis.' The
relocation of headquarters of major corporations both among the cities of
the West and between the West and the rest of the country, for the period
1980-91, are examined, in order to investigate the following premise: the
Canadian quaternary place system has evolved to the era of the dominant
national centre but due to recent net out-migrations of corporate headquar
ters, especially from Toronto, to regional centres in the West, the control
system is beginning to enter the era of dominant regional centres for
particular subsectors of the economy. The research also seeks answers to
the following questions. Why do corporations choose to move their head
quarters from one city or region to another? Do specific cities specialize in
the headquarters associated with various subsectors of the economy? Does
a corporate decision-making hierarchy exist for the quaternary centres of
western Canada?

Globalization, Deregulation and Privatization

The 1980s witnessed the beginnings of a new era in the globalization of
international business. For Canada this has meant the deregulation of banking
and transportation, the privatization of crown corporations and a move
toward freer tradeboth internationallyand interprovincially. Whenindustries
are increasingly deregulated and forced to compete internationally, what are
the effects on the internal spatial economy of the country? A partial answer
may be found by examining the experience of the United States, a mature
country with an open and relatively unregulated economy. That country is
home to numerous world, national and regional corporations that enjoy
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unfettered interstate trade in goods and services and that are located in
virtually all of the major urban centres in every region of the country. The
experience of the United States can serve as a model for Canada.

During the past few decades people and economic activities have been
moving away from the established northern centres in the United States, like
New York,Chicago, Detroit and Pittsburgh, to other cities in a distinctly new
process of decentralization. Part of this decentralization has resulted from the
relocation of corporate headquarters (Semple1973)and parthas resulted from
the structural transformation of the base of the metropolitan economy from
manufacturing to service-based mode (Noyelle and Stanback 1983; Wheeler
1985). Semple (1977) demonstrated that the Canadian economy was still very
much dominated by a corporate heartland centred in the urbanized region
around Toronto. Metropolitan Toronto, for example, was the headquarters of
choice for over 47 percent of the nation's largest resource, service and manu
facturing corporations and 42 percent of those identified in the sectors of
finance, utilities or development.

Semple and Phipps (1982) hypothesized that the evolution over time of
first concentration and then dispersion of corporate power in the United
States follows the typical bell-shaped socioeconomic model of human
processes first presented by Alonso (1980). Initially many small corpora
tions are located in all the small regional centres in a nation in a relatively
dispersed pattern of decision making. As the country grows and matures,
there is an evolution towards fewer and larger corporations; these locate at
major regional centres in a more concentrated pattern of control. Then one
centre emerges as dominant with many of the largest corporations concen
trating power at this one centre.

Much later as economies of scale set in and the aging process takes its toll
on the dominant centre, newer regional places rise to challenge the central
dominance. Systematically, regional centres attract rapidly growing newer
corporations and even older companies from the old dominant centre to
form a newer more dispersed pattern of command centres. The net result is
a trend, when examined over time, that approximates a bell-shaped curve.

Semple (1985) extended the temporal model to include a spatial compo
nent and identified six hypothetical stages in the evolution of a quaternary
place system, that is a system of corporate headquarters' centres. The initial
stage was called the era of dominant local centres. Here small businesses
are evenly dispersed in all centres of the system. Decision making is
concentrated in the head offices in the urban core. In this first stage of
national development, no corporate sector of the economy, no particular
city and no region dominate national life. In stage two, the era of the
dominant district centres, the country grows larger in population and
wealth, communication structures improve, businesses expand, become
more complex and begin the process of locating district headquarters in
other centres of the region. By stage two, a few centres in the nation begin
to concentrate decision making in their region with district and local offices
located in the urban core. By stage three, the era of the dominant national
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centre, the growing urban and regional economies are being integrated for
the first time into a truly national economy. Key businesses in major sectors
are dispersing their activities across the entire quaternary place system.
Some corporations are capturing a share of the international market. At this
stage one centre in one region begins to dominate the national economy
simply because the largest and most powerful corporations have their
decision makers located in close proximity in the core of this national
centre. By stage four, the era of dominant regional centres, the country
begins to mature and regional centres start to compete for domination of
the national economy in a variety of corporate sectors. These quaternary
centres specialize at what they do best. Some corporations in these specialty
areas, say retailing, may even relocate their headquarters from the national
centre to a mature regional centre. For the first time some businesses begin
to locate their headquarters outside the urban core in the suburbs or
beyond. Dominant centres emerge in each region at the expense of the
national centre. For the national centre this is a period of restructuring and
relative decline. Older unoccupied headquarters' towers exist in the core
and newer corporate structures appear in the suburbs. Bystage five, the era
of the dominant major regional centres, all regions of the country and all
areas within each region have developed the infrastructure and capabilities
to house the executives of the largest and most complex corporations. This
is the era of teleconferencing, a period when businesses can be run from
conference rooms equipped with the latest communication equipment.
Face-to-face communications mean something quite different in this era
than they did when all business had to be located in one major centre in the
core. In stage six, the era of the dominant multinational centres, headquar
ters must compete in an ever more complex and integrated global setting.
In this era, all major urban centres in all regions are relatively equal in their
decision-making powers. They all house national, regional, district, and
local offices that represent some or all of the sectors of the economy.
International institutions link these centres to the world.

It has been argued (Wheeler and Brown 1985)that in the early 1980s,the
United States entered the fourth stage of the era of the dominant regional
quaternary centres as places like Chicago and Los Angeles grew in impor
tance. Also, as part of the testing and extension of this model, Wheeler
(1990) has found that Sunbelt cities of the American South, like Atlanta and
Dallas, have entered the fifth stage of regional maturity and play an
increasingly important role in the transition of corporate power.

Semple and Smith (1981) confirmed that the Canadian corporate hierarchy
continues to be dominated by Toronto and its domestic and especially foreign
corporations. Semple and Green (1983) examined corporate relocations and
found that there are some decentralizing processes at work in the non-financial
sectors of the economy but, that, in general, Toronto continues its dominance
of the financial sectors, especially in international banking, at the expense of
politically suspect Montreal. Martz and Semple (1985) reconstructed the
banking hierarchy for the early 1980s, a period when foreign banks were
permitted to charter, and found Toronto tobe the dominant quaternary place
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for both foreign and domestic banks. Semple (1977,1978)demonstrated the
continued dominance of Toronto but noted the beginning of corporate defec
tions from this metropolitan area in the resource subsectors in particular and
the manufacturing sector in general. The start of the decline of Toronto
postdates New York's by a quarter century and follows Alonso's bell-shaped
curve. Canada, by the end of the 1980s,appears to have entered the era of the
dominant regional centre, stage four, as places like Calgary and Vancouver set
the pace in the West. Rice and Semple (1991) confirm that these two cities are
leadingcorporatedirectorcentresespecially in petroleumand mining. Semple
(1992), in the most complete survey to date, demonstrated the continued slide
of Toronto in the non-financial subsectors and the corresponding rise of
western regional centres like Vancouver in banking. By the end of the 1980s
three cities, Calgary, Vancouver and Winnipeg, were vying for dominance in
the West.

The 1980s and the beginning of the 1990s have witnessed the mass
exodus of economic activity, especially manufacturing, out of the Toronto
centred region of southern Ontario. Some of that activity is heading south
of the border and some to western Canada. This appears to be the first
occurrence of a sustained decentralization of business and corporate activ
ity from Toronto in particular, and Ontario in general. This article examines
the corporate decentralization that directly affects the West and the overall
status of the western quaternary place system in the 1990s.

The Western Corporate Urban Hierarchy

In this study over 3,000 of Canada's largest corporations were assigned
to one of eight financial, utility and real estate development subsectors
(Table 1) or one of twenty resource, service and manufacturing subsectors
(Tables 3, 4, 5). The largest corporations in the former are selected on the
basis of their assets, whereas those in the latter are selected by revenues.
This is in accordance with long-established practices of major business
publications.f Every firm was then assigned to the city or metropolitan area
which houses its corporate headquarters. "Control" as used here refers to
the housing of a company's headquarters. The classification produced a
ranking of the largest urban places in the West housing the top corporations
by sector.

TheFinancial Sectors

The top twenty-five financial centres in the West, in 1989,contained just
under 9.84 percent of the largest financial intermediaries, real estate devel
opers and utilities in the country (Table 1). Calgary controlled 2.72 percent
of the nation's and 27.68 percent of the West's assets. Vancouver and
Winnipeg followed closely in second and third place. Edmonton ranked
fourth, while Regina and Saskatoon followed. The top six cities each
housed more than one percent of the corporate assets of the major financial
institutions for a grand total of over 95 percentof the corporate power in the
West. The remaining financial centres, like Steinbach and Lloydminster,
housed local credit unions and very little else.



Table 1
Total Assets of Financial Corporations Headquartered in To}: 25 Western Canadian Cities in 1989 in $ Millions

Rank City Top 62 Top 35Li£e Top 20 Trusts Top 70
Jilitf:s R;ai'E:t~te ~~~

Top 40 Top 460 %0£ % of
Banks Insurance Diversified Geneml Total Western National

Finance Developers Unions Insurance Total Total

1 Calgary - - 4002 695 16878 12458 1003 186 35222 27.68 272

2 Vancouver 6138 - - 430 12529 3505 6898 2857 32357 25.43 250

3 Winnipe~ - 16866 - 2a;1 5528 1521 1492 948 284~ 22.32 220

4 Edmonton 341 - 813 10235 3563 2794 1417 281 19444 15.28 1.50

5 Regina - - - - 3539 - 546 421 45~ 3.54 0.35

6 Saskatoon - - 1016 - - - 454 41 1511 1.19 0.12

7 Branden - - - - - - 81 626 7(JJ 0.56 o.os
8 Victoria - - - - - - 698 - 698 0.55 aos
9 Steinbach - - - - - - 376 - 376 0.30 0.03

10 Lloydminster - - - - - - 370 - 370 0.29 0.03

11 Swift Current - - - - - - 2~ - 2~ 0.23 0.02

12 Kelowna - - - - - - 225 - 225 0.f8 0.02

13 Red Deer - - - - - - 215 - 215 0.17 0.02

14 Prince Albert - - - - - - 202 - 202 0.16 0.02

15 Cranbrook - - - - - - 165 - 165 0.13 0.01

16 Estevan - - - - - - 139 - 139 0.11 0.01

17 N. Battleford - - - - - - 134 - 134 0.11 0.01

18 Wainwright - - - - - - 127 - 127 0.10 0.01

19 Nanaimo - - - - - - 119 - 119 0.09 0.01

20 Trail - - - - 117 - - - 117 0.09 0.01

21 Weyburn - - - - - - 112 - 112 0.09 0.01

22 Moose Jaw - - - - - - 1(JJ - 1(JJ 0.08 0.01

23 Kamloops - - - - - - 98 - 98 0.08 0.01

24 Assiniboia - - - - - - 91 - 91 0.07 0.01

25 SahnonArm - - - - - - 86 - 86 0.07 0.01

Others - - - - - - 1357 55 1412 1.10 0.11

West Subtotal 6479 16866 5831 13411 42154 20278 168(JJ 5415 127241 100.00 9.84

% of Sector 5.09 13.26 4.58 10.54 33.13 15.94 13.20 4.26 100.00

Non-West Subtotal 524990 1697(JJ 13~a; 122094 86074 46762 45516 30739 1165447 90.16

% of Sector 45.04 14.56 11.97 10.47 7.39 4.01 3.91 2.64 100.00

N ational Total 531469 186573 145336 135505 128288 67OrtO 62323 36154 1292688 100.00

% of Sector 41.12 14.43 11.24 10.48 9.92 5.19 4.82 2.80 100.00
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Utilitiesaccounted for the largest blockof financialcapital or 33.13percent
of the total assets of all blocks, whereas the general insurance subsector
accounted for only 4.26percent. Calgary dominated utilities with corporations
like TransAlta, developers like Trizec, and trusts such as First Financial;
followed by Vancouver with the Hongkong Bankof Canada, credit unions
Van City, and general insurance - Insurance Corp. of B.C.; while Edmonton
was largest in diversified finance,with Alberta Treasury branches, and Saska
toon ranked second in trusts with Cooperative Trust of Canada.

The West, in general, has a diversified financial structure but still
exhibits a primary weakness in the important banking subsector which
accounts for only 5.09 percent of financial assets whereas in the East the
banking subsector accounts for just under half the asset base. This weak
ness, in part, is complemented by the relative strength of the credit union
movement with over 13 percent of assets in the West compared with four
percent in the East. The West's strengths lie in utilities, developers and
credit unions, the East's in banking and trusts, while the asset percentages
of other subsectors like life insurance are similar. It is evident that no one
financial centre is dominant in the West, as for example, Montreal is in
Quebec or Halifax in the Maritimes.

The Non-Financial Sectors

An overview of the top twenty-five western centres in the non-financial
sectors is provided by Table 2.Calgary, Vancouver and Winnipeg ranked 1,2
and 3 overall with just over 33, 31 and 16 percent of the sectors' revenues.
Calgary's decision-making strength was in resource headquarters, while
Vancouver was first in manufacturing and Winnipeg dominant in services. In
the West the service sector accounted for over 52 percent of the revenues,
followed by resources with over 24 percent and manufacturing with 23
percent. TheWestcontrolled 19.87percent ofCanada's non-financial economy
in contrast to only 9.84percent of the financial sectors.

The Service, Manufacturing and Resource Subsectors

Tables 3,4 and 5 provide a detailed summary of the corporate strength
of the largest twenty-five western cities in the service, manufacturing and
resource subsectors and compare these cities as a group to the cities in the
rest of the country.

Table 3 arranges the eight service subsectors from retailing to business
services by size. The two merchandising subsectors of retailing and whole
saling account for over 48 percent of the service sector, a proportion
comparable to the rest of the country. Note that in the West wholesale
corporations playa greater role in merchandising. Cooperatives rank third
in the West, accounting for over 14percent of the sector, and last elsewhere.

Winnipeg and Vancouver are virtually tied as the most important service
control centres, with each home to almost 29 percent of the sectors corporate
headquarters in the West.Winnipeg is noted for grain wholesalers like Cargill

-------------,.,----
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Table 2
Total Revenues of Non-Financial Corporations Headquartered

in Top 25 Western Canadian Cities in 1989 in $ Millions

Rank City Top Top 1100 Top 200 Top %0£ %0£
1350 Manufacturing Resource 2650 Western National

Service Total Total Total

1 Calgary 13591 8420 24581 46592 33.80 6.72

2 Vancouver 20667 16136 6566 43359 31.46 6.25

3 Winnipeg 20774 1521 567 22862 16.58 3.30

4 Edmonton 7087 1185 405 8677 6.29 1.25

5 Saskatoon 3815 834 974 5623 4.08 0.81

6 Regina 2952 499 321 3772 2.74 0.54

7 Kamloops 617 1057 - 1674 1.22 0.24

8 Prince George - 736 - 736 0.53 0.10

9 Brandon 270 146 - 416 0.30 0.06

10 Kitimat 104 301 - 405 0.29 0.06

11 Red Deer 266 - 125 391 0.28 0.06

12 Lethbridge 135 180 - 315 0.23 0.05

13 Brooks 280 - - 280 0.20 0.04

14 N. Battleford 60 153 - 213 0.15 0.03

15 Esterhazy - 208 - 208 0.15 0.03

16 Kelowna 173 - - 173 0.13 0.02

17 Lloydminster 160 - - 160 0.12 0.02

18 Castlegar - 127 - 127 0.09 0.02

19 Quesnell - 124 - 124 0.09 0.02

20 Yorkton - 121 - 121 0.09 0.02

21 Moose Jaw 53 55 - 108 0.08 0.02

22 Victoria 98 - - 98 0.07 0.01

23 Prince Rupert 92 - - 92 0.07 0.01

24 Medicine Hat 88 - - 88 0.06 0.01

25 Weyburn 81 - - 81 0.06 0.01

Others 697 461 - 1158 0.84 0.17

West Subtotal 72060 32264 33539 137863 100.00 19.87

% of Sector 52.27 23.40 24.33 100.00

Non-West Subtotal 245664 270711 39582 555957 80.13

% of Sector 41.18 48.69 7.13 100.00

Total 317724 302975 73121 693820 100.00

% of Sector 45.79 43.67 10.54 100.00



Table 3
Total Revenues of Service Corporations Headquartered in Top 25 Western Canadian Cities in 1989 in $ Millions

Rank City Top 115 T01'340 Top 75 Top 70 Top lSO TMi:C~
Top 120 Top 140

TtJ:lSO
% of Westem %of

Retail Wholesale Communication Transport Construction Cooperatives Business Total National
Service Services Total

1 Winnipep; 1731 11398 740 2957 145 1005 2594 204 20774 28.82 6.5i

2 Vancouver 1562 10096 1886 1870 1747 1922 385 1199 2os67 28.68 6.51

3 Calgary 4565 951 - 3319 la;4 SOO 2301 901 13591 18.86 4.28

4 Edmonton HiS1 414 1539 179 2767 110 4Z7 - 70trl 9.83 2.23

5 Saskatoon 483 623 21 70 445 248 1877 48 3815 5.29 1.20

6 Regina 167 123 566 15 - 32 1837 212 2952 4.10 0.93

7 Kamloops - - - - - 554 63 - 617 0.86 0.19

8 Brooks 250 30 - - - - - - 280 0.39 0.00

9 Branden - 30 - - - 240 - - 270 0.37 o.os
10 Red Deer 28 - - - 17 - 221 - 266 0.37 o.os
11 Kelowna - - - 9 - - 143 21 173 0.24 o.os
12 Lloydminster - 130 - - - - 30 - 100 0.22 o.os
13 Lethbridge - - - 135 - - - - 135 0.19 0.01

14 Kitimat - - - - 104 - - - 101 0.14 0.03

15 Victoria 56 - - - 30 12 - - 98 0.14 0.03

16 Prince Rupert - - - - 26 - 66 - 92 0.13 0.03

17 Medicine Hat - 44 - - 19 - 25 - 88 0.12 0.03

18 Weybum - 20 - 20 - - 41 - 81 0.11 0.03

19 Swift Current 15 - - - - - 54 - 69 0.10 0.02

20 N. Battleford - 31 - - - - 29 - 60 0.08 0.02

21 Picture Butte - 55 - - - - - - 55 0.08 0.02

22 Moose Jaw - 37 - - - - 16 - 53 0.08 0.02

23 Chilliwack - - - - - - SO - SO 0.07 0.02

24 Prince Albert - 43 - 5 - - - - 48 0.07 0.02

25 Altona - 47 - - - - - - 47 0.07 0.01

Others - 25 - 100 20 40 234 - 428 0.59 0.13

West Subtotal 10S08 24097 4752 8688 6374 4663 10393 2585 72000 100.00 2268

% of Sector 14.58 33.44 6.59 12.(); 8.85 6.47 14.42 3.59 10"0.00

Non-West Subtotal 74001 40038 44449 31129 17697 18735 8400 11();5 245664 77.~

% of Sector 30.16 16.30 18.00 12.67 7.20 7.63 3.44 4.50 100.00

Total 84599 64135 49201 39817 24071 23398 18853 13&50 317724 100.00

% of Sector 26.63 20.19 15.49 1252 7.58 7.36 5.93 4.30 100.00

00
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Table 4
Total Revenues of Manufacturing Corporations Headquartered in Top 25 Western Canadian Cities in 1989 in $ Millions

Rank City Top 100 Top 120 Top 115 Top90 Top 120 Top 105 T~160 Top 150 Top 80 Top 60 TtJ~OO %of %0£
Transport Food Porestry Metal Chemical Electrical Ma lnery Textile Mise-Mfg. Pharma- Western National
Mechfnerv ceutical Total Total

1 Vancouver 883 7a; 9936 399 515 755 121 140 2626 56 16136 50.02 5.32

2 Cal~ary 201 1532 145 25 4840 168 111 26 1372 - 8420 26.10 278

3 WinnipeJt 242 2ff7 89 169 129 - 54 306 189 56 1521 4.72 0.50

4 Edmonton - 6CYl - 24 - - 62 187 305 - 1185 3.68 0.39

5 Kamloops - - 1021 36 - - - - - - 1057 3.28 0.36

6 Saskatom - 452 - 19 - 46 3CYl 10 - - 834 2.58 0.28

7 Prince George - - 736 - - - - - - - 736 2.28 0.24

8 Regina - - - 461 - - 38 - - - 499 1.55 0.16

9 Kitimat - - 301 - - - - - - - 301 0.93 0.10

10 Esterhazy - - - - 208 - - - - - 2~ 0.64 O.CYl

11 Lethbridge - 98 - - - - 82 - - - 180 0.56 O.~

12 N. Battlefcrd 153 - - - - - - - - - 153 0.47 nos
13 Brandon - - - - 133 13 - - - - 146 0.45 o.os
14 Castlegar - - 127 - - - - - - - 127 0.39 0.04

15 Quesnell - - 124 - - - - - - - 124 0.38 0.04

16 Ycrkton - - - - - - 121 - - - 121 0.38 0.04

17 Abbotsford - 74 - - - - - - - - 74 0.23 0.02

18 Moose law - - - - - - 30 25 - - 55 0.17 0.02

19 Fort NeJson - - 55 - - - - - - - 55 0.17 0.02

20 Williams Lake - - 52 - - - - - - - 52 0.16 0.02

21 Wynyard - 43 - - - - - - - - 43 0.13 0.01

22 Biggar - 35 - - - - - - - - 35 0.11 0.01

23 Nanaimo - - - - - - 30 - - - 30 0.09 0.01

24 Steinbach - - 30 - - - - - - - 30 0.09 0.01

25 Prince Albert - - - - - - 26 - - - 26 O.~ 0.01

Others - 34 42 - 17 - 23 - - - 116 0.36 0.04

West Subtotal 1479 3867 12658 1133 5842 982 roes 694 4492 112 32264 100.00 10.65

% of Sector 4.58 11.98 39.23 3.50 18.11 3.04 3.11 2.15 13.92 0.38 100.00

Non-West Subtotal 70«,7 45595 27185 31294 21698 241«, 22082 11997 7632 8395 27CYlll 89.35

% of Sector 26.10 16.84 10.04 11.56 8.02 8.93 8.16 4.43 2.82 3.10 100.00

Total 72146 49t62 39843 32427 27540 25148 238CYl 12691 12124 SSCYl 302975 100.00

% of Sector 23.81 16.33 13.15 10.70 9.09 8.~ 7.62 4.19 4.00 281 100.00
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and cooperatives like Manitoba Pool Elevators while Vancouver is most
important in communications - B.C. Tel, miscellaneous services - Westin
Hotels, and business services - Century 21.Calgary ranks third as a quater
nary service centre and is home to Safeway Canada, the largest retailer in the
West and PacificWestern Airlines (PWA), the largest transportation company.
Edmonton, in fourth place, ranks first in construction and is home to Canada's
largest builder, the peL Group. It ranks second in communications with AGT.
Saskatoon and Regina rank fifth and sixth based on their headquartering of
Federated Cooperatives and Saskatchewan Wheat Pool, respectively. The
remaining citiesare centres for headquarters of localwholesalers, construction
companies and cooperatives such as the Central Alberta Dairy Cooperativeof
Red Deer.

Vancouver dominates manufacturing headquarters' locations in west
ern Canada, is represented in each of the subsectors and leads in four.
Forestry has long been associated with British Columbia and corporate
headquarters with Vancouver. MacMillan Bloedel, Fletcher Challenge,
Crown Forest, Canfor and others control over $9.9 billion in revenues or
30.7 percent of the $32.3billion for all manufacturing in western Canada
(Table4).Calgary ranks second and controls 26.1 percent of all manufactur
ing. One major chemical corporation, Nova, accounts for over half of this
control. Winnipeg ranks a distant third, based on strength in small textile
and food producers and one large transportation equipmentmanufacturer,
New Flyer Bus. Edmonton ranks fourth, on the strength of the meat packer,
Gainers. The next four urban centres are the headquarters for one or two
regional firms. Kamloops, a forestry centre, is home to Weyerhaeuser;
Saskatoon, to Intercontinental Packers and to the farm machinery firm,
Flexicoil; Prince George to Northwood Pulp; and Regina to the steel pro
ducer, Ipsco. Forestry, chemical and miscellaneous manufacturing corpo
rations,like the Jim Pattison Group of Vancouver, control over 71 percent
of western manufacturing. In the rest of the country, transportation ma
chinery, food and metals account for just over half of all revenues. Control
in the regional cities of the West is more specialized and centralized and
accounts for just over 10 percent of the national manufacturing economy.

Table 5 ranks the urban hierarchy of resource-based, decision-making
places. The petroleum industry accounts for 78percent of this sector with the
remainder in mining. On the one hand, Calgary houses many of the important
national and international oil companies like Shell,Petro-Canada and Mobil,
while, on the other, Vancouver houses many of the largest mining corpora
tions like Cominco, Teck and Corona. Saskatoon ranks adistant third with
mining companies Camecoand Potash Corp., the largest uranium and potash
producers in the world, while Winnipeg controls Hudson Bay Mining. The
West in 1989dominated the petroleum industry and had strength in mining.

In summary, the centres of western Canada playa national role in petro
leum and a regional role in mining. In manufacturing, Vancouver and Calgary
are major regional centres in forestry and chemicals, and in the service sector,
Winnipeg and Vancouver are major regional decision makers in wholesaling,
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Table 5
Total Revenues of Resource Corporations Headquartered
in the Top 7Westem Canadian Cities in 1989 in $ Millions

Rank City Top 115 Top 85 Top 200 %of %of
Petroleum Mining Total Western National

Total Total

1 Calgary 24581 - 24581 73.29 33.62

2 Vancouver 1196 5370 6566 19.58 8.97

3 Saskatoon 26 948 974 2.90 1.33

4 Winnipeg - 567 567 1.69 0.78

5 Edmonton 50 355 405 1.21 0.55

6 Regina 182 139 321 0.96 0.44

7 Red Deer 125 - 125 0.37 0.18

West Subtotal 26160 7379 33539 100.00 45.87

% of Sector 78.00 22.00 100.00

Non-West Subtotal 16688 22894 39582 54.13

% of Sector 42.16 57.84 100.00

National Total 42848 30273 73121 100.00

% of Sector 58.60 41.40 100.00

Calgary in retailing and Regina and Saskatoon in cooperatives. We now
supplement this overview ofcurrentcorporate headquarters' location with an
analysis of corporate headquarters relocation affecting western Canada over
the past decade.

Corporate Headquarters Relocations

One way to study the evolution of the economic power in the Canadian
urban system is to undertake an analysis of the relocation of corporate
headquarters. The period chosen, 1980-91, is one of exceptionallocational
rationalization. This section examines the premise that, with respect to corpo
rate headquarters location, the evolution of the Canadian urban system is in
the later phase of the era of the dominant national centre (Semple 1985,1992).
That is, in general, most large corporate headquarters are located within a
dominant national centre but selected corporations there are beginning to
move to regional centres in greater numbers than regional corporations are
migrating to the national centre. Thus there is a net out-migration from
Toronto. In an earlier part of this dominant era from 1865to 1980there was a
net in-migration to Toronto (Sempleand Green1983).

This premise is analysed by examining all the major relocations of
corporate headquarters, bankruptcies, incorporations and mergers in
which effective corporate control was transferred from one centre in the
urban system to another. All moves are examined within the context of the
financial and non-financial sectors of the economy. Two sectoral flow
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cartograms and bar graphs (Figures 1 and 2) depict all relocation activity.
Tables 6and 7complement these diagrams and provide a detailed compari
son of interurban and interregional corporate headquarter moves over the
past decade for the western Canadian urban system.

The relocation of corporate headquarters may be characterized as mi
gratory or stationary. Migratory relocation occurs with the physical
migration of the head office staff from one city to another. This type of move
is very common and usually occurs when a firm seeks to take advantage of
superior producer services available in a larger centre. "Stationary" reloca
tions occur, for example, when bankruptcies occur or new businesses are
incorporated. Quite often in these situations no true staff migrations take
place from one centre to another, but dispersion effects similar to migratory
relocations do take place.

The gain or loss of a corporate headquarters can occur in a variety of
ways. One of the most significant migratory relocations in the study was
the 1991 move of Crown Life Insurance from Toronto to Regina. This
represented the move of the ninth largest insurer in Canada and the
transfer of decision-making power of a financial corporation that in 1991
was valued at over $10billion in assets. This represents a significant loss of
500 executive positions for Toronto, a high-eost eastern city, and a corre
sponding gain for Regina, a low-cost-of-living western city. The 1991
bankruptcy of Saskatchewan Trust, Saskatoon, one of the oldest trust
companies in western Canada, occurred amid the most recent recession at
a significant cost to the community. The $128million in assets appears as a
large "stationary" relocation in the study and a significant loss to Saskatoon
and the West. At the same time the incorporation of Westbridge Computers
appears as a "stationary" relocation and a 1988 gain for Regina of $114
million of business services sales. Since the 1980Bank Act over sixty foreign
banks have been chartered to operate as full banks in Canada. The Hong
kong Bank is typical of these new banks and its 1981 arrival in Vancouver
transplanted $221million in assets to the West.

Mergers represent an important "stationary" relocation that permits the
transfer of corporate power from one urban centre to another. The 1988
merger of Eldorado Nuclear with Saskatchewan Mining of Saskatoon
witnessed the transfer of control over $330million of mining revenues from
Ottawa and the formation of Cameco, the world's largest uranium
producer. A more complicated relocation merger process began in the
1970s and continues to the present in the airline industry. In 1976 the
government of Alberta purchased Pacific Western Airlines of Vancouver
and moved the headquarters to Calgary. In 1977, TransAir of Winnipeg
was merged with PWA to form part of the enlarged airline. The merger
activity continued in the deregulated atmosphere of the 1980sand 1990s.In
1986Time Air of Lethbridge merged with Norcanair of Saskatoon with the
transfer of power going to Lethbridge. Later in 1986 PWA Corp. merged
with Quebec Air and Nordair of Montreal, and in 1988 took over Wardair
of Edmonton. In 1990it took over Time Air and Air Atlantic of St.John's and
in 1991 it completed the takeover of troubled IntAir of Montreal. Calgary
today is a dominant airline centre.
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A major loss to the West occurred when Dumez, a French firm, bought
outCanada's leading plumbing and heating wholesaler, Westboume Inter
national of Winnipeg, and transferred the Canadian head office to Mont
real. The reverse occurred in 1983when the international potash wholesale
organization, Canpotex, transferred its head office to Saskatoon from
Toronto. Two major blows in the retail subsector were received by Win
nipeg in 1987when the operations of Safeway were transferred to Calgary
and Thomson moved Hudson's Bay to Toronto. These two major shifts
resulted in a net loss in decision making to Winnipeg's executives of over
$9 billion. These moves resulted in a large net loss to Winnipeg and a large
gain to Calgary.

For purposes of this article, mergers betweencompanies with headquar
ters in the same city are not considered as relocations, migratory or other
wise, and intraurban moves, say from a central city location to one in the
suburbs, are not counted. This article examines only the interurban moves
of corporate headquarters and attempts to determine why this class of
moves takes place. Two types of interurban moves are significant for the
West, namely those that take place within the western urban system and
those that occur between western cities and those to the east of the Mani
toba border. For purposes of this study, the East, in general, is treated as a
source or a sink for the arrival or departure of headquarters.

Relocation and Western Canada

Table 6 provides a summary of corporate headquarters' relocations for
the financial, utility and real estate sectors in western Canada. The gains
and losses in control are recorded as the assets that were transferred in
corporate relocations among a subsystem of western Canadian urban
centres. Table 7 provides a similar summary for revenues associated with
resource, manufacturing and service sectors of the economy. The cities in
both tables are ranked according to the magnitude of their total gains or
losses in each of these sectors.

The findings indicate that the largest regional corporate centre in the West,
Calgary, achieved this rank during the 1980s, in part, due to the massive net
inflow of utility headquarters as well as non-financial corporate offices from
both western and nonwestem cities. Both tables show that more corporate
resources were transferred to Calgary than all other centres combined. Of
equal significanceis the fact that Winnipegand Edmonton lostcontrol ofmore
monetary resources than allothercentres. Vancouver, althougha net gainer in
both categories, lost ground to Calgary. Regina gained the largest single block
of financial assets, $13.9 billion, to solidify its position as fifth ranked in the
financial sectors, while Saskatoon gained the third largest block of industrial
revenues, $355 million, to entrench itself in fifth place in the non-financial
sectors.

Overall, western cities gained control of $27.1 billion of financial assets
and $10.2billion of resource, manufacturing and service revenues. Collec
tively, eastern cities lost $23.9and $17.7billion respectively. The last row in



Table 6
Corporate Headquarters Relocation, 1980-91, for the Cities of Western Canada

in the Finance, Utilities and Real Estate Sectors by Assets in $ Millions
Financial Sector Utility Sector Real Estate Sector

Rank City Gains Losses Net Gains Losses Net Gains Losses Net Total

1 Ca1~ary 2066 2771 -711 15783 0 15783 4950 250 4700 19772

2 Regina 14183 239 139014 0 0 0 0 0 0 13944

3 Vancouver 6925 38(5 3120 0 0 0 900 2371 -1471 1649

4 Sask atom 0 128 -128 0 0 0 0 0 0 -128

5 Winnipe~ 0 1153 -1153 0 1(13 -1(13 0 0 0 -1256

6 Edrncnton 1046 4023 -2W7 0 2981 -2981 0 940 -940 -6898

Total Western Cities 24220 12125 12~5 15783 3084 12699 5850 3561 2289 27083

Total Eastern Cities 531~ 57837 -4728 2204 13144 -1~40 4750 13025 -8275 -23943

Total Moves to/from West 22210 5659 16551 8789 960 7838 7113 3667 3446 27835

Table 7
Corporate Headquarters Relocation, 1980-91, for the Cities of Western Canada
in the Resource, Manufacturing and Service Sectors bv Revenues in $ Millions

Resource Sector Manufacturing Sector Service Sectors

Rank City Gains Losses Net Gains Losses Net Gains Losses Net Total

1 Calgary 13753 399 1335i 2122 1667 455 5129 262 4867 18676

2 Vancouver 957 239 718 1~4 714 350 3855 4O~ -240 828

3 Saskatoon 335 0 335 68 0 68 247 2~ -48 355

4 Regina 0 0 0 55 0 55 114 0 114 169

5 Vemen 0 0 0 75 0 75 0 0 0 75

6 North Battlefad 0 0 0 29 0 29 0 0 0 29

7 Kelowna 0 0 0 0 29 -29 0 0 0 -29

8 Yellowknife 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 44 -44 -44

9 Kamloops 0 0 0 0 75 -75 0 0 0 -75

10 Prince George 0 0 0 0 83 -83 0 0 0 -83

11 Lethbridge 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 115 -95 -~

12 Edmonton 0 12 -12 689 85 60t 0 699 -699 -107

13 Winnipeg 301 0 301 525 296 229 1561 11568 -10007 -90171

Total Western Cities 15346 650 14696 4627 29019 1678 10926 17078 -6152 10222

Total Eastern Cities 5283 18029 -12746 20874 25414 -4540 13221 13199 22 -17264

Total Movesto/from West 15185 489 14696 4242 2564 1678 5023 9081 -4CE8 12316
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both tables records the total resource shifts to and from the West. The West,
during the period, gains in both cases at the East's expense. Only in the
service sector is there a net loss of control to the East.

Figures 1 and 2 portray the size of resource shifts associated with moves
and mergers to and from the East as well as among centres within the West
for the period 1980-91.The figures indicate losses and gains due to corpo
rate bankruptcies and new incorporations. For example, the bankruptcy of
Saskatchewan Trust resulted in a loss of $128 million to Saskatoon. This is
indicated in Figure 1 by an arrow moving away from the city toward a sink.
Also, the incorporation of two new foreign banks resulted in a gain of $344
million to Vancouver. This is indicated in the same figure by an arrow
moving away from a source toward the city. The names of cities that are net
gainers of resources are boxed by a double line, those that are losers by a
single line. The bar graphs also depict net gainers and losers but on a
comparative basis by city and with respect to the East. These cartograms
and bar graphs confirm the findings of the previous tables, but provide
more detailed information.

TheFinancial Relocations

Figure 1indicates that Calgary is the largest net gainer of value in financial,
utility and real estate companies. It gained, for example, Canadian Utilities,
valued at $1.46billion from Edmonton, in 1985,and Trans Canada Pipelinesat
$6.7 billion from Toronto in 1988,and witnessed the incorporation of Encor
Energy in 1987and Interhome Energy in 1988 for a gain of over $4.8 billion.
Calgaryalso suffered some losses.The Northland Bank wentbankruptin 1984,
as did the Bank of Alberta in 1987, while Wells Fargo closed its Canadian
operations in 1984.Regina gained Crown Lifefrom Toronto in 1991 and in the
same year the FarmCreditCorporation announced thatit was moving its head
officesfrom Ottawa to Regina. Vancouver, the third largestnet gainer, saw the
arrival of the newly chartered Hongkong Bank in 1981, the Hamil Bank
Canada in 1983and Security Pacific Bank Canada in 1990. The Midland Bank
ofCanada and Lloyds Bank Canada, both formerly subsidiaries of British
banks headquartered in Toronto, merged with HongkongBankofCanada. On
the negative side of the ledger, Vancouver lost Daon Developments to Mont
real in 1989.Edmonton, the largest net loser, saw Principal Savings and Trust
close its doors in 1983and North West Trust in 1990. Oxford Developments
moved to Toronto in 1984as did CoronetTrust in 1989. The citygained Fidelity
Trust from Winnipeg in 1981.

TheNon-Financial Relocations

Figure 2 indicates that Calgary is the largest net gainer of resource
companies. Petrofina and British Petroleum, both of Montreal, merged
with Petro-Canada in 1981 and 1983 respectively. Shell moved from
Toronto in 1984, as did Gulf Resources in 1985. The city also gained the
retailer Safeway from Winnipeg, and Polysar Chemical from Samia in 1987.
It subsequently lost Polysar to Toronto in 1990 in a foreign takeover.
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Figure 1. Corporate relocations in the financial sector, 1980-91,in millions of dollars of assets.
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Vancouver was the second largest gainer of resource corporations with
companies like, Copperfields - 1983, Dome Mines - 1986, and Giant
Yellowknife -1990, that arrived from Toronto. It also attracted Revelstoke
from Calgary and Mitsubishi from Toronto in 1988 while Hollinger, the
international publisher, left Toronto in 1989.The city lost Okanagan Heli
copters to Calgary in 1983 and Balfour Guthrie and Nissan Canada to
Toronto in 1987and 1990 respectively. As previously noted before, Win
nipeg lost over $7.5 billion of service corporations to the East and $3.5
billion to western cities. It also lost C.H. Itoh to Vancouver in 1984 but
gained Maislin Transport in 1983from Montreal, Canadian Freightways in
1986from Calgary and CF Kingsway Transport in 1988from Toronto.

Explanation and Answers

The period 1980to 1991 witnessed the net outflow of corporate headquar
ters from eastern Canada, in general, and Toronto, in particular, to the citiesof
westernCanada. Thiswas the reverse ofprevious decades when Toronto with
its undisputed economies ofagglomeration, face-to-face contacts and interna
tional connections attracted the largest of the regional and national corpora
tions to its downtown core or to the cores of its many suburban communities.
During this period Toronto was the undisputed corporate centre for virtually
every sector of the economy with few exceptions.This position of dominance
began to come apart with the beginning of the 1980s.

There are many reasons why corporate executives move their head
offices into and outof dominant decision-making centres. One explanation
deals with the cost differential for carrying out corporate activity at one
location versus another. Another suggests the decision makers like to be
where the action is located. This may mean the oil fields of Alberta, the
potash mines of Saskatchewan or the forests of British Columbia. A third
reason deals with the need to be in close proximity to customers or clients
whether for services or manufactured goods. Fourth, many corporate
executives cherish locations in close proximity to large capital pools or
financial intermediaries like large bank and trust companies. Others prefer
locations where the economy is robust and growth is the norm. Yet other
businesses are sensitive to political, social and economic instability. In
summary, all the forces push and pull corporate headquarters from city to
city and from region to region.

The 1980s appeared to be a decade in which the corporations that
controlled the resource sector rationalized their headquarters' location.
The trend has been a series of moves that have seen corporations leave
Toronto and relocate to Calgary, Vancouver and Saskatoon. These three
cities are now widely known for their corporate towers that display the
logos of some of the most important resource companies in the country. The
same can be said for pipeline utilities. Other corporations have moved
westward to save administrative costs. Crown Life, for example, made the
fact public that its move would save the corporation $30 million a year.
Other companies, like Farm Credit Corporation, moved from Ottawa to
Regina to be centrally located to the farmers of western Canada. Conrad
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Black shifted his headquarters to Vancouver because he became uneasy
with the stagnant economy and the leftward leanings in Ontario politics. A
number of foreign banks moved their Canadian head offices to Vancouver
to be close to a vibrant economy and growing international city.

The trends have notall been one way. Many regional banksand financial
institutions in western Canada went bankrupt in the 1980s due to the
cyclical nature of the western economy. Some of these institutions have
been bailed out by Toronto-based institutions and have had their head
quarters transferred-to the East. A few notable retailers, like the Bay, have
also decided to leave to be close to the giant central Canadian markets.

By 1990Vancouver and Calgary have become major regional centres in
the nation, while Winnipeg and Edmonton have lost stature. Saskatoon and
Regina have moved up to district centres of some note in mining and
finances. The future looks bright for the Prairies, in particular, if this region
can maintain its relative cost advantages over the East.

Conclusions

This article has examined the general premise that, with respect to
corporate headquarters locations, the quaternary places of western Canada
are entering the era of dominant regional centres, At the same time the
position of the dominant national centre is being undermined. Prior to the
1960s Toronto and Montreal vied for dominance. By 1970 Toronto had
surpassed Montreal and by 1980 was recognized as the dominant quater
nary place. Toronto, although still dominant overall in 1991 has begun to
lose a percentage of its corporations in the non-financial sectors. In the
financial sectors, there have been noted losses to the West but overall
growth has kept the national proportion growing.

At the beginning of the 1990sToronto was still dominant and Montreal
continues to slide to the position of major regional centre for Quebec.
Calgary has risen to become the largest quaternary place in western Can
ada. Today Toronto is suffering through one of the worst economic crises
of the past fifty years and like New York of the 1960sToronto is beginning
to price itself out of the marketplace. During the 1980sToronto led all other
cities in the exodus of large corporations. Many of these corporations
moved outside the Toronto-centred region to the centres of western Can
ada. To be sure many companies in certain subsectors still seek a corporate
home in Toronto, but for the time being the flow is the other way. A group
of western cities is now staking out claims to entire subsectors of the
economy. Calgary is becoming dominant in petroleum, pipeline utilities
and real estate, Vancouver - regional banking, Winnipeg - wholesaling,
and Saskatoon - mining.

Today, Toronto's fortunes are less certain than they were in the early
1980s. With the current economic, constitutional and regional unrest in
Canada, the dominant position of Toronto is being challenged as never
before in a number of leading subsectors by western cities, such as Calgary
and Vancouver, who themselves are seeking to dominate the West of the
1990s.

-_._~._---_._._---_._- -- - ---------
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NOTES

SEMPLE

1. A quaternary place is a control, command or decision-making urban centre - a place
where corporations locate their head offices and senior executives. A group of these
places constitutes a quaternary place system.

2. Data sources: the author maintains a permanent computerized data file for some 5,000
Canadian, public, private and crown corporations for the period 1954 to the present. The
data are gathered from well-known Canadian and international businessservices, such
as: The Financial Post Corporate Services, Dun's Key Canadian Businesses, Info Globe
and Worldscope Corporate Profiles. The author consults numerous other data sources
such as the popular "top 500" lists. The data for financial corporations, like banks and life
insurance corporations, as well as utilities and developers, pertain to assets. This statistic
is used by all major publications as the most important measure of financial power or
influence. The data for the resource, service and manufacturing corporations reflect
revenues and denote market share as a position of power.
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Review Essay

Some Research on the Canadian Ranching Frontier
Simon M. Evans

Cowboys oftheAmericas, by Richard Slatta. New Haven, CT: YaleUniversity
Press, 1990.
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The Last Cowboy: Twilight Era of the Horseback Cowhand, 1900-1940, by [o
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TheGreat WestBefore 1900 and The Birth of theProvince, volumes 1 and 2 of
Alberta in the Twentieth Century, edited by Ted Byfield. Edmonton, AB:
United Communications, 1991and 1992.

Introduction

A number of new books and two scholarlyarticles suggest that the 1990s
may see renewed interest in the study of the Canadian ranching frontier. In
addition, Parks Canada has acquired the Bar U Ranch National Historic Site
where the story of ranching will be told and the role of cattlemen in the
settlement of western Canada will be celebrated.

Recent Historiography

This review is concerned with the range cattle industry which domi
nated the land use pattern of the western Canadian Prairies for a thirty-year
period between the disappearance of the buffalo and the arrival of large
numbers of homestead settlers during the first decade of the twentieth
century. Until the 1970s historians assumed that the Canadian ranching
frontier was merely an extension of the "cattle kingdom" of the United
States. W.L. Morton endorsed earlier evaluations by A.S. Morton and J.F.
Booth when he wrote:

The advance on to the plains, led by the spearhead of the Canadian Pacific
Railway, had begun on a broad front of settlement, to Indian Head, to Regina,
until the dusty core of Palliser's Triangle was reached, and the farming front
from the east was stopped by the ranching front advancing from the south.'

David Breen challenged this view. In his book, TheCanadian Prairie West
and the Ranching Frontier, he analysed the political and legislative frame
work within which large-scale ranching in Canada developed, and
contrasted it with the lack of government involvement which was the case
in the United States.' Building on earlier work by L.G. Thomas, Breen also
evaluated the social milieu which sprang up in the Alberta foothills during
the 1880s, and concluded that it differed fundamentally from ranching
communities south of the 49th parallel. Indeed, he depicted the Alberta
ranches as estates transplanted from the settled farmlands of eastern
Canada or the shires of Britain.

This thesis was bolstered by Patrick Dunae's Gentlemen Emigrants, and
Edward Brado's Cattle Kingdom: Early Ranching in Alberta.3 L.G. Thomas'
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significant contribution was recognized by the publication of a number of his
essays under the title The Rancher's I.egacy.4 In general, the decade of the 1980s
was characterizedby a period ofconsolidation rather than innovation, as ideas
were reiterated and illustrated by new data. Sheilagh Jameson produced
Ranchers, Cowboys, andCharacters: Birth ofAlberta's Western Heritage, and Simon
Evans summarized his ideas in an essay republished in Essays ontheHistorical
Geography of the Canadian West.5 Ronald Rees synthesized the attitudes of
immigrants toward the NewandNaked Land and included a useful chapter on
the ranchers," For the most part, research was based on the most accessible
primary sources, the Sessional Papers, the annual reports of the North West
Mounted Police, and the correspondence of the Department of the Interior.
Few attempts were made to challenge the descriptive model proposed by
Breen, or even to refine it using new sources and new approaches. Moreover,
in retrospect, it seems possible that young scholars were discouraged from
exploring the ranching frontier because of a perception that "it had been
done." Nothing could be further from the case. To cite but one example, the
archival collection at the Glenbow Alberta Institute in Calgarycontainsdiaries,
letter collections and account books which have been barely scanned by
investigators, and which havegreatpotential for stimulating new ideasand for
testing old generalizations?

There are several encouraging signs that the 1990s may see some inno
vative advances in research into the Canadian ranching frontier. A number
of important books have been published. The historiographical debate on
the nature of the cattlemen's frontier has been reopened, and a start has
been made on exploring the histories of individual ranch enterprises.
Moreover, the Canadian Parks Service has responded to the urging of the
Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada, and has purchased an
historic site to commemorate the ranching industry in Canada. This site
will become the focus of intense historical and archaeological research
during the next few years, while planners and interpreters ready the site for
visitors. Finally, the cowboy has remained a focus of popular attention
through television series, films and literature."

Richard Slatta's book Cowboy's of theAmericas seems destined to become
a landmark in ranching studies." The author has bravely attempted a broad
comparative study, an approach which is more often advocated than
undertaken. With his knowledge of the literature on ranching written in
Spanish, Slatta ably introduces the North American reader to Mexico's
vaquero, Venezuela's llanero, Chile's huaso, and Argentina's gaucho, not to
mention Hawaii's paniolo. The comparative framework gives context and
perspective to what we already know about the cowboy in the United
States and Canada. The book is organized topically and moves briskly from
such themes as "character and appearance," and "ranch work," to
"Helling around!" and "Riding into the Sunset." Coverage necessarily has
to be selective and general, and is likely to leave the reader with a particular
interest hungry for more information. For example, the chapter "In the
Saddle" deals with roundups, broncobusting, and roping, all in twenty
four pages, and draws on examples from seven widely different regions. A
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book of this sort is based for the most part on secondary sources. However,
a useful bibliographical essay and selected bibliography are augmented
with copious notes referring to major collections of primary materials. The
book is handsomely produced and lavishly illustrated with photographs,
reproductions, and posters.

I would have to disagree with Slatta on one important generalization.
He states, "cowboys in both North and South America generally lacked
significant opportunity for upward mobility ... few cowboys could expect
to become small ranchers in their own right.":" This is simply not true in
western Canada where the homestead regulations allowed a man to put
down roots and establish a ranch base when his days as a roaming cowboy
were over. As Slatta emphasizes, working cattle was strenuous young
man's work. In case after case, a good hand became a small rancher when
he matured and married. For example, the C.C. Ranch on Mosquito Creek
spawned the successful ranches of John McEwan and George Blake, with
the overt aid of their former boss, William Edward Cochrane." Elsewhere,
Slatta uses the remarkable account books of Henry Denning to illustrate the
variety and nature of jobs that a cowboy had to undertake to survive.V He
could have finished the story by describing how Harry became foreman of
the mixed farm on which he worked, and then inherited the outfit which he
was able to steer shrewdly through the Depression, an example of upward
mobility if ever there was one. This is not a quibble, but rather a major
difference of opinion. Nevertheless, the book is a colourful, well organized,
and scholarly contribution to the ranching literature, and will do much to
help researchers in Canada broaden their perspectives.

Sherm Ewing's book TheRange is another that crosses many boundaries
of place and time." It focusses upon the high plains and foothills of both
Montana and Alberta. The object of inquiry is the grass which is the basic
source of wealth of the ranching industry. It presents quite sophisticated
technical concepts, such as Allan Savory's ideas on "Holistic Resource
Management," in surprisingly readable form. The stories and testimonies
to new ideas ring with authenticity because they are told in the words of the
men and women who experienced them or tested them on their own
outfits. Ewing uses the methods of the oral historian to collect information
on the range, and human interaction with it, from more than forty "star
witnesses." These include not only a goodly collection of ranchers, but also
veterinarians, plant geneticists, politicians, tribal elders, meteorologists,
and ecologists. Part of the enjoyment of the book comes from meeting a
really interesting group of people and hearing something of their personal
stories as well as their ideas on range management. Although the words are
culled from his correspondents, the book is created by the author's strin
gent editing. It is easy to have complete confidence in the man who
annotated and arranged the interviews into a coherent whole. Not only
does he hold an economics degree from Yale and a degree in agricultural
science from Cornell, but he was also an extremely successful rancher and
cattle breeder. The book can serve both as an introduction to those of us
who are woefully lacking background in biology, and also as a useful
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means for specialists to become more familiar with the key figures and
pertinent documents on range management on both sides of the inter
national boundary.

[o Rainbolt also uses an interview technique to gather material for her
book, TheLastCowboy; however, in this case she uses in-depth interviews
spread over a number of years." Six of the seven subjects lived in the
beautiful Bitteroot Valley south of Missoula, Montana. Ms. Rainbolt was
their neighbour. Gradually she gained the trust of the old cowboys and
their wives, and visited them in their homes, and later in veterans' hospi
tals, and retirement homes. The collective memory of her correspondents
reaches back to the years before the First World War, but focusses particu
larly on the 1920s and 1930s. From a comparative point of view, I was
especially interested in the origins of the cowboys. Two were immigrants
from Poland and Norway, while a third grew up in a midwestern city.
These young men were lured west by various elements of popular culture:
dime novels, posters, and western shows. Their stories emphasize how
soon a highly motivated young man with unlimited guts and high toler
ance for pain could become a reputable cowboy. For example, Art Wahl
joined a Con-Kohrs wagon in Miles City in the spring as a horse wrangler.
By the time the wagons came together in the fall roundup he had a
reputation as a good broncobuster. The only horses he had been familiar
with before were farm horses in Norway and Wisconsin. Other chapters
deal with the cowboy code of behaviour, methods of working cattle and
"gentling" horses, food, living conditions and clothing. This is a warm and
affectionate memoir which abounds in humour, but which, at the same
time, provides valuable firsthand accounts of range life and methods. The
context is set by a brief but pithy introductory essay by Richard B.Roeder.

The Great West Before 1900 is the first volume of an ambitious project
undertaken by the editorial board of Alberta Report.IS Over the next few
years they plan ten other volumes which will provide a comprehensive
picture of Alberta in theTwentieth Century. The section on "The Ranchers" is
made up of four chapters in the first volume, while the second volume, The
Birth of the Province, contains a chapter entitled, "The End of Big-Time
Ranching: Riches to Ruin in a Decade.':" Topics discussed include: the
disappearance of the buffalo and the beginning of ranching, the era of the
big ranches, the cowboy, the confrontation between settlers and ranchers
during the 1890s,and the eventual demise of large-scale ranching. The text
is lavishly illustrated and broken up by sidebars dealing with a variety of
topics like wolves, bad winters, remittance men, and brands. The presenta
tion vies with that of a "coffee table" volume; readers will not only be
entertained, they will be informed as well. The contribution of this series
will be to present the main events in Alberta's history to the general public
in an attractive format. The writing crackles with action, and diaries and the
stories of participants are used to good effect, for example, in the account of
the killing winter of 1906/07.

The danger is that space limitations may lead to oversimplification and
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perpetuation of stereotypes. I felt that Ted Byfield, editor of these two
volumes, enjoyed poking fun at "British Peers and Eastern Tycoons" rather
too much. The final assessment has yet to be made, for little research has
been directed to establishing the returns on investment earned by major
ranching companies, but it seems likely that three out of the ''big four"
ranches paid handsome dividends to shareholders over a twenty-year
period. The corporate ranches are depicted as dinosaurs being harried to
extinction; in fact they continually intensified their operations and modi
fied their strategies through a process of purposive adaptation and
innovation. Similarly, it may be true that western hands were amused b~

''The spectacle of grown men in packs pointlessly pursuing hounds..." 7

But it is not true that the hunts were pointless. Wolves were a costly scourge
and the journals of hound owners, like the Ings brothers and Hatfield,
indicate that their ongoing war with predators was by no means unsuccess
ful. For every worthless remittance man, there were two or three admirable
young men from Britain and eastern Canada equipped with determination
and a burning desire to become cowboys. Many displayed remarkable
tenacity and became passionately attached to their land of adoption.

The coverage is least successful when the authors are forced to general
ize about complex processes. For example, the reader is introduced to the
major factors which brought about rapid change in the open range cattle
industry during the first decade of the twentieth century, but the text fails
to convey the geographic and temporal complexity which was involved.
The "end of the open range" took decades to work itself out. While
enclosed fields, forage crops and winter feeding were commonplace in the
Bow Valley and along the foothills during the 1890s,open range roundups
were still carried out on CPR leases north and east of Brooks in the 1920s.
Similarly, the water reserve system introduced by William Pearce is badly
misrepresented. Water reserves were withdrawn from settlement so that
they could be used by everybody. They were not assigned to any particular
rancher, and were equally available to homesteaders. At that time, from
1896 to 1906, incoming settlers did not have the technology to farm the
interfluves, they concentrated on the bottom lands. If cattlemen had been
prevented from watering stock somewhere along the rivers and creeks,
then more than 80 percent of the land would have been rendered totally
unproductive. Again, while overgrazing may well have been a problem in
pockets of heavily settled range along Pincher Creek, one cannot but be
impressed by the ecstatic impressions of incoming ranchers during the
early years of the century. T.B.Long, who came from the Madison valley of
Montana to the Cypress Hills area in 1904,remembered:

Several years growth of grass rippled in the wind, knee deep to a horse as far as
the eye could see. It was impossible to describe the amount of grass we saw, and
there was free range everywhere. 18

When the astute and experienced Murdo Mackenzie, Scottish manager
of the Matador Land and Cattle Company, explored across the South
Saskatchewan River in 1903,he described it as "the finest bit of country I
ever saw in my life." 19 He acquire? a closed lease for 50,000 acres in 1905,
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and the company maintained a very successful presence on the Canadian
range until 1921.This achievement is dismissed by Byfield in one sentence:
"The famous Matador Ranch of Texas tried and failed to establish a large
herd of longhorns in Saskatchewan.T" However, in spite of occasional
lapses, I hope these volumes find a place in many Alberta homes and
schools, they will help to banish the myth that western history is dull!

In a paper presented to the Canadian Historical Association, and later
published in Canadian Papers in Rural History, Warren M. Elofson has
reopened the historiographical debate on the origins and characteristics of
ranching in western Canada." He suggests that "historians have gone too
far.,,22 In their eagerness to depict the social fabric of the English shires in
Alberta's foothills, they have ignored the degree to which a frontier envi
ronment spurred the evolution of new ways of doing things. Elofson is by
no means an old-fashioned environmental determinist, but he does point
out the manner in which severe winters, the depredations of wolves, fire,
and mange, led to the borrowing of adaptive strategies from "frontiers
men." The strength of Elofson's argument is based on his use of the Stair
Ranch Letterbook, the Hatfield diaries, and the Cross papers.f The evi
dence presented is that of the eyewitnesses and the decision makers.

A key contribution of the paper is his recognition that American practices
and personnel made a strong impression on Canadian societyas a whole:

This gave rise to a sort of second-level social elite, based on the romantic image
of the cowboy....British and eastern ranchers may well have had their grand balls
and their polo clubs, but on the streets of Calgary and Fort Macleod it was the
frontier cowboy who caught the public imagination. It was his special status in
virtually everyone's mind that shaped and directed the popular culture?4

I would go further and suggest that many of the young men who made their
way west on both sides of the line were drawn by these popular images of
a cowboy's life, like some of [o Rainbolt's subjects. This meant that they
were highly motivated to learn the necessary skills to become accepted as
"riders" rather than "tenderfeet." While I agree wholeheartedly that
"American practices ... had a powerful impact on the operation of the
ranching industry in the Canadian west,,,25 I am also impressed with the
speed and thoroughness with which would-be ranchers from Britain or
eastern Canada learned their new job. "Billy" Cochrane, Ted Hills, Claude
Gardiner, the Ings brothers, the Lynch-Stauntons, and a host of others,
owed a debt to those who showed them how, but they were able students.
Perhaps we need to focus attention on the process of adaptation and on the
ways in which technology was transferred, rather than concentrating on
cultural or ethnic differences.

If the United States precedent is any guide, detailed research on individ
ual ranches will help the process of refining general descriptive models.
Work by William M. Pearce on The Matador Land and Cattle Company and
Harmon Ross Mothershead on TheSwanLand andCattle Company are cases
in point." It is in this context that Henry Klassen's article on the Circle
Ranch breaks new ground. 27 He demonstrates how the Conrad brothers
and their partner I.G. Baker were able to establish close relations with the
Canadian government during the 1870s, and that their Canadian ranch
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division main tained a strong presence between the Bow and the Little Bow
rivers until just before the First World War. This well-run multinational
company rivalled the largest Anglo-Canadian ranches in size, and special
ized in low-eost production and high-volume turnover. As the lucrative
contracts to feed the Indians and the police were transferred to Canadian
ranches in the later 1880s, so the Conrads developed links with railway
contractors and meat packers. From his detailed study of the company's
books Klassen is able to provide figures for sales and returns:

By 1902, when the Circle's Canadian herd was already larger than its Montana
one, the firm had paid its shareholders a total of $980,000 in cash. By 1911, the
Conrads and their associates had divided more than $1.6 million altogether
among themselves. 28

He also shows how the company was able to adapt to increasing
pressure from settlement during the early years of the new century, by
fencing, irrigating hay, and growing fodder crops, on its deeded land near
Queenstown. The Circle Ranch's presence north of the line had been
acknowledged previously, but its contribution to the development of the
range cattle industry in Canada remained nebulous until now.

Public History

In December 1991,the government of Canada purchased the headquarters
site of the historic Bar U Ranch and some 300acres of land. This brought to an
end a period of search which had been going on for more than twentyyears. It
was in 1968that the Historic Sitesand Monuments Board ofCanada (HSMBC)
recommended that "the ranching industry is of national historic signifi
cance.?" Sincethat time the Parks Servicehas carried outa numberof research
projects with the aim of establishing a list of historic ranches and a methodol
ogy for comparing their assets." However, each time a decision was made to
secure a particular site negotiations were unsuccessful. In 1988, the City of
Calgary requested HSMBC to consider the Bow Valley ranch as a National
Historic Site.This led to another review of both historic and generic ranches,
and the Bar U emerged as the most attractive prospect. This time negotiations
proceeded smoothly to a conclusion.

The historic Bar U Ranch headquarters has a number of advantages as
an historic site. First, it possesses a remarkable set of some thirty-five
historic buildings. These range in date from eight log buildings of the 1890s,
to a feed mill and horse barns built in the 1920s.Many of the buildings are
still in use, and it has been their continuing utility that has insured their
longevity. The only obvious omission is the original frame and log ranch
house which was completely destroyed by fire in 1927.This remarkable site
is easily accessible from highway 22,but it is tucked away from casual view
along the flood plain of Pekisko Creek. Sight lines are framed by the banks
of the coulee, and the eye is led westward to the grassed foothills and
beyond to the Rocky Mountains. The intrusions of contemporary agricul
tural technology are minimized. The historic credentials of the Bar U are
equally impressive. The North West Cattle Company was one of the "big
four" ranch outfits, along with the Cochrane, the Oxley, and the Walrond.
Together they owned some 80 percent of cattle on the range during the
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1880s.Unlike the other three, the Bar V expanded and became ever more
famous under George Lane's leadership during the second decade of the
twentieth century. This period culminated in the visit of the popular Prince
of Wales on his cross-Canada tour in 1919.After Lane died the ranch was
purchased by Pat Burns and became a unit in his remarkable ranching
"empire." Thus, the ranch retained both its territorial integrity and its
historic and economic importance from 1882until about 1950.

During the last eighteen months the buildings on the site have been
thoroughly examined, cleaned, and made secure. Emergency stabilization
of some structures may be necessary, but cannot proceed until archaeolo
gists have had a chance to complete their research. A team of consultants
will bring forward developmental options during 1994for considerationby
Parks, the Friends of the Bar V, and the public. Historic research is gather
ing momentum as David Finch proceeds with an oral history project, Allan
McCullough works in the National Archives in Ottawa, and Simon Evans
digs deeper into the primary sources in the Glenbow Museum. The site will
not be opened to the public until 1997,for the purchase agreement included
a clause allowing the incumbent ranching family time to select and move to
a new headquarters. However, it seems likely that the site may be used as a
location for compatible promotional activities before the opening date.
Taken together, the books, articles, and the initiative taken by the Canadian
Parks Service, provide a foundation for, and a stimulus to, further work.

Future Directions

Enough has been written to suggest that the Canadian ranching frontier
is receiving considerable amount of scholarly and popular attention. How
ever, there is still much to do. During the past twenty years the focus has
tended to be on the owners and managers of the ranches, and on the
investors in the great corporate outfits. Who were the men who wrestled
calves at branding time, and who rode the fence lines during the bitter
winters? Where did they come from? What skills did they have and where
did they learn them? What were their wages and living conditions like? A
study of the work force on Canadian ranches will undoubtedly lead to a
more rounded picture of foothills' society. Many of the archival photo
graphs taken during the last years of the nineteenth century show that
Native people played a crucial role on many big ranches as a pool of
temporary labour used at branding time, to cut brush, and to build fences.
Diaries and biographies covering the 1920s and 1930s suggest that
extended family qroups established long-lasting relationships with
individual ranches. 1 But this important topic has yet to be explored. My
own work has argued that there were far-reaching differences in the
sequent occupance of the foothills as compared with the short-grass prai
ries to the east.32 At another level of inquiry it is becoming obvious that the
Bow Valley, the region of Macleod and Pincher Creek, and the High River
area, each developed unique characteristics which need investigation. The
ranching frontier is severely undermapped. Many articles contain a map of
the big leases granted to ranching companies in the 1880s. These maps all
derive from a handsome map drawn and watercoloured by John A.
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Cawston in 1935, to accompany L.G. Thomas' masters thesisr" The map
was redrawn by Lupton in the 1960sand the same data was used by myself
in the mid-1970s.34 A location map of ranch headquarters is needed, and so
are detailed maps showing the progress of homestead settlement in ranch
ing country. Again, the "township maps" surveyed in the 1880sand 1890s
contain a surprising number of details depicting ranch buildings and
corrals. It may be possible to develop a "typical" ranch morphology.
Finally, almost all the research to date deals with the "era of the big
ranches," and their demise in the years leading up to the First World War.
How did ranching fare in the 1920s and 1930s?What contribution did the
industry make to the Second World War? These are but a few of the
avenues of inquiry open to researchers. Perhaps some of the tasks outlined
will attract students during the next few years, and thus sustain the
momentum that has been generated during the early 1990s.
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Book Reviews
Weed Seeds of the Great Plains: A Handbook for Identification, by Linda W.
Davis. Lawrence: University of Kansas, 1993.Pp. 208.

This book provides colour photographs, black-and-white life-size sil
houettes and morphological descriptions of the seeds of 280 weedy plants
of the Great Plains of North America. Species are identified by common and
Latin names and by taxonomic family. The book includes finding lists and
both written and illustrated glossaries of morphological terms.

The 280 species were chosen for this book because they are abundant,
widespread, problematic or conspicuous in cropland, range, lawns, gar
dens or roadsides in the Great Plains. The Canadian Prairies are included
in this large geographic region, though at its northern extreme. We might
expect that our most abundant weeds would be included in the species list,
but that some of the species described might not be relevant to our area.
This is largely true. Most species that might be considered common in
Saskatchewan cropland (Thomas and Wise 1987) are included in Davis'
species list, with the exception of wild oats, bluebur, hemp-nettle, rose,
thyme-leaved spurge and narrow-leaved hawk's-beard. Most species that
are considered invaders of Saskatchewan rangeland (Abouguendia 1980)
also are included in Davis' species list, except wild barley, sheep fescue and
hairgrass. The most surprising omission is wild oats. Wild oats is abundant,
widespread, problematic and conspicuous in cropland in our region. Rose
and wild barley are also surprising omissions. Both are very common in our
area. The omission of the other species is arguably a judgement call. Not all
of the species described in this book will be found in our area. Davis has
included a brief statementabout the habitat and distribution of eachspecies
with her descriptions of the seeds. This will help in determining which of
the species we are likely to find. In general, the species selection seems quite
appropriate for the Prairies.

The strength of this book lies in the number and quality of the colour
photographs. These clearly reveal many fine details of surface morphology
and thus serve as an excellent reference collection. The material shown in
the photographs includes many accessory structures such as pericarp,
pappus, or glumes that might aid in identification (or hinder recognition if
they were excluded).

There is a weakness in the sampling used for the photographs and
descriptions. For most species, the sample included "at least 10seeds" from
a single collection. In most cases, the photographs show four to eight seeds,
and in most cases these are very similar to each other in appearance.
Although seeds generally vary less than other plant components, consider
able differences can exist. This is especially likely over a geographic range
as large as the Great Plains, and with a highly variable group such as weeds.
Some confusion is bound to result when people compare their naturally
variable samples with the photographs in this book. In particular, I noticed
that the colours in the photographs were not always true to those I found in
the Agriculture Canada Reference Collection of Weed Seeds to which I
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compared them. I also found more variability in size than indicated in the
photographs. Despite this objection, Davis' book remains a valuable first
approximation that will be very helpful in a majority of cases.

The seed descriptions include outline, cross-section shape, form, shape
of accessory structures, texture, colour, and size. The descriptions are
rather dry reading, and in several instances, a bit redundant (for example,
if the seed is spherical, is it necessary to include that it is round in outline
and round in cross section). The number of different descriptions are
helpful for more irregular shapes. At first glance, I thought that the actual
size silhouette photographs included with the seed descriptions were
rather simplistic, but I later found that they were quite useful aids once I
began actual seed comparisons.

A major use for this book will be in the identification of unknown seeds.
Davis provides finding lists rather than keys for identification. She uses
twenty-two groups, based on notable morphological features such as shape
or size. Groups are divided into more specific subgroups. For instance,
group 3 has seeds with distinct surface texture; subgroup 3Cincludes seeds
with reticulate surfaces. Each subgroup has a list of species that could be
described by the characteristics of the subgroup. Individual species could
be found under a number of groups (for example, with barbs, or large, or
elongate). I had some difficulty with the finding lists, especially in placing
species among similar categories. For instance, several of the species that I
considered to be spherical, Davis lists as ovoid. Many species appear on
several finding lists, but they do not appear on all of the lists that could
apply (for example, surely Tribulus terrestris, the puncture vine, has barbs,
bristles or spines). This is a serious drawback in the use of the finding lists.
Several different attempts at the lists may be necessary to correctly locate a
species. Overall, the finding lists are a poor replacement for the more
conventional taxonomic keys.

For the most part, the glossaries are useful. Perhaps they would be more
effective if they were adjacent to the finding lists. I suspect this is the context
in which they would be used most often. Terminology is used sloppily
throughout the book, and terms are not always defined in the glossaries.
For instance, "spherical" was used in the finding list, but "globose" was the
term illustrated in the glossary. Perhaps spherical does not need to be
illustrated, but if that is true, perhaps we also do not need the illustrations
provided of round, square, and triangular. The author's apparent attempts
to add variety to the descriptions by switching, for instance, between
round, square and circular, or by adding new terms such as "bullet
shaped" are not especially successful. These changes are unnecessary, and
the "new" terms are not defined in the glossaries. A more consistent
approach would be more useful. Definitions need to be more precise.
Differentiation between terms such as ovate and obovate are only useful if
the area of attachment can be distinguished. This point should have been
made with the illustration of the terms. Comparison of V-shaped and
C-shaped might have included some indication of where the border was
between the two.

=----------'---------'----------------------==-----=-- - - -

------------------
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Overall, the quality of the colour photographs more than makes up for
any of the shortcomings in the book. I am glad to have this book in my
collection, and I strongly recommend it as a useful reference for this region.
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Wild Seasons: Gathering and Cooking Wild Plants of the Great Plains, by Kay
Young; illustrated by Mark E. Marcuson. Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 1993.Pp. 318.

Over the last few years there has been an increased interest in wild edibles
in North America. In response to this interest there have been a number of
books published about foods sourced from the great outdoors. In my opinion,
this book represents one of the best overviews available to date.

For cooks, as well as those who like the outdoors, Wild Seasons is an
excellent guide to wild edible plants of the Great Plains, combined with a
cookbook. For the outdoors enthusiast there are descriptions and drawings
of fifty-two plants identified by their common and botanical names, their
habitats, and their botany. The illustrations of the plants provide the reader
with the ability to visualize the plant, and with the addition of the written
description, identification of the proper plant is greatly simplified.

As a guide to the wild foods' chef, the book provides information on
proper harvesting and preparation techniques. In addition, there are tradi
tional recipes for the plants described, and more innovative uses that fit
with our current eating styles.

Although I did not grow up with the tradition of gathering wild edibles,
it is an activity that I greatly enjoy. This book provides to me, the inexperi
enced gatherer, the type of information that I need to safely gather and
enjoy such fare. In her introduction, the author explains how the gathering
of wild edibles has various levels of personal significance:

I believe that gathering and consuming wild plants may have far more signifi
cance in a person's life than I had understood as a child or young mother.

Not only are certain wild plants nutritious and tasty, the gathering of them
involves the important processes of exploration, discovery, and learning. Per
sons who explore and come to know the natural world around them develop a
sense of how the earth works and a feeling of being connected to it. Even if the
natural world that they explore and gather from is as limited as a backyard, what
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happens there each season is important in their learning. And even if they leave
tha t particular place and never return, they carry with them an abiding concern
for the earth and its many forms of life....

Perhaps with a world view where natural cycles are a vital part of everyday
living, people develop a framework in which to place their own lives. When a
great loss or setback happens, they are still connected to something stable, a
scheme or system that continues to work as it should. Certainly, garnering part
of one's living from wild things creates a keen awareness and appreciation of the
na tural world and its cycles.

This desire for a connection to our natural surroundings, and a break from
the increasingly complex world in which we live and work, may explain the
increased interest in gathering and cooking wild edibles; or, it could be that
we have fun poking around in the wilds, and can justify it by bringinghome
provisions.

The author closes her introduction with guidelines for the safe and
sustainable use of wild edible plants. With increasing rates of loss in wild
habitat, it is important to emphasize the necessity to maintain the popula
tion of native plants in an area. The harvesting of wild plants must be
accompanied with the sense of responsibility to conserve our natural
resource. Gatherers of wild edibles may be wise to contact the local envi
ronmental agency to determine if the plant that is being sought is on a list
of "at risk" species for that area. Natural stands of particular plants may be
overharvested or limited in supplyby destruction of their natural habitat in
certain areas of the country.

For the novice this is an excellent reference book. Included are a glossary
of botanical terms to assist with the identification of the plants and their
edible portions, and a glossary of cooking terms to explain ingredients and
proper methods of preparation. This information is important for those,
like me, that did not learn the skills of harvest and preparation from family
tradition.

Wild Seasons is organized chronologically, starting with the edible por
tion of plants available in early spring and concluding with those available
in late autumn. If a plant has more than one edible portion, the description
details the season in which one can harvest each portion.

The appendices of the book provide general information on food preser
vation and basic recipes. The section on canning, freezing and drying is
valuable, even for domestic food products. The newest information on food
preservation is indicated, including the recommendations for safe canning
practices. The section on basic recipes could have been more extensive, but
most kitchens have at least one general cookbook that provides those basic
product preparation instructions.

The"Additional Sources of Information" section at the end of the book
provides a listing of related books and brochures. For Canadian readers,
there are a number of references available that provide information par
ticular to the prairie region of Canada, which may be more useful.

Also for Canadian readers, the Great Plains region described by the
author does extend north to include Manitoba, Saskatchewan and parts of
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Alberta. Not all of the plants described by the author can survive the harsh
climate of the northern region of the Plains, however, many are abundant
in the plains and woodlands of the Canadian Prairies. If a plant described
in the book is not available from the wild in an area that one has access to,
it may be possible to purchase some of these items in specialty stores. With
the increased desire for new products, and the limited access to wild areas,
some of the plants described in Wild Seasons have been cultivated and are
currently marketed through specialty produce outlets; for example, edible
flowers, native berries, asparagus and artichokes.

Although this book was obviously meant for an American readership, a
good deal of the information is applicable to Canadians as well. As the
author writes in the introduction "for across the fields and prairies and
along the roadsides and wooded streams of the American heartland grow
wild plants whose products rival the gourmet fare of any place in the
world." This contribution to the information on wild gourmet fare provides
a good basis for those who wish to find some reason to poke around in the
wilds.

Barbara Cox-Lloyd
Marketing Development
Saskatchewan Agriculture and Food

Palliser Triangle: A Region in Space andTime, edited by R.W.Barendregt, M.C.
Wilson and F.J.[ankunis. Lethbridge: Department of Geography, Univer
sity of Lethbridge, 1993.Pp. 281.

For a readily accessible landscape, the southwestern Interior Plains have
attracted less scientific enquiry than other large regions of Canada, the
Arctic and the Western Cordillera in particular. In the Quaternary earth
sciences most of the synthesis is confined to INQUA and CANQUA field
guides (e.g. Barendregt 1985;Sauchyn 1993;Schreiner et al. 1987) and the
only published monograph is Beaty (1975). Furthermore, for a large part of
this region, the literature on Quaternary landforms and sediments is domi
nated by the work of one geologist, Dr. A.M. Stalker. Palliser Triangle: A
Region in Space and Time is a compilation of papers about Stalker and the
sites and scientific problems he explored during more than forty field
seasons with the Geological Survey of Canada. This Festschrift is a wel
come and major addition to the literature on this large unique region.

The volume consists of sixteen contributions in five parts. The Introduc
tion outlines Stalker's relationship to the University of Lethbridge, the
organization of the gathering in his honour and the structure of the book.
The next three papers are about Stalker: two biographies and a very
readable, entertaining and candid self-reflection on his career as a geologist
and public servant. Part 1 concludes with the only paper that deals with the
Palliser Triangle as a region. The subject is settlement history and human
environment relations.
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The papers on surficial geology and Quaternary soils in parts 2 and 3 are
the core of the book, in terms of examining or extending the groundwork
laid by Stalker. The authors of these papers, L.E. Jackson, R.W. Klassen,
R.W. Barendregt (coauthor with Stalker),J.F. Dormaar and W.G. Vreeken,
have been responsible for much recent research on the Quaternary strati
graphy and geomorphology of the southwestern plains, foothills and
Rocky Mountains. The three papers in part 2 examine the foothills erratics
train, hummocky moraine, and ice-thrust megablocks, geological features
that we associate with Dr. Stalker. The paper by Brierley and Hiley on soil
resources and land use seems out place in part 3, having most in common
with the last in paper in part 1 by Wilson and Dijks.

In part 4, the theme of Quaternary research is expanded to include
archaeology and paleontology. Wilson contributes a relevant and useful
paper on radiocarbon dating in the ice-free corridor. The problems dis
cussed apply to the entire southern Interior Plains. Unfortunately he fails to
locate the ice-free corridor for the uninitiated reader. Bums and Young
describe Pleistocene sediments and fossil prairie dog colonies in the Hand
Hills. Forbis presents archaeological evidence for the role of dogs in the
post-altithermal reoccupation of the plains.

The papers in Palliser Triangle were presented at the University of
Lethbridge in October 1988; therefore, the research and bibliography are
five years old. This is a minor weakness, given the relatively slow rate at
which knowledge of this region accrues and the quality of the eventual
publication. For an in-house production, the book is nicely formatted and
reproduced, with clear figures and monochrome photographs. The only
inconsistency, between the anecdotal style of the biographies and technical
style of the research papers, is a function of the dual purpose of the volume.

With the compilation of papers representing various subjects and disci
plines comes the challenge of maintaining a theme, arranging the contribu
tions and choosing a title. The editors made a good start by inviting
contributions from "colleagues, friends, professional acquaintances and
trainees of Archie" (p. 2).Such a group is able to both pay tribute to Stalker
and share his scientific interests. Thus the editors have succeeded in
collecting papers that correlate strongly with the scope of Stalker's accom
plishments. Geographically, Stalker focussed on southern Alberta. Thus
his publications (fifty-seven as sole author, and numerous collaborations)
are appropriately listed in part 5, "A Bibliography of the Quaternary
Geology of Southern Alberta." These citations demonstrate that Stalker's
field work often took him west of the Palliser Triangle into the foothills and
Rocky Mountains. Correspondingly, of the eleven contributions in parts 2
to 5, all but the paper by Klassen deal exclusively or primarily with sites in
southern Alberta. This geographic distribution of the subject matter reveals
the only major weakness of this book, its title.

Byany definition, including the maps on page 39, most of the Palliser
Triangle is in southern Saskatchewan. On page 165, Wilson equates the
southern ice-freecorridor and the Palliser Triangle. Similarly, the paper "The
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SoilResource and Associated Agricultural Land Use in the Palliser Triangle"
considers only southeastern Alberta. The editors devote two paragraphs to
justifying the title: "Sinceour long-term interest was the Palliser Triangle, and
since Archie's work primarily involved events in the Palliser Triangle, we
settled on that as a regional focus ... Archie is also deeply interested in
archaeology, agriculture, settlement processes, migration and other human
endeavors so common to the universal man.... So to reflect all these interests
the Festschrift was given the title - The Palliser Triangle: A Region in Space and
Time. We think the title appropriate, our hope is that others will too" (p. 2).A
more appropriate title would have referred to Quaternary earth science,
southern Alberta and/or A.M. Stalker, or at least specified western Palliser
Triangle.Stalker's vast bodyofworkon southernAlberta, includingthe Rocky
Mountains and foothills,examined specificproblems in Quaternary stratigra
phy and landforms. His major contribution was not a regional synthesis and
thus neither is the Festschrift in his honour. The title Palliser Triangle with the
subtitle A Region in Space andTime implies a regional overview of the physical
and/or human geography.

Palliser Triangle is a collection of consistently good and relevant papers.
It is a significant contribution to the literature on the southwestern Interior
Plains and a fitting tribute to Dr. Archibald M. Stalker.
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Reaction andReform: ThePolitics of theConservative PartyUnder R.B. Bennett,
1927-1938, by Larry A. Glassford. Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1992.Pp. 308

Larry Glassford's examination of the federal Conservative Party and
Bennett's leadership of the same between 1927 and 1938 helps to fill an
important gap in the study of Canadian parties and political leadership. By
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the time Bennett assumed the Conservative leadership Canada had already
experienced a quarter century of importantdemographic change and rapid
industrialization. By the end of World War I Canada was mainly an urban
society and a significant percentage of the population, particularly on the
Prairies, was neither English nor French in cultural background. These
changes were accelerated throughout the 1920s.

The evolution from a mainly rural to a predominantly urban industrial
ized capitalist society was accompanied by heightened class, ethnic and
regional conflicts. Symptoms of these conflicts included the national and
ethnic tensions around military conscription in 1917 and the widespread
labour and agrarian revolts after World War I. This turmoil was also
accompanied by a gradual shift of the entire political economy from a
British to an American orientation.

The two-party system ended forever in 1921and, of the two traditional
parties, the Liberals were much more adept than the Conservatives at
adapting to the new political culture. The Conservatives were relegated to
temporary third-party status in 1921 and retained only their old Loyalist
bases in New Brunswick, Ontario and British Columbia. Though they
rebounded in 1925they were driven back to Ontario, British Columbia and
the Maritimes in 1926.In the 1926election the Conservatives were red uced
to one seat on the Prairies and shut out of Quebec outside of English
Montreal.

When Bennett was elected to succeed Meighen as Conservative leader
in 1927 he inherited a party which was in very serious trouble. In the
postwar period their class, regional and ethnic bases had become danger
ously narrow; and before 1927 the party leadership had shown little
inclination to seriously deal with the problem. They had been content to
stick to the old nostrums offered by the National Policy and loyalty to the
British Empire. Bycontrast Mackenzie King had at leastpartially succeeded
in keeping Quebec, the agrarians, the working class and the diverse cul
tural groups of English Canada under the broad electoral umbrella of the
Liberal Party while at the same time remaining at least as popular as his
Conservative counterparts with the dominant business class.

Glassford describes the national Conservative convention of 1927as an
attempt to deal with these problems by adopting a more modem program
and choosing a new leader. That a new leader was chosen at a national
convention was itself a first for the Conservatives as it had been for the
Liberals in 1919.The convention was undoubtedly more representative of
the party than the caucus though Glassford points out that it was barely
representative of the party let alone the broader society. He estimates that
it would have cost about two hundred dollars for travel and accommoda
tion (neither of which was subsidized) to attend the convention. This was
at a time when a common labourer was paid about five dollars a day so
obviously only the affluent could attend such an event.

There were many party stalwarts at the convention and leading up to it
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who urged their fellow Conservatives to face up to the problems. Sir Joseph
Flavelle, for one, urged them to broaden their base, adopt more progressive
policies and conduet themselves in such a way as to deserve the confidence
of Canadian voters. "The Conservative party has been consistently wrong
for more than a quarter of a century in being primarily interested in
securing power, in place of being primarily interested in being competent
to govern" (p. 18).There were significant numbers of prominentConserva
tives who agreed with him but many more who did not.

The 1927 convention did make some attempts to renovate the policies
and improve the image of the party. There were transportation and re
source concessions to the West aimed at the prairie farmers. There was a
lengthy resolution endorsing many of the labour rights included in the
International Labour Convention and promising improved pensions and
other social legislation with "so far as is practicable" (p. 27) added as an
escape clause. The new program, vague as it was, had obviously been
designed to appeal to farmers and urban workers. But, there was nothing
in the program to alarm the vested business interests who provided the
financial base for the party. In fact, all of the necessary compromises had
been worked out behind closed doors before resolutions reached the
convention floor. The idea of most of the party leadership was to carry on
as usual but with a somewhat more progressive sounding program as
necessary "election fodder."

Glassford makes the point that "when all was said and done, the words
and actions of the new leader would do far more to determine Conservative
policy than would their platform" (p. 28).R.B. Bennett would be the choice
of the convention and he was an exceptionally able and dynamic leader
who also possessed all the oratorical skills considered so important to the
politics of his day. Bennett had moved to Calgary from his native New
Brunswick in 1896 to practice law with the firm of Sir James Lougheed.
Bennett became western solicitor for the CPRand became associated with
many very profitable business ventures. Bythe mid-1920s he was a million
aire many times over and had a string of corporate directorships "as long
as his arm" (p. 40) which included the Royal Bank, Imperial Oil, Imperial
Tobacco and Canada Packers. Bennett fit the profile of the type of leader
who would be much admired by the Conservative elite of the late 1920s.
That he was "a millionaire seeking the support of the common people" (p.
43) was not considered a detriment.

Bennett provided effective leadership between the convention of 1927
and the federal election of 1930. He concerned himself not with ideology
but with putting the Conservative party machinery in a state of election
readiness across the country. Bennett would donate more than one-half
million dollars of his own money to the Conservative party between his
selection as Leader and June 1930.This would include more than $100,000
for the weak Quebec party and very substantial sums to assist the provin
cial Conservatives to victory in Saskatchewan in 1929.By 1920the Conser
vatives would govern five of the nine provinces and the Liberals only
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Quebec and Prince Edward Island. The Conservative federal machine was
well organized and well oiled with Bennett himself putting in another
$250,000during the election campaign.

The onset of the Great Depression in the fall of 1929 and the resulting
widespread unemploymentby the summer of 1930handed Bennettand the
Conservatives an issue which they exploited skillfully and effectively with
considerable help from Mackenzie King's mishandling of the situation. The
unemployment issue fit in very handily with the protectionist policy which
had always been identified with the Conservative Party. They made job
creation the most important issue of the 1930campaign with a promise to
end unemployment by applying a high tariff economic strategy bu ttressed
with increased public works to provide emergency help while the strategy
was taking effect. It was an appeal to economic nationalism which could
elicit widespread support from all classes and all regions. "For this one
election 'Canada First' provided the Conservative party with the makings
of a country-wide majority consensus" (p. 94).

The strategy resulted in a major electoral triumph. The Conservatives
won a comfortable majority with seats in all provinces including twenty
four in Quebec and twenty-three in the prairie provinces - both regions
where they had been virtually shut out in 1926. And they received 48.7
percent of the popular vote which was better than the Liberals had
achieved in the three previous elections. But Glassford points out that the
seeds of the disastrous Conservative defeat of 1935 were sown in the
election campaign of 1930. Bennett made reckless promises premised on
the gamble that prosperity would return. "The Conservative party is going
to find work for all who are willing to work or perish in the attempt" (p. 95).
One is reminded of Mulroney's rash promise of "jobs, jobs, jobs" in 1984
and his portrayal of the wonders to be achieved by the Free Trade Agree
ment in 1988. Glassford describes Bennett's recovery program as fraught
with contradictions and notes that the level of tariffs had nothing to do with
the real causes of the depression. And much of his program could only have
been carried outby using deficit financing on a large scale. "There was little
to indicate that Bennett was ready in 1930 even to contemplate such a
radical departure from the conventional wisdom of balanced budgets" (p.
96). Bennett neither recognized the depth of the Depression nor was he
ideologically prepared for the economic and political crises which were just
getting underway in 1930.

The Depression of course got much worse than most people had thought
possible and the unemployment rate was catastrophic by 1933. By now the
"peoples' saviour" of 1930"had become an object of public derision" (p. 99).
The attempt to "blast" a way into the markets of the world was an utter failure.
The public works spending and other parts of the 1930 program proved
woefully inadequate to deal with the situation. The government in fact re
sorted to the traditional nostrum of retrenchment in order to retain interna
tional confidence in the Canadiandollar. When R.J. Manion suggested that the
government lower interest rates on outstanding bonds or inflate the currency
Bennett dismissed the idea as "a lot of damn Communism" (p. 118).
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Glassford describes Bennett as being utterly out of touch with the public
mood by 1933.In fact, by 1932they had shifted from attempting a recovery
program "to a desperate defence of the basic social order" (p. 117).Bennett
reverted to an authoritarian assault on civil liberties typified by the use of
Section 98 of the Criminal Code, widespread deportation, the estab
lishment of the unpopular relief camps and the call to apply "the iron heel
of ruthlessness" (p. 121)against dissenters. This approach would make the
government even more un popular. In the midst of all this Bennett re-insti
tuted honorary titles in 1933.

By the middle of 1934 the Conservatives did not control a provincial
government west of the Maritimes and they were consistently losing federal
by-elections.The party was becoming rapidly demoralized and was seriously
split. H.H. Stevens resigned from the Cabinet in October after fierce battles
with his ministerial colleagues over the work of the Price Spreads Commis
sion. The resignation made Stevens a popular hero and left the Conservatives
facing electoral oblivion. It also exacerbated a behind-the-scenes fight which
was already underway concerning the direction of the government and the
party. C.H. Cahan led the forces of reaction and Stevens the forces of reform
with Bennett somewhere in the middle. Cahan expressed the old laissez-faire
principlesof no interference with business and used the traditional arguments
of provincial jurisdiction.

Bennett tended to sympathize more with the ideas of Cahan than those
of Stevens. However, he was convinced by W.D. Herridge, his brother-in
law and Canadian minister to Washington, to launch into a reform pro
gram superficially modeled on Roosevelt's "New Deal." Glassford
provides an insightful discussion of the decision to launch Bennett's so
called "New Deal" and the method of implementing it. The decision was a
largely cynical and desperate move by Bennett to regain centre stage in his
own party and give himself an outside chance at re-election.

Bennett launched his New Deal with great fanfare in a series of speeches
and radio broadcasts. But the legislation itself, though a radical departure for
the Conservative party, did not live up to expectations and was merely a
continuation of the program launched after 1930. Nevertheless the New Deal
added to the serious split already evident in the party. It annoyed Cahan and
the traditional wing but did not satisfy Stevens and his supporters.

The New Deal was too little and too late to save a discredited govern
ment and one disaster followed another for Bennett and his party between
the introduction of the legislation in the winter of 1935and the fall election.
The On-to-Ottawa Trek and the Regina Riot kept Bennett's "iron heel"
image before the public. And Stevens, who was voting in the Commons
against the government by June, announced in early July that he would be
launching the Reconstruction Party. Mackenzie King ran a cautious cam
paign mainly against the government's record while promising more
respect for civil liberties. During the campaign Bennett did not consistently
defend his New Deal. "Over six weeks Bennetthad marched the party from
left to right, and seemingly repudiated some of his own reforms" (p. 180).
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He also indulged in the red baiting excesses which had become one of his
trademarks.

The Liberals won a very comfortable majority from the very fact of being
the only practical alternative. The new "third" parties obtained more than one
quarter of the popular vote. The Conservatives declined to their lowest point
since Confederation and it would take them twenty-two years to recover. The
right wing of the party learned nothing from the disastrous route. Cahan
confessed to Mackenzie King that he was not unhappy with the results which
he saw as a rejection of "the economic fallaciesof Karl Marx" (p. 203)which
were supposedly expressed in the radio speeches Bennett had used to launch
the New Deal. Glassford noted that Cahan "refused to acknowledge that
Canada was a changed and changing country" (p. 203).

The remainder of the book takes the reader up to 1938when Bennett was
virtually forced to retire and was replaced by the uninspiring Robert
Manion. The contradictions between reaction and reform had not been
resolved and Manion would put in his short stint as leader vainly attempt
ing to appeal to the business class and workers and farmers simultane
ously. The legacy of the Depression and the failure to come to terms with a
changed Canada would keep the party from power until the Diefenbaker
years would provide some temporary respite before another twenty-one
years of Liberal dominance. Mulroney would finally resolve the contradic
tion in favour of outright reaction but may well have permanently de
stroyed the old Conservative party in the process.

There are two significant weak areas in Glassford's account. The first is
that he pays far too little attention to the extreme repression which was a
hallmark of the reactionary side of the Bennett government. The years
between 1930and 1935witnessed the most severe and sustained repression
at any time in Canadian peacetime history. The repression was sympto
matic of the intellectual bankruptcy of a political leadership which could
not come to terms with the changing political culture emanating from the
changing nature of industrial capitalism in Canada. Glassford acknow
ledges the repression but does not weave it sufficiently into his theme.
There are many excellent secondary sources on the area which Glassford
could have used to buttress his own very thorough primary research on
other aspects of the Bennett government.

The second weak area is the brevity of the examination of the manner in
which the business community reacted to the political problems occa
sioned by the Depression and to the remedies offered in the New Deal and
other measures. Elements of the business community supported the New
Deal as Glassford notes. And important sections of the business class
would later support the recommendations of the Rowell-Sirois Report and
would be supportive of the trends beginning during World War II towards
a stronger central government and a centrally co-ordinated welfare state. It
was a sign of the backwardness of the federal Conservative party that they
played no significant role in these developments before 1957. Again there
are excellent secondary sources which could have been used by Glassford
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to supplement his primary research including Alvin Finkel's Business and
Social Reform in theThirties (Toronto: J. Lorimer, 1979).

Reaction andReform, despite the above mentioned weaknesses, is a very
useful contribution to enhancing our understanding of the Conservative
party under Bennett's leadership and also provides many insights as to
why the Conservatives would remain the weaker of the two old parties for
the remainder of the century. It is also a first-rate piece of scholarship which
thoroughly examines and makes judicious use of most of the relevant
primary sources.
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Steve Dorey, Free Trade onthePrairies: TheImplications oftheCanada-U.S.
Trade Pact fortheThree Prairie Provinces, 1989.

Jack C. Stabler, M.R. Olfert and Murray Fulton, TheChanging RoleofRural
Communities inan Urbanizing World: Saskatchewan 1961-1990, 1992.

Jack C. Stabler and M.R. Olfert, Restructuring RuralSaskatchewan:
TheChallenge of the1990s, 1992.

CANADIAN PLAINS BIBLIOGRAPHIES

John P. Miska, Canadian Studies onHungarians, 1886-1986: An Annotated
Bibliography ofPrimary andSecondary Sources, 1987(cloth).

George Arthur, A Buffalo Roundup: A Selected Bibliography, 1985.

CANADIAN PLAINS BIOGRAPHIES

Betty L. Dyck, Running to Beat Hell: A Biography of
A.M. (Sandy)Nicholson, 1988(cloth). $26.00

Patrick Kyba, Alvin: A Biography oftheHonourable Alvin Hamilton, P.C.,
1989 (cloth). *$20.00

Rose Potvin, ed., Passion andConviction: TheLetters ofGraham Spry,1992. $32.00

CO-PUBLISHED WITH ALBERTACULTURE AND MULTICULTURALISM

Trevor Boddy, Modern Architecture in Alberta, 1987 (cloth). $24.00



Barry Glen Ferguson, Athabasca Oil Sands: Northern Resource
Exploration, 1875-1951,1985. $15.00

Bryan Melnyk, Calgary Builds: TheEmergence ofan Urban Landscape,
1905-1914, 1985. $15.00

James Parker, Emporium of theNorth: FortChipewyan
and theFur Trade to 1835,1987. ,$15.00

Donald G. Wetherell and Irene Kmet, UsefulPleasures:
TheShapingofLeisure in Alberta, 1896-1945,1990. *$20.00

CO-PUBLISHEDWITH THE GOVERNMENT HOUSE HISTORICALSOCIElY

Hryniuk, Margaret, "A TowerofAttraction": An fllustrated Historyof
Government House, Regina,Saskatchewan,
edited by Garth Pugh, 1991 (cloth). $34.95

CPRC publications may be ordered from your favourite bookstore or from the
Canadian Plains Research Center. Orders sent to the Canadian Plains Research
Center should be prepaid if possible and cheques made payable to the University
of Regina. CPRC's discount policy is as follows: libraries - 20%, retailers - 40%.
Please include $2.50 postage and handling for the first book and $0.50for each book
thereafter; out-of-Canada orders please include $3.00 postage and handling for the
first book and $1.00 for each book thereafter. In addition, 7%GSTmust be added to
Canadian orders.

Publications marked with an asterisk (*) are on sale, and are not eligible for any
further discounts.



Prairie Forum
is indexed in the

Indexing is also available online

and on CD ROM through
Canadian Business and Current Affairs

R:. Micromedia Limited
Canada's Information People

20 Victoria Street,
Toronto, Ontario M5C 2N8

(416) 362--5211 1--800--387--2689



GreatPlainsResearch, abiannualmultidisciplinary internation
al journal, publishes original scholarly papers in the natural and social
sciences dealing with issues of the Plains environment.

The August 1994 issue of Great Plains Research will focus on Native
American issues. Articles include a discussion ofbilingual education for
indigenous people, an investigation of the relationship between diet and
diabetes among the Omahas, an analysis of Kiowa powwows, a study of
the farm crisis on reservations, an examinationofthe retribalization ofthe
Northern Ponca, and an exploration ofgaming as economic development.

ABSTRACTED/INDEXED IN: HistoricalAbstracts; America:Historyand.Life;
and Meteorlogical and Geoastrophysical Abstracts.

PUBLISHER: Center for Great Plains Studies, University of Nebraska
EDITOR: Clare V. McKanna, Jr., University of Nebraska

Weinvitemanuscripts from regional scholars reporting original datain
scientific or social scientific approaches, and of interest to a diverse
audience. Interested scholars please contact the editor for information
aboutstyleand submission procedures.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES PER YEAR: United States Individual $25.00, Institu
tional $50.00; Canada Individual $28.00, Institutional $53.00; Other Foreign
Individual $35.00, Institutional $60.00. Submit check or money order in U.S.
currency to GreatPlainsResearch.

MAILING ADDRESS: GreatPlainsResearch, 1215 Oldfather Hall, Univeristy
of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln, NE 68588-0317. Phone (402) 472-3082

ORDER FORM

o
D
D

D

Please enter my subscription to Great Plains Research
Enclosed is a check or money order payable to Great Plains Research
in US$
Please send me author information on publishing research in the Great
Plains Research
Please send me information about the Center for Great Plains Studies

--------------- «--'"<--

________ Country

Name

Address _

City Province/State

Zip



GREAT PLAINS QUARTERLY

Great Plains Quarterly is a scholarly, interdisciplinary journal
published bythe Center for Great Plains Studies of the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln. The Quarterly publishes research and criticism
that is significant to life and land in the Great Plains region and
welcomes the submission of manuscripts. It seeksareadcrship among
all persons interested in the region.

1 year
2 years-

Subscription Rates:
Individual

u.S. Canada Other
$20.00 $23.00 $26.00
$38.00 $44.00 $50.00

Send check or money order in U.S. funds only to:
Great Plains Quarterly
1214 Oldfather Hall
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Lincoln, NE 68588~0313

(402) 472~6058

Instituti()Ilal
U.S. Canada Other

$25.00 $28.00 $31.00
$43.00 $49.00 $55.00

----------------------

Nebraska residents, please add appropriate state andcity sales tax.
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The new 1994 Canadian Magazine
Publishers Association catalogue is
the best and only source for
individual descriptions of Canada's
magazines. A~ in~rediblywi?e
variety of special Interest tOpICS and
points of view are represented by
243 magazines, covering every
interest and taste.

Fill in the attached coupon today
and for just $5 (includes GST,
postage and handling) we'll send
you our new catalogue.

Subscribe now to your favourite
magazine with our easy-to-use
detachable order form.
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Rddress
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Send me the new 1994 CMPH
catalogue. Ienclose mq cheque for
$S [651. postage and handling are
covered in this amount].

Province

Canadian
Magazine Publishers

Association


